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i n t r o d u c t i o n

1, The Governiiierxt of Uttar Pradesh in November 1964 formed 

us into a committee to examine the existing organisation and 

working of the Board of High School and Intermediate Education, 

U,P, and to suggest steps to improve its efficiency and speed 

in the context of raPid expansion taking place in the field of 

Secondary Education. The intention of the Governmentj as stated 

in its Memoranduiii constituting the Cormittee) has been to make 

the Board an effective and efficient instrument for the planned 

development of Secondary Education in the State*

RAISON D«BTRE

2* The Board was sot up by the Intermodiato Education Act5 

1921 and has been functioning since without any appreciable 

change inspitc of its grov/ing problems. In the years following 

the ostablishment of the Board the number of the candidates 

appearing for its oxeauinations has been increasing v;ith the 

result that from 8648 candidates who appeared at its examinations 

in 1925, this number has gone upto 4,86,000 in 1965. There has 

been proportionate increase a3jjround in the v/ork of the Board 

to moot the demands of this g rov/th in number. The number of 

rocogniscd High Schools and Intermediate Colleges has increased 

from 178 to 2018 in the corresponding period. The examination 

centres v/hich were situated in a few ccntral places and 

numbered 7 ^  in the whole State in 1925 have spread foj? 

and wide to the. remotest parts of the State and now number 

1597- for the oxaminaliDns of 1965. The tempo of educational 

expansion is mounting yearly. The Five Year Plans have 

added urgency to the tempo. It has, therefore, to be 

considered if tho agency of the Board w h ich .........................

C H A P T g R - I

’i'Hixod Cont,-''s’ have b^en counted as tv/o centres.



was created in 1921 can cope with such vast changes that have 

taken place sipce and if it required reorganisation, reconsti

tution or readjustment in its working^ This has been the main 

purpose for which the present committee was set up^

THE SCOPE OF THS GQMMCTTEE

3 . ( i )  The Scope of the working of the Committee has to be 

confined to its terms of reference set out in the Government 

memortindum ( Appendix I  ̂• The main task of the Committee ̂  as 

set forth in its terras of reference was to examine the 

organisation and working of the Board and to suggest steps for 

improving its efficiency and speed, kt the same it was

envisaged, in the Goverment Memornndum, creating this Committee, 

that the Board should be so organised as^to function as an eff

ective and efficient instrument for the planned development 

of Secondary Education in the State” , An educationally backward 

state that we are, we have not only 'to catch up with other 

etates but to aim at attaining the internationaJL standard of 

educational achievement* Constituted as it is even at present, 

the Board is charged with very wide functions not only in 

regard to the conduct of examinations, but also in regard to 

laying down of syllabi and courses, granting of recognition to

I
institutions and fixing of conditions governing it and making 

regulations regarding service conditions of teacher^f their 

appointments and even providing for the rules for the constitu

tion of the Cormnittee of fifanagement, .̂ ny reorganisation of the 

Board, therefore, must take into consideration wider quilstions 

relating to Secondary Education,

(li) EL££>1EMCARY EDIJCATIONt«- When we discuss the question 

of Secondary Education and concern ourselves with the raising 

of standards of educational achievement and reorganisation at 

the Secondary level, it is quite obvious that we cannot avoid 

direct reference to the system, organisation and administration



of Primary and Elementary E^ducation, The Committee, therefore, 

could not keep itself completely away from the questions and 

protslems of Elementary E^ducation*

EDUCATION COMIBSIOH 1965i

4 , The Committee is aware that Government of India had ap

pointed an Education Commission which would report among other 

things on evolving of the Jfational |>attern of education* The 

Committee might haVe been in a better position to go into the 

question of reorganisation of the Boaj?dj if  it had been foniied 

after the recommendations of this Commission were made availa- 

le. This is because the Committee feels that fundamental 

questions like the continuation of the High Stohool and the 

Intermediate Exarainations j the stage at which these examinatior'5 

should be taken,fixation of the minimum age for these examina- 

tionj the extent of diversification of courses and such allied 

matters, important as they are, cannot be decided in isolation 

from their position in the r est of the country• The Committee, 

therefore, would have liked to keep away from expressing its 

opinion on these matters, but as some of the questions are in

timately connected with the subject under its review, it cannot 

entirely ignore them also. Even where recommendations'h^ve been 

made on such matters, it is hoped that they may come up before 

the Commission which is expected to continue its deliberatioiis 

upto March, 1966. < .

SCHOOL EDUGA.TIQN IN BfTERNATlom SETTING,

5 . The Committee would also like to make an observation 

in the beginning in regard to the need for reorganisation of 

education. The reason for the formation of the Committee 

appears to be some administrative difficulties which are being 

faced by the Board owing to the growing complexity in,its work

ing ,the need for reconstituting education-^^attern today has

Ch« I ,
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been felt not only in the newly developing countries but even 

in the most advanced countries of the world* Rapid growth in 

the knowledge of science and technology has forced even those 

countries which have been mainly responsible for this advance

ment to reconstruct their school programmes# The quality of 

education imparted in the schools in a country has assumed new 

dimensions and is considered vital not only for raising socialj 

economic and industrial standards but also for national surviv

al and existence. It is true that in developing our pattern
-■t

we \\Till have to build on our own resources, traditions^ ideals 

and values but at the same time we cannot proceed as if  the 

Russian, the toerican or the English Education does not exist* 

In short, there is a growing need for^^thorough looking into t!̂ ' 

system of Secondary Education and we have to derive profit fro '̂ 

the Experience of others to the extent it would suit our own 

pattern of development and culture*

M A •-»
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6 * The educational system in the country that we find todS'

has been the result of its evolution down the agest History 

has left its footprints^ as in other walks of life^ on the 

educational system also. In thinking of transforming our 

tradition-ridden society into a modern society^ we have to 

take into account those forces of history which have been with 

us for so^ong and still mould our thinking and behavioui*, 

Lessons which have come to us as a noble heritage of the past 

and which are relevant in this context, are the conquests of 

culture and philosophy, of the vital teaching of t^eranoe so 

indispensable for sustaining a society so long, amid diversitie 

of race, religion, tradition and language. The manner in which 

we must outgrow our higtory and modernise our outlook and 

Society must be determined after giving a perspective of the 

changes that have taken place in the educational set up down 

the ages*

ANClEIjT PERIOD

7. (i) Proud of our past, v/e have yet to assess how mucJh to 

reject and how much to retain of the past in our lives* The 

Vedic seers saw in Nature a mystery and a charm, and treated 

her as the mother of all creation* H-er mystery must be probed 

by an enquiring human mind not to force her to yield her 

treasures but to enjoy her infinite charm as Nature's noblest 

creation. Knowledge to us is not so i^uch a power as light, an 

intellectual illumination for leading an enlightened life on 

the earth, our Mother. The educational significance of this 

ancient weltanschau* ung is that it gives to man his religion 

of love and light, peace and harraoioy, rejects struggle as a 

sub-human category of life . General education of our conception
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cannot find a better rationale than in the Upanishadio formula- 

tionj system, .iananit ai^ntam brahmat the Ultimate Reality is 

infinite knowledge and truth, and, further I ayamatma brahm,ai 

Reality is my own self. Knowledge constitutes the stuff of my 

selfhood* The ancient wisdom of the Vedas yields to us a teach** 

ing technique also. To know a thing is to become it^ To know it^ 

from inside^ we must enter it through a process of emotional 

iiodentification, that is, through love* To develop a power of 

sympathetic Pagination in pupils so that they establish deep 

rapport and intijnacy with their surroundings is the surest vajr 

to know them# A teaching skill must seek to put the learner 

enrapport with nature, and leave the rest to his own manipula

tion, experimentation and explorationi

(ii) The complex character of our present environmentybowavsaiv 

sets a limit to the application of simple Vedic wisdom* Byeja soj 

we need not reject its deep spirituality from our school system* 

Our teachers and pupils in schools while learning all that the 

modern Science and Technology have to unfold should go about 

their tas-k as sober people engaged in pursuit of peace and 

happiness through loving and knowing the universe around them^ " 

What we must reject is a tendency to back slide to an arohalo 

past by drying the growth of Indian History^

(iii)The post-Vedic evolution of Indian History is the 

history of growth of unity in the midst of diversit^n the 

ceutiuries^ however, diversity and differences got the better of 

unity resulting in the emergence of rigid social hierarchy and 

stratification. It persists even today as a backlog of the pasi:̂  

It must go if India is to stay united ard strong against the 

sweeping farces of current history. Education must devia© all 

possible skills to forgjfc national and international unity, not 

by derjying diversity but by accepting it as a faot of our 

history and living upto it . Other contributions of this period 

to our education are as belowt-

•m Q tm
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Ca) There is more and more institutionalization of 
education. GurukulaSj Pathshalasj Ma3d:abs and 
State Univernities are set up to impart education 

in secular and aacramental subjects. Scholars of 
eminence start their own places of learning.'Living 
virith the teacher is an essential requirement- of 
studentship (Antev^si) • Personal contact'is higMy 
valued and the -pupil works hard and waits for his 
teachei^ grace- the pupil-teacher-relationship was 
based on lofty a^d biousfsteem in which the'teaCher- 
the Guru, was h ^ d  oy his disciple- the Ŝhistea .T M s ' 
relationship is now a lost value of Indian educationi 
Even in the age of teaching-machines* the effectiven
ess of this relationship has got to be recogrdsed be
cause of its deep emotional impact of the educational 
process#

(b) Kings and emperors as well as the v;ell-to-do section 
of population extended their patronage to institutionS| 
There is no proof to show that any strings were atta
ched to such^atronage* Autonomy seems to have been 
jealously gui^ded against all interference by the 
acharyas, the heads of such institutions. At a later 
stage when these institutions became dependent on 
private charity^ they tended to become denominational,

(c) Professional and vocational education seems to have 
been Iraparted by various guMs of workers or Kulas.- - 
The master-wor-kers were also the teachers^ Some sec
rets of the trade . however, were guarded and passed 
on^the next generation in thefoicm of heritage. In 
majiy vocations, education was from-father-to-son.

(d) Education during this period laid great stress on in
tellectual discipline, depth of erudition, and mastery 
of language. If the great works of learning produced 
during this period are any proof, a'mighty creative " 
surge must have swept over the land. Freedom of t*pu- 
ght and free exchange of ideas, teacher*s autonomy and 
his opportunities for experimentation, must have been 
the factors to unleash the creative urge in the human* 
soul. Indian History has yet to witness a more produc
tive age.

(e) A remarkable feati^e of early Indian education seems 
to be a strong faith in its own power to mould human 
mind and conduct,and its acceptance of the highest 
values and norms of life . A proof of this faith is 
given in the utterances of Menu "Let peoples of the 
world learn models of right conduct from the£irst-born 
of this country” . Greater reliance is placed on faith 
than on finance in our education. Over the ages that 
faith grew weaker and weaker.

(f) Evolution^of small *Parishads* or assemblies of 
Brahmins into great centres of learningwas another 
interesting feature of the early period. From local 
endeavour of a few persons well versed in the Vedas 
and the Dharam Sutras* imparting education, there 
developed world famous centres of learning like the
Takshshila and the ^Nalanda*. Besides the *Vedas* 

and the ’ Vedangas*. Medicine, Surgery, Astronomy, 
Astrology, Agriculture, Accountancy*, Archery, students
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learnt the great works of Buddhis*m'and Jainism and
the systems of Philosophy and LogiO*

8 . Mediaeval Period:^ Mayiy of the great centres of

lear n, ing of the early period continued their work through oi: 

the middle ages while some others were closed or destroyed* An 

important feature of the mediaeval period was that important 

institutions attempted to specialise in their courses as Rampur 

in logic and Medicinej Lucknow, Jaunpur and Azamgarh in Theolo, ^ 

Lahore in Astronomy and Mathematics and so on*

Mp_dern Period* Educationally, the modern age may be 

said to have begun for us m th B-ritish contracts, its first 

phase being wh^i the India Company felt that the natives 

needed some form of education in its own best interest; the 

second phasej when Her Majesty's Government proclaimed its moi 

and legal responsibility towards educ&.ting her Indian subjectt 

in the cultural and educational traditions of the British5 the 

third phase5 when some Indian leaders felt the utilj /

of the British pattern of education for India| the fourth phas 

started with the advent of Gandhian era which felt antagozu-stic 

towards the slavish imitation of the West and evolved and 

advocated a ’’national pattern” of education; the fifth phase, 

whieh has yet to gain a full momentum, when we in India

think that Indian education must have its roots in the realit^r -5 

of Indian life and traditions*

10. Education as it evolved during the last 150 years or

so has so much to teach us:

^(i) Before the freedom movement began in the beginning 0, 

the oentuxjUj education was never conceived in complete and 

comprehensive manner from a national point of view* A long-raxif 

view was never adopted. It came piecemeal and it grew with the 

length of the Gove-rnment purse allotted for education in Indie 

by the British Parliament or its representative in Delhi*

Ch, II.
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National goals of education|its national pattern oould not be 

thought of* We got what the ruler thought fit for our consump

tion and no more*

Cii)Freedom Movement did quicken the pace of educational 

expansion* Sporadic attemps were made to start national 

institutions. Ranade, Gokhale and, later-on, Tagore, Malaviya 

and Gandhiji projected a vision of modern Indian education with 

their stress on cultural and spiritual values of lifOf 3lhe logic 

of circumstances forced the then Government to take up measures 

of reform* The University of Allahabad was established and sep

arated from the Calcutta University 5 then followed the Agra 

University and the Board of High School and Intermediate Educa

tion, U*P* in 1921. Short of funds always for educational 

activity within the State, the Government encouraged private 

agencies to come to the field. The private agencies

responded well* They are still in the field, and| fulfilling an 

important need and are a vital part of o u t  history and heritage.

(iii)The pattern of our education remained ’̂ colonial” that 

is, liberal in the Vict«sQ?ian sense, till during the depressiion 

and sli;imp in the thirties of this century. The problem of un

employment amongst the educated youth came to the fore because 

of its political implications for the foreign rule in India* 

Diversification of courses at the secondary level of education 

was thought of as a palliative rather than as a long-range 

solution of the problem. Re-patterning of the complete school- 

system must have been dismissed as too revolutionary an idea* 

Diversification of courses, mooted in the first Acharya Narendra 

Deva Committee Report in 1938 became a reality, however, in 1948 

after Indians Independence, The idea got a re-inforcement in 

1952 from the Second Narendra Deva Committee*

(lit) Amongst the other legacies of the past in the area of 

education that still condition our thinking, determine our atti

tudes and even exercise us emotionally, are, say, the teacher-

•- 9
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management relationship^ the grant-in-aid formula) the organi

sational setup which is extremely involved in files and formal

ism^ ^fferenoe in outlook between the Govermient and private 

bodies apparently working for the same objectivesj agitational 

approach for seeking redress are a few of the l^acies  of the 

past*

HISTORY OF THE BOARD..

11* a )  Indian Universities Act 1904t It would be necessary 

to review quickly the background and purpose for which the 

Board was constituted. In 1902 a University Commission was app

ointed by Government of India mainly to revifw the ppsition of 

the Universities regarding higher grades of examlnationS| The 

Commission recommended domination of Secondary EWu^ation by 

the Universities and accordingly in 1904 under the Indian 

Universities Act, Schools had to be recognisad by the Universi

ties which were also to frame rules and regulations for the 

purpose,

Cii) The Calcutta University Commission of 1917>

Also known as the Sadler Commission^ the Calcutta 

University Commission 19l7y was appointed to review the position 

of the Secondary B-ducation vis-avis the University Education, 

The Commission na de the following significant reQonimendations i 

1 , The dividing line between tie Universities and 

Secondary courses is more properly to be drawn at 

the Intermediate Examination then at the Matricula

tion*
2* Government should, thereforej create a new type of 

institutions called the Intermediate Colleges which 

would provide for instruction in Artsj Science, 

Medicine, Engineering, Teaching etc,, these 

colleges might either be run as independent insti

tutions or might be attached to selected High 

Schools,

-  10 -
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(3) The admission test for Universities should be the 

passing of the Intermediate Examination,

(4) A Board of Secondary and Intermediate Eduoation 

consisting of the representatives of Goverranentj 

Universities, High School and Intermediate Colleges 

to be established and entrusted with the ac3ministra- 

tion and control of Secondary Education*'*

(iii) It was thus for the first time in the history of 

Indian Eduoation that the dominance of Universities over the ^ 

School Education was attempted to be done away with as a result 

of the recomiaendations of the Sadler Commission# It was also 

for the first time that the terminal nature of Secondary 

Education was recognised. It v/as with this background that the 

Board of High School and Intermediate Education, U.P, was estab

lished through the Intermediate Education 4ct of 1921 as passed 

by the U,P, Legislative Council ”to tale the place of the 

Allahabad University in regulating and supervising the system

of High School and Intermediate Education in U,P*” Af-ter the 

assent of the Governor of the U,P. and the Governor General, it 

was published in the Gazette on 7th January, 1922, from which 

date it came into force,

(iv) NARENDRA LEVA COMITTEE>^ 1958.

As has been stated above, the Board has been function

ing almost vdthout any appreciable change as far as its constitu- 

-tion was concerned. First mao‘or change as far as curriculum was 

concerned was effected as a result of the recommendations of 

the Narendr-a Deva Committee appointed by Government in 1938 to 

review the system of Secondary and Primary Education in U,P,

The Committee observedi

’’Secondary Education was merely regarded as 9: subsidi-  ̂
ary to University education, it does not provide varied 
forms of training for life and employment to suit'the varaei* 
interests and abilities of large number of pupils. One 
general programme of studies of the aca^demic type has been~ 
prescribed for all and sundry. The system must be a comple--

- 11 -
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te, self sufficient and integrated whole. It ought not 
be sub^ordinated to the requirements of Itoiversity educa
tion and should not be considered as merely a stage in 
the educational ladder or a wasteful opening into the ha.' 
of higher learning. The courses should be self **sufficie- 
and constitute a unit by, themselves. Courses o f  various 
types shoid-dj thcrefore,^^rovide<ito suit boys differ.

- 12 -

with a boy or a girl of twelve when physiologioal and 
psychological changes of great importance begin to take 
place rapidly, and it must carry hjon or her thrbugh the 
entire phase of these changes to tlie age of *

As a result of those recommendations  ̂ the new schem 

was introduced from July 1948. The Courses of study at the hj 

er Secondary stage were divided into groupsvLiterary^Scientif j 

Sonstructive and Aesthetic so that each might form a complete 

unit,

(v) SECOND NARENDRA DEVA GOIJJTTEE 1952 .

Second Narendra l^va Committee \ja.s appointed by Government in 

1952 to examine the nev; scheme of Secondary Education made operative from 

July, 1945 \j±th a view among other things, to etermine how the executwrw. 

ha^been in keeping with the objects expected to be fulfilled. The Committ^^ 

felt that the schem.e followed by the Education Department m s basically 

reasonable and a step in the right direction, and suggested a few mcdifio£ 

tions as for as organisation of subjects vzere concerBfid. Modifications suĝ ; • 

ted were largely accepted and the same pattern is continuing almost unchar 

(Vi) THE INTERlviEDIATE ElUGATiai AIENrMENT ACT 1958.

The Second Narendra I'ieva Committee had observedj "it is painful .

remark that in good many institutions the interests of the teg^chers with

regard to their appointment, increment, promotion and leave etc. have ncfb

been safeguarded.^ The Ludaliar Comndssion in narrating the history of

education had stated tha.t problems relating to the training teachers,their

salaries, and conditions of service were left unsolved. Through the Interme

diate Education Ainendment Act 1958, statutory provisions were made for the

constitution of the Committees of Managements in the Institutions, for lay:* 
down of qualifications of teachers and method of their recruitment and othe 
conditions of their service. As a result of this amendment act section 16-̂-.. 
16-B,16-C,16-D,16-E, 16-F,16-G, 16-H and 16-1 were added to the Intermediat 
Education Act, 1921.

^Report of the Secondary Ed.ucation R^-organisation Committee, U.P, 1953.
Page -63,



FUNGTIC^ING OF THE BQAED.

12, (i) Factual Position.* In the previous Chapter a brief history of 

the Board from 1904 to date has been given. Section^ of the Intermediate 

Education Act, 1921 governs the composition of the Board, It is eomposed 

of the representatives of Headmasters and Principals of Government and 

non-Government institutions vathin the State, representatives «f all the 

Universities in U,P, ( one representative from each University ) and of 

special interests either nominated by the Government or deputed by the 

bodies mentioned in the Act, The lUrector of Education is the Chairman 

of the Board ex-officio, and the Secretary is an administrative officer 

of the Board appointed by the State Government. The latter 5s entitled to 

be present and speak at sgiy meeting of the Board, of course, without a 

right to vote. At present there are 33 members of the Board, including 

the Chairman,

(ii) Its functioning;

Within^the framei^ork set up by the Act, the Board is the final 

authority in its decision-taking and policy making functions. It meets 

ordinarily twice a year. Therefore, it depends on its two important funct- 

ion-aries, the Chairman for dealing vdth emergency problem ad the Secretary 

for the day-to-day Secretarial work.

The povrers of the Chairman are defined in Section 11 of the Act.

He is vested vdth centain emergency and special powers. But all action 

taken by the Chaii*man is reported to the Board when it meets. He is the 

link and the normal channel of communication between the Government and 

the Board, He also represents the Department cf Education and coordinates 

the activities of the Board vdth those of the I'iepartment,

The Secretary 3s the whole-time executive of the Board,and is 

charged with the task of carrying out its decisions, convening 

meetings and conducting the examinations as also the day-to-day 

Secretarial business of the Board, A Secretariat is maintained far that 

purpose under the administrative control of the Secretary,

The Board does not enjoy any financial autonomy. It is \mder the 

control of Government in fiscal matters as well as in the appointment
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and administration of its Secretariat, Without the service aid financial 

matters, the Board discharges the functions set down in Section 7 of the 

Act, It has to cover a wide field of work ranging flrcDi recognition of 

Institutions, their inspection, to laying down of courses and curricula

and prescribing of suitable text books. In secondary schools, the classes

covered by the Board are, hov/ever, from IX to XII only.

The Board’ s most important task is the conduct of two big public

examinations, the High School and the Intermediate, The work n«t only 

involves a great public trust and confidence in evaluation of edioation but 

it is as colossal as it is complicated since so many agencies, besides tte 

Board, are required to converge and cooperate in the successful conduct of 

these exaniinations. The Committee is amre of the creditable v/ay in which 

the Board acquits itself of its task of great public trust and that, too, 

with an inadequate and outmoded machinery. It is also, in this sphere that 

the Board has succeded iijevolving techniques and devices of great value for 

evaluation,

13, The Committees of the Board; The Board appoints several Committees 

to bake charge of its several activities. Important Committees scd their 

functioning a^e as belovrs-

(i)The Committees of Covirses: The Board appoints for each subject or 

group of subjects a Committee of Courses comprising, in general, of five 

members. So there are at present 33 such Committees re-lating to various 

subjects of the Boards’ examinations. These are the expert Committees, 

Specialists of subjects are associated vrith them. But each Committee of 

Courses may have an elected member, of the Board who need not be a specia

list or expert of the subject concerned,

A Committee of Courses in a subject concerns itself vith reccMnmend- 

ing courses as well as books for the next ensuing examinations. It also 

proposes names of examiners, paper-setters, moderators etc. I'jany other 

cognate matters may be considered by it for the improvement of tuitional 

and evaluation standards.

(ii)The Curricul'uin Committee; Comprising of 15 members, this Committee 

concerns itself v.dth the widor and more weighty issues of syllabi,courses 

and text books sich as introduction of a new subject or deleting an exist



ing subject or paper. It also comments on the proposals submitted' to it 

by the Committees of Courses for the consideration of the Board*

(iii) The Examinations Committee: It is a seven member Committee, meet

ing almost every month and on an average for more than 60 days in a year.

It has to deal with, and dispose off, around 4-,000 cases of unfair l̂ieans

annually - a quasi-judicial function of airarding punishment to the candida'j.'£ 

T
so involved, Sc;iKutiny of each case v/ith strict procedural propriety and 

close conformity to the principles of natural justice give to this Committee 

a new legal and judicial dimension. The task is difficult and delicate. In 

the same v/ay, cases of iiass-copying involving hundreds of students, 

invigilators and Heads of Institutions come up for its consideration* All 

this is in addition to its main charge of conducting the two public exam

inations vdthin the State*

(iv) The. Recognition Committee; The procedure for granting recognition 

to institutions by the Board is ja id dov/n in Chapter VII of the Boards* 

Calendar, The Recognition Committee, consisting of six elected members 

and one nominee of the Department ( who used to be the Deputy %rector of

Education Finance, till 1964-, but is now the Regional Deputy Director of

Education of the Region concerned v/ith the Institution seeking recognition.) 

examines the applications of new Institutions for recognition by the Boar'

A close scrutiny of each application for recognition, keeping cf a time 

schedule, and then judging each on merit free from ’ extra’ pulls end 

pressures, are the vital concerns of this Committee*

(v) Besides the kbove, other Committees are the Finance Committee,

the Results Committee, the Woijiens’ Education Committee and the Private 

/
candidates Committee, The Board is also empovjered to appoint adhoc Committe 

or sub-Committees to advise it on any specific issues*

14-. Secretary of the Board and his office

The Secretary of the Board is assisted by about a dozen officers 

and about six hundxed other staff, both of permanent and casual nature.

The vjork ranges from the manual type of handling buAdles etc. to the 

highly skilled type or arranging for scrutiny, collation, question-paper 

sealing and despatch, interpretation of law and rules and defending of
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legal suits. The volume of the work as its complexity is only matched by 

the great secrecy and confidence with which to preserve the public trust, 

which is the public examination conducted by the Board. The vrork is 

divided into 22 sections and 8 groups.

Its room space novr Is 56,000 sq.ft., which was 4S34- sq*ft. in 

1924-. But this increase in spaoe is only 12 times as against the increase 

in the number of candidates examined, which is 57 times. One has to see 

to believe it how cramped and cluttered is the place we call the Boards’ 

Office v/ith files and farniture, records and registers, and what not. No 

verandah is left v/hich is not enclosed, and, even then many have to sit 

v/herever they can. The staff position is becoming more desperate than 

difficult. During the last decade alone, against an increase of more than 

77 % of candidates, the staff position advanced only by 1 1% ,

We would like to make an objective diagonsis of the Boards' shortr* 

coming manifesting itself in the lack of ’ speed and efficiency* • Most of 

the public complaints centre round delays in disposal in general. Even tte 

Legislat-ures have taken notice of some lapses and serious legal consequen

ces some time flov: from the Boards' 'quasi-judicial* decision dl^enged 

before the Courts of Law.

(i) The most important nodal point from which stem forth a number of 

difficulties is the public examination itself, and the out^moded 

methods and machinery used for conducting it. The number of candi

dates for examinations has been mounting, and it will moimt further 

as it should vrith the broadening of the base at the primary stage 

of education. We must, therefore, free our minds from, the *number- 

phobia' altogether. Accommodation and staff have not kept pace 

with the grovrbh of number. Tables given elsewhere are revealing. 

Reckoning from the base year 1924-25, the nijmber swelled from 

864s to 4,86,000 during 1964-65, a rise of 57 times while the 

staff, officers and men, rose only to about 17 times, and accommo

dation increased by a^out 12 times. The ratic^between the office 

assistants and the candidates has been stecidily rising frOTi year 

to year. It was 1:786 in 1924-25 and which is now 1:1717 in 1964-65.
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The workload has obviously more than doubled, and> adding to this the

complexity of work due to many other sophistications introduced 

to make the process fool-proof, the conclusion seems to be forced 

on us that a point of breakdov/n may soon be reached unless, of 

course, the things are mended before it is too late4 

The Board has also weathered a few years of storms when the rise 

V7as both abrupt andphenotoental • iXiring 1949-50, the number of 

candidates registered \̂ra,s 99,772 which rose to 1,51,590 the follow

ing year, a spurt of 52,000 candidates and nearly 52 % 6n the 

figures oiff the preceding year, A sudden increase of another 82,00iD 

candidates - nearly % during 1952-53 and then a further hightide 

of 40,000 in the year 1954-55 have also been witnessed and faced 

by the Board, That the machinery of the Board did not break down 

under such pressures shows its strength and flexibility. But the 

Committee suggests that the Board must evolve some ’ forecast device’ 

on a planned basis to keep itself forewarned and forearmed for 

meeting emergency situations,

(ii) It is to the credit of the Board that despite the pressure of the 

number of candidates and paucity of staff and other shortages, it 

has kept to the time-shedule in declaring the examination 

results. It is not open to the public view trhat difficult prelimi

naries and delicate processes have to be gone through before the 

results are published in newspapers* It is a round-the-clock work, 

strenuous, cautious and confidential, executed literally on a v/ar- 

footing vdth every m&n available throvm in that enables the Board 

to make over the results to the publishing agencies* let, the 

entire credit is x̂ rashed aî ray by the outstanding cases, numbering 

around 4,000, of malpractices that are disposed off vdth inordinate 

delay annually. The impatient parents naturally complain, and 

justly so. But the Board is not much to blame because of the long 

legal procedure of investigation. And, yet something must be done 

so far does not go far enough, though it has gone some vjay no 

doubt,
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(iii) The traditional type of examination itself vjhich the Board 

conducts is beset vrith quite a fevr defects. As a reliable and 

valid testing tool, it has its shortcomings. It is hardly object

ive, and, it takes a long time to administer, to score and to 

assess it. And, time is an essential factor in testing* Eaeh 

examiner has to assess around 400 answerbooks containing full- 

length essays within a short span of three to five weeks. Add to 

this the numerous formalities and clerical exercises required of 

the examiner. And, then each paper in a subject is narked by a 

large number of examiners, each one using his or her own mood and 

mental makeup. Uniformity and fairness of assessment have to be 

sacrificed and objectivity surrendered to maintain ^speed and 

effidency' vdth \7hich the results are annually declare<t ,

(iv) Some of the malpractices are inherent in the system itself* These 

also appear in a variety of vjays and shapes, Convassing and seeking 

of patronage for a remunerative job of the Board is too common to 

need a mention. No doubt the ushering in 6f the Confidential 

Section in the Board has succeeded in eliminating many drawbacks. 

The Board, for example, collects all the railway receipts from

the examination centres despatching the bundles of answerbooks, 

and then redirects them to the examiners. Secrecy has as a result 

been maintained more effectively. But no one can remove the short 

comings that stem directly from the type and system of th9 examina

tion itself in its present shape,

(v) Another sphere where a lot of thinking is necessary is recognition 

of Insid. tut ions, HJimely decision on applications for recognition, 

leaving sufficient time to the institutions to make arrangements 

for the starting of new classes, and simplification of procedure 

are some of the problems requiring solution,

(vi) The private candidates form another big source of the Boards*

difficulties, and, that in a variety of ways. Each case needs a 

close scrutiny for its eligibility for the Boards’ Examination, 

Leave aside the genuine cases, the number of those who do not
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s a t i s t h e  Boards’ eligibility t«st, and yet do not shy from 

taking a chance as in a huff, is not small. Permitting an in

eligible candidate and withholding permission to an eligible candi

date are both full of legal implications* And, the Board has no 

option except to admit a large niMber of candidates ’provisionally’ 

each year. Under pressure of time eligibility is not thoroughly 

established, and, the results of a good number of the provisionally 

admitted candidates are withheld, and the vicious circle starts 

again.

(vii) The Board, located and functioning at Allahabad, is not the ohly 

agency involved in the Examination, Other important agencies are,

(a) the Principals and teachers of various Institutions including 

the Universities, who act as examine] ,̂ setters, moderators, centre 

Superintendents etc.. There are more tlian 11,000 examiners alone 

and hundreds of centre spread over the entire State, some ii|brack- 

less areas far from train or bus routes, (b) The Government Press 

and other printing agencies doing ’ confidential’ work, the Railways 

and the Post Offices are vitally involved in the wcrk, (only in 62- 

65, the Board had to foot a bill of nearly a lakh cf rupees and 

face many inconveniences due to something going wrong in a Post 

Office), (c) The Department, the Inspectorate, the Regional Direc

torates and the Government all have a role to play in it, (d) The

pui3lic, sensitive and conscious of their interests and rights, are 

most vitally interested in the Board and its affairs because the 

future of their mrds is involved in it, (e) Then the publishers 

and authors form no neglible elements, and (f) lastly, the students 

and examinees who are the Boards’ clientele, a formidable force 

and focus of educational activity. Success of examination depends 

on these forces moving \t th a sense of common purpose and common 

ways for destiny. The sense of purpose is not always fhrthcoming 

and never in ample measure. Hence leakages occur, marpit takes 

placej corrupt practices are used, force and pressures are applied
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and cheating is not •uncommon. And, strangely all this goes to the 

account ledger of the Board,

(viii) Since the Board holds a vast piublic trust, it has numbrous and 

various involvements. This feature is well reflected in the daily 

dak of the Board which runs into several thousand covers. Even the 

registered covers, telegrams, l^O ,,G ,0 's ,, all needing immediate 

and urgent attention lun into hundreds. The task is formidable, 

and delay and inefficiency flow directly from it. The delays that 

have be^villed the Board are, in the main, the issuing of certi

ficates, Original and duplicate, answering the public queries, 

correction of diites of birth in the certificates, change of names, 

passing and despatch of the bills of remuneration. Of Date, the 

position has improved a good deal, and, yet more ranains to be done 

and desired,

(ix) The limited storage capacity of the Board is a real snag to its 

smooth MOTking,

(x) Want of a full financial autonomy to the Board also comes in the 

v/ay of its vjorking,

(xi) The Director of Education is too busy a person to find enough time 

to devote to the Boards’ functioning. At any rate, he cannot give 

his vjhole time and attention to the Board, But since he acts as a 

liaison and bridge of communication vi th the Government and the 

l^partment, there seems to be no escape from the present set up,

A non-official, v/hole-time Chairman may have many other advantages 

but this,

15. functions that were not v;ell attended to.

In reviewing the functioning of the Board, we cannot help making

a conmient that it had mainly and largely set for itself the task of conduc-

fe.

ting the examinations and confir^ most of its working tomrds that purpose. 

Other functions which fall directly under its purview v/ere given a second

ary place. The result vjas that such important matters as the improvement 

of syllabi and curricul'om, raising of stfi,ndards of education or even the 

examination reform, and having a policy and plan for recognition \-iere
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either neglected or dealt idth only purfunctorilly. Similarly^ the office 

of the Board having been given the status of a department of Government, 

though had certain advantages on this account, vra.s tied down v/ith the red 

tape, irksome financial and procedural rules and other matters \Aiich delayed 

disposal and reduced "efficiency" for on many matters it had to vjalt for 

Government sanction and had to route its proposals a year in advance 

through the Schedule of Nevx l^mands etc.

In suggesting reorganisation of the Board vre therefore will have 

to start with this factual backgrcund. Reforms and recommendations that vre 

suggest for meeting those difficulties are contained in the succeeding 

Chapters.
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CONTENT OF EIXJGATION AND THE SCHOOL PLAN.

16, The Committee feels that the Board as it is functioning today 

places an over-emphasis on examination and under-emphasis on education.

We have even to see if education is not free from what we may regard as 

functional imbalance, and whether an extra stress is being given to the 

cultivation of skills and abilities in a studdnt to the neglect of incul

cation of values and attitudes. Before expressing our views on the object

ive of education and its contents, we would like to emphasise that there 

is an urgent need of viev/ing education upto the end of Secondary stage as 

one complete whole, Different bodies entrusted with the framing of 

curricula and courses and determining the content of education at different 

levels have not only posed a problem of effective co-ordination between 

their respective spheres, but have resulted in duplication of effort and 

contents, and setting of divergent objectives. This has also failed to 

provide a definite direction and dimension to the content. The Committee, 

therefore, strongly feels that there should be one composite body which 

should be responsible for determining the contents of education, the educa

tional objectives the syllabi and the courses from the earliest stage of 

education through the end of the Secondary stage, V/e shall come back to 

this topic later in Chapter V, The Committee now wishes to express itself 

on the content of education and the educational objectives v/hich may take 

a long time to give a practical shape in their entiretyjnevertheless, it 

could provide a guiding path tovjards which a beginning could be made,

17. First Level Education; ♦« lUfferent terminology is being employed by 

different persons in explaining their points of view and this has resulted 

in some confusion. Terms like elementary, primary, basic etc, are being 

used freely involving several divergent issues and approaches. For exampl ? 

the terms, basic for some, implies a method and philosophy cf education 

associated with the name of Gandhi Ji, ’Primary* is an old term used to 

signify a stage before Secondary Education, ’A’ Primary School’ conjures 

up before our eyes the image of a village school* ’ Elementary' has a leg.’



and constitutional import in it since Indian Constitution (and almost all 

the countries of the world as well as the U .N .O ,) accepts the fundamental 

right of each citizen to elementary education. It is now being considered 

as the Nation’ s primary responsibility.

The Committee prefers the term, First-level Education (used by 

the U .N .E .S .C .O .) to cover educational activity upto age 11-plus in our 

State. The first-level education comprises several stages both from 

chronological and psychological vievj-pointss 0-3 years for parent educationi

3-6  years for nursery, kindergarten,Montessori or other forms of educationi 

6-11 age group for primary basic education. The underlying rationale for 

this breakup into age-grcups is the psychodynamics of the human mind. The 

first three years after the birth ( and a period preceding it v/hen a married 

couple prepares itself for the nevj venture of parenthood emotionally and 

socially) of a baby form a delicate stage when the basic ego-attitudes 

begin to take shape. l\ie to parental mislmndling, many an undesirable 

attitude can get built into the baby's ego and thus limit its capacities 

for grovrth and happiness. 5-6 age is vital because the baby now enters 

its early childhood and moves up from narcissism to the familial setting. 

Human personality can suffer mahy damages due to unwise vjays in the 

family, which may not only leave scars on it beyond repair but also under

mine its chance of an effective group-living later, 6-11 is the later 

childhood when an individual experiences the spurt of its energies and 

reaches the peaks of its native potential. Such an upsiorge never recurs 

in life, l-'Iaximal utilization of this period is necessary for learning^and 

no good education can allow it to go waste in the best interests cf the 

nation and individual. The Committee vrould like to treat ll-lA and 14^18 

age groups separately for good educational reasons, because these are the 

stages of early and late adolescence being beset vdth its peculiar psycho

social problems. Childhood is pre-adolescence lasting upto 11-plus and 

makes its o\m demands on a school system. However, owing to the limitations 

imposed by our terms of reference \ie would not like to go into broad de- 

tail.s of ODntent and objectives of this level cf education.
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18, Second level Education, The anomaly of the present position in 

regard to classes VI, VII and VIII is that they form part of our Higher 

Secondary Schools, they run independently in what are knovm as Junior High 

Schools, and these, under a scheme of integration, are now combined with 

the primary classes. The anomaly deepens fiarther vjhen, administratively 

and organizationally, these classes are run and controlled by bodies 

other than the Board of High School and Intermediate Education. Recognition, 

examination and curricula of these classes and the schools running them do- 

not fall vathin the purview of the present Board* The anomaly must go» The 

Committee suggests the following steps to achieve this end:

(i) At present, classes VI, VII, VIII must be completely integrated 

with the Board cf Secondary Education, and should comprise its 

Junior High School Section, No rigid conceptionalization can be 

stuck to in a dynamic age as regards the first-level and second- 

level of education. After all, these are levels of education only,, 

and not the ’compartments of life’ ,

(ii) Recognition of Junior High School may be entrusted to regional 

bodies. Courses and curricula may be laid dovm by a single unified 

body specially charged with this task so that ’gaps’ from primary 

to class VI and from class VIII to class IX are bridged, and 

continuity and integration of all educational activity are realised,

(iii) Opinion is diverse and divided in regard to the question of

examination at the end of class VIII run by Junior High Schools.

We will hov/ever deal -vdth it in Chapter XI,

(iv) As for the courses, ultimately class VIII vrill synchronise with 

the termination of the 8th year of compulsory education under the 

provision of the Constitution, J.t may be treated as a terminal 

public examination. The courses laid dovm for classes VI, VII and 

VIII must be so enrighed and expanded that these satisfy the 

criteria of terminal compulsory education for all,

19, Any attempt to restructure secondary education \rithin the State 

must start fion defining its goals and objectives. The Committee expresses
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itself on this issue as follov/s:-

(i) Secondary education covers at present, and & r  a long time to 

come will, the age-bracket from 11 to 18 and classes from VI to 

XII, This is the pattern in our State. It runs over a most vital, 

formative and critical age of an individual’ s life, A hard fact of 

the situation, however, is that substantial number of our children 

vrould drop out earlier seeking jobs etc, A bulk dropout occurs again 

after secondary education* Those who do not leave, pursue higher 

education, and those who do, seek employment. Thus at this point

of education are joined several divergent issues* How to prepare a 

young adolescent for matijre adult life and equip him for effective 

social participation ? How to help him to get a job he is fit for ? 

How to secure for him an intellectual fitnes^s and knowledge so that 

can usefully pursue higher studies? Thus vocational fitness for 

employment, intellectual fitness for higher learning, aid a general 

fitness for social life, are three distinct, if not divergent, 

demands made on the secondary education,

(ii) The Committee thinks that the problem may not be solved by complete 

vocationalization of secondary education, or, by complete suboridi- 

nation of it to the purpose of higher education. The pattern must 

remain a ’ general education’ \ith a provision cf openings at

the end of class VIII, of class X and of class XII for those 

vjho, for ulterior reasons other than purely educational are 

compelled to leave earlier than they should for joining a cation 

or a vocational training centre, A seven-year ( class VI to XII ) 

integrated and intensified coiirse in general edudation, the 

Committee believes, must be so concreived as to provide a terminal 

as v;ell as preparatory nature of courses. It must condition the 

process of schooling at the secondary stage,

(iii) The second-level education must retain its core of ’general

education’ , But the courses and curricula must be so enriched 

and expanded that general education produced accomplished men and 

v̂ omen, v/ho are alert and perceptive in their minds, sensitive to

the higher values of life, and versed in the art of community 1



Qh^ILu

20. The lUversification of Gourseg.

(i) Having difined the goals and objectives in general terms, we would 

like to suggest that the groupings of subjects have not brought the 

desired results that were expected of them. Our experience of the manner in 

which these courses have been run for over 15 years is that it has not 

fulfilled the object which was initially contemplated. It has not been able 

to provide diversion canj^als to the flooded University gates. The hope 

that this diversification would remove all invidious distinctions between 

students preparing for different courses, breaking dovm the sense of 

inferiority that is associated v/ith voaational courses also has not been 

achieved. Education imparted in Constructive subjects aid the subjects of 

the Aesthetic Group hardly reaches an amateur craftman training level*. Thus 

these courses (io not fulfil the requirements of terminal educAtion. Neither 

have they any m.arket for the students of these groups nor is their profess* 

ional achievement high enough in the csaft or the fine arts to enable them 

to straight away settle dov/n in life in the vocation that they have studied. 

On the other hand, there is no opening for higher studies for those who 

might like to persue these courses at the degree level. Owing to lesser 

prestige associated vdth these course '̂, the students taking them reflect

a sense of Inferiority in every walk of their life. The courses are aiso 

not popular as the figures of the students offering these aibjects at the 

High School and the Intennediate examinations shovj.

(ii)Several reasons may be responsible for it. Uncentainty in the climate 

and rate of industralisation in the country leading to job-opportunities 

m.ay be one of the reasons, £Ti'*bther reason could be general deterioration

in the standards of achievement in our schools vith the result that vocatii|f: 

alisation actually began' a little too early and before the student has
I

had a chance to acquire sufficient "general education". There may be severa]  ̂

other reasons too. We hov/ever would not like to go into fundamental

/ j . .  (4̂  \ .
question vrhether diversification ( not necessarily vocationisation ) is 

necessary at all at the Secondary stage of education. Taking a very broad 

meaning of "diversification" that the courses for students preparing for 

Engineering and Medicine or for the humanities courses etc, diould be
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different, we accept that diversification is necessary, H^v/ever the nature of 

this diversification is a topic on which we have to say something.

(iii) We recommend that "general education" should not be mixed up with the 

vocational or industrial education. This type of education which is industrial 

or technical in nature and aims at creating a lower level of technician or crafi 

man should be separated from the general education. It could be very well left 1 

the respective deiDartm.ents of the Governm.ent or bodies dealing with the technie- 

al or vocational or agriculture education or education in the fine arts like 

the School of Arts and Grafts, liusic Academy etc. Diversion can thus be provided 

in separate schools like the polytechnics and the technical training institutioi 

Similarly there could be separate schools for fine arts like painting, sculpture 

music, dancing etc. If however for any practical or administrative reasons it if 

desired that this type of education should be the respohsibility of the Educatic 

Department, we would still suggest, separate schools for these vocations, crafts 

and fine arts. The two types of education are d̂ Rite different. The vocational «I 

technical education requires higher development of practical skills and the ref c® 

more time for the practicals and the work-shop is necessary. With the establish= 

ment of the Polytechnices or the Industrial Training Institutions in almost evd 

district, this type of education can v/ell be left to tham. Education imparted ij 

these special schools v/ill essentially be terminal in nature, Hovrever, if highej 

specialisation is desired, the possibility of extending it, in the special inst  ̂

tutions run by other Departments or bodies can be examined by them. Thus a 

student from a Junior Technical School may, vdth proper qualification, pursue 

higher studies in Polytechnics and sdon. A provision could also be made for sucl 

students as may be keen on coming to the fold of general education after having 

studied for say, the Agriculture Diplor;a, cr the Junior Technical School CertiC 

cate^ course at appropriate level, for such a transfeE' after they had compiitei 

the course of general education for a year or two. Reliable evidence ms availa== 

ble to the Ctmmittee to support -feb®!. that diversification into separate groups 

: ^ e  the Interm.ediate stage for Agriculture, Technical and similar courses is ni 

necessary and the students with higher science content courses upto the Interme

diate stage would be better equipped to pursue higher studies in thos subjects. 
SiDiilarly specialization in the Commerce Group can §so v/ait upto the Intermedia^

stage.Education in the remaining groups- The Constructive, the Aesthetic etc. 
could be looked after in the special schools run by the respective agencies out 
side the education department or separately by ...................................................
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^he Education Department itself. The plan recommended by us could be 

represented thusJ-

- 28 -
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General Education

High School Humanity group Science g;roup 
Stage• I {

I L
I ---

Specia^ Education

______1 ________ ____________L ____
Intermediate Humanity group Science group 

Stage,

5
Agriculture Vocation or Fine Arts 

Graft & Music,

rirst iUploma or Certificate SJggg

General
Education 2 , Second Diploma l.Termi-

or nal
--- --- —  Certificate Stage.

It is also suggested that the technical and agricultural schools 

vrould also take up a course of inservice training for the Junior 

technicians and those engaged in :^rming as a part of their programme.

'̂ e also sug:;̂ est that it would be desirable for the schools imparting 

General Educa' ion to iiave provision for developing special interests and 

Lianipulation jor the students by the provision of music or drama or 

photographs clubs and liobby workshops for carpentry, smit|iy etc.

(iv)There should be a "core" of subjects vrhich need not be the same for 

the Humanities and the Scientific group, at the High Schoolstage, I'/hile 

general science should ultimately form a part of the core in the Himianities 

^^groups, ’’Social Science" should be a part of the core for the Scientific 

group students at the Ili -’i School stage.

lie would like to leave the subject here and not go further into 

other details for the reasons already mentioned.

2 1 . Slosely connected with the issue of school plan is the question of

school curriculum. J l̂Hio is to determine ( and, how ) v/hat is to be taught

to a class of students ? And, the curricula are to be determined net once

for all but in a dynamic and competitive v/orld setup by those who are the ; 

^ The oositJLon 1ms been discussed in greater details inChapter V IIB
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highest in the seats of learning and education. Then, hovj are vre to treat 

the issue of teachers’ autonomy and his‘Unfettered choice of books and 

courses for the classes he is called upon to teach ? Preparation aa d pro

duction of text-books en d other reading material for school boys is no 

less vital than the laying dovm of curricula. All these are cognate issues 

forming the whole cf an educational pattern. Vie shall deal with this aspect 

of the matter in the next Chapter,
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PREPARATION OF GURRICULUI'. AMD TEXT BOOKS,

22, jln x^erican . Ex-periinent,

(i) Perhaps the most impressive change in educational thilnking during 

the last few years, has been brought about in America in regard to the 

ideas about the task of curriculum making. There has been compiSte rel(blu- 

tion in the method, system and approach and the result has been hailed as 

a ’’Renaissance Hovement”, a ’’return to learning” with the ’’enlightement" of 

bold and imaginative ideas about the nature of learning processes.

(ii) Some of the topmost scientists of America including several Nobel 

Laureates - began to realise that during the past decade or two whiJe 

American Universities grew in esteem as Centres of learning and there vjas 

a dramatic shift in the geography of No^el Prizes v/hich moved ac^ross the 

Atlantic in increasing numbers, there was det^ioration in standards of their 

school programme, James Killian of the I^ssechusetts#^ Institute of 

Technology summed up the position thus;

’’The achievement of excellence at the top ms paralleled by a 
gradual deterioration of excellence below. Scientists and 
scholars advancing the forefront of knov/ledge in their respective 
fields divorced themselves almost completely from what lay behind 
them - at the undergraduate level often, let alone at the lov/er 
levels of the teaching and learning scale, apparently unaware of 
the intellectual va<|am they vrere helping thereby to create” .

(iii) A movement waŝ  started to enlist the support of top-flight

physicists of America and they had to be convinced of the importance of 

giving time and thought to the endeavour of revising Physics curriculum for 

American Schools, Famous names like l)r, Isador Rabi, Dr, Edward Purcell  ̂

(both Notel Laureates), Professor Friedman and scores of others joined in 

a team of Physics Science Study Comrrdttee (PSSC) in 1956, They decided to

have as a part of the curriculum revision motion picture films, Laboratory

apparatus and experiments, texts, collateral reading and examinations as 

compleDontary and integral parts of the whole. It vns nearly after four and 

a hal(ff years of concentrated try-out and experimentation that by the end 

of 1960 an established co’jrse vns produced though all the supporting materi

al could be completed after a year or two,

”Nev7 Curricula" by Robert He^th, Harper and Rov; page 250*



As to the cost, the basic principle that was followed was that 

any such programmes must make serious demands upon the time of men and 

women whose time is extremely valuable both to themselves and to the 

society and that adequate myment should be made for services rendered.

One of the sponsors of the programme observed;- *

"Academic work is traditionally badly paid and those who Iiave en
gaged in curriculum revision are still badly paid in comparison 
to sums they might have earned in industry i^ith a far smaller 
expenditure of effort. There has been, hovjever, an attempt to 
elevate the rate of payment, and there has been stubborn rmfugal 
to enlist assistance free or at bargsdin rates on the plea that is 
good for the country".

The cost of revision during the period 1956-61 of the Physics 
programme alone cam.e to approximately 60,000,00 excluding 
teacher-retraining costs, viiich came approximately to an eqaaal sum( 
For the rest of the Science subjects this programme has cx>st in 
about five years a sum of ^ 3,00,000>00.

(iv) Almost sim.ultaneously with the revision in Physics curriculum, 

revision of Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics curricula vjas also under

taken in about the same manner - by enlisting support of top flight 

scientists, educationists and school teachers, Betvreen 1960-63 the 

Chemical Education liaterial Study (GHEli Study) produced a course in 

Chemistry. "There now exists a text - a laboratory manual, a Teachers’ 

Guide, a set of Motion pictiores som.e Â jaSticharts and supplementary 

equipments, and a set of tests* Thefe are closely integrated with one 

another and represent the cooperative efforts of m.ore than 500 Chemistry 

teachers, professors and researchers".

23. Som.e significajit facts of the Curriculum revisi^gn.*

The following significant facts emerge from the movement for 

major cin*riculum revision undertaken in Am.erica;

(i) School Science CurriculaSiately were felt to be antiquated and
i

outdated for the modern requirements. "For the first time in the history of 

Americafii Education v/e now see a large number of research scientists, 

from, the colleges and Universities, talcing part in a cooperative effort 

with High School teachers of science and science supervisors to replace 

an antiquated body of scientific knowledge and outlook vith subject 

matter and perspective bhat are truly current. Thus acquisition o'f

L-t.
scientific inform.ation and concepts iJSbve been assigned a place of i<>sser 

Ib&d pa?:e 30.
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importance than the understanding of the very nature cf scientific enquiry 

jand of the scientific enterprise in which modern man is embarked - 

that is placing Scientific knov/ledge in its fullest modern perspective".

(ii) Curricular revisions demand that it is the top-flight subject- 

specialists who should play a dominant part in deciding v/hat should be 

taught in schools ”Qnce again University scholars and scientists are playing 

a large part in deciding what is to be taught in the secondary schools and 

the part played by those professional educators, vjhose graduate degrees are 

in education rather than in an academic discipline has been correspondingly 

reduced in importance", James Killian, one of the initiators of the 

programme observed;-

'’It is the story, especially, of how the scholars in the 
Universities, by long indifference to education in the pre
college school and even in the undergraduate college, let obsole
scence in learning creep through our educational system. Now 
they are re-asserting their responsibilities for teaching at ?̂ .ll 
levels and demonstrating a^ew that only the master scholar, 
v;orking in association v/ith the skilled teacher, can achieve 
that quality of relev^Yice, uptodateness, and inte/grity that the 
education process urgently needs throughout its v/hole spectrum".^

(iii) Curricular revision is a major task and calls for a deep involve

ment of the top most subject specialists of a nation. It ^  also a major 

project requiring money, time and all available resourees. It has been 

possible to revolutionise School education in America only through creation 

of National Foundations and assistance from Federal Government for each 

subject, "The large cost in money and talent of the new type massive attack 

curriculum and course content studies means that ordinarily they must be 

financed on a regional or national basis, by either foundation or public 

funds, and must draw their leadership and talent from the nation at large. 

Few if  any of even our largest communities and only a fev/ of the states 

could successfully mount programmes of this type"

(iv) There is complete shift in the thinking led by Bloom and Tyler,

e-
the two experts on evaluation in America, who described curriculum maki-ig 

and evaluation as integral parts of class-room instructions. "The 

current national curriculum studies assume that curriculum making can b"̂
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ceHtralised, They prepare materials to be used in much the same wa#y by 

teachers every\̂ ;here, It is assumed that having experts dtraft materials,and 

revising those after tryout, produces better instinictional activities than 

the local teacher vrould be likely to devise". Justification for central 

curriculum making lias been forcefully put in the follo\^Lng v/ords.^^^^

"It would not be good economy, financial or otherwise, to default at the 

point of concerted national effort in the vain hope that the job would be 

done through local initiative and enterprise",

(v) Setting up of national and central curriculum with one uniform

set of books m d teaching aids to be followad throughout America marks an

other complete departure from the freedom in this regard v̂ hich m s associa

ted with the American Schools so far, Thcugh this loss of independence of 

the schools is not being confessed, txhe trend is there for any one to draw

his ovm conclusions. An educational authority of eminence observed,^

"Now of course no one would advocate that a school dd school 
district isolate itself intellectually and attempt to go it alone
in such a manner as the development of curriculum or the prepara
tion of teaching iraterials .. .......... The necessity for drawing from
the product and experience of the entire nation is taken for
granted".

(vi) By April 1964 it was estimated that over 30 % of the Schools have 

already fallen for the course aid according to one estimate this percentage 

by now must be well over twice its figure in 1964-, Besides this the PSSG 

course has already been translated into over a dozen languages aid over 

5,00,000 copies in English have been sold outside America,

24. Gurriculiom making in Russia. Englandji. IVance other countries.

(i) ''e are a\-ra.re of the strongly centralised system of education in 

Russia, Raja Roy Singh in his report "Education in the Soinriet Union"

VIrote:

"Last I may mnntion v/hat appeared to us as important as any other 
Factor, educational or socio-politicalj the All-Union uniformity 
in the basic administrative structure, the curricula aid the text 
books. The impressions we gathered during our visit do not supporl 
the view that uniformity necessarily chekes out local initiative 
or experimentation. We saw enough evidence to conclude that 
initiative and independerit v/ork on the pa.rt of the pupil, the 
teacher or the local authority are prized and actively encouraged

- 33 -
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The uniform curricula and t^xt-books have beyond doubt contributed 
povrerfully to social coh^ion and national solidarity. The 
basic similarity of the administrative structi:^e in all parts of 
the country lia.s made *bhe administrative effort legs wasteful and 
faciliated mobility of population.

The Soviet educators are keenly vigilant about the quality of 
education and maintenance of standards. The uniform curricula and 

text-books, not only at the school level but also at the stage of 
higher education, have m.ade it possible for them to plan for 
progressive upgrading of standards . . . . .  The Soviet Curriculum 
has, at all stages, an element of challange which defines what 
the pupil can and should do. The curriculum, therefore, becomes 
one of the important means for maintaining comparable standard 
throughout the country".

It is remarkable how the centralised system of Curriculum making 

and Text-books vn?iting  ̂ in effect is common now to America and Russia- in 

the former by choice of the institutions, in the latter by centralised ad- 

m-inistrative machinery,

(iii) Other countries that favour centralised supervision of education 

are Eb:’ance, Germany, Japan and Sweden. It has been said that a certain 

Kinister of Education in France remarked vdth pride in Parliament, as he 

glanced at his watch, ohat he could tell not only what book every school-boy 

preparing for Baccalaurent (equivalent of school leaving Certificate) v/as 

reading at the moment, but also v/hich page he had got to . Knowing the 

system of education in the country it may not be taken as an extra-vagant
A.

boast, but it is i*epor" ed to have provoked f̂^back-bencher to remark that it 

ms so because the Hinister himself was preparing for the examinatim s •

These countries liave been known to prescribe not only uniform texrt-books 

but the centralised agency lays down the time-table, the amount of time 

allotted to each subject, the hour at v/hich each subject will be studied 

and the proportion of the curriculum that should be covered in each lesson.

(iv) England and America had been known as^'Unsupervised" countries - 

with freedom for .making., curriculum and prescribing books^ We have dealt 

v/ith the latest develcpTients in America in this direction. In England too 

in the succeeding Chaptor we have shown hovr through force of public opinion 

and pressure from guardians, a new Examination on the national lines and on

yEf regional basis has bean introduced fron this year, as a result of accept

ance of recommendations of the Beloe Committee. This examination is to 

replace other well knovri exam.inationG which v;ere conducted by private 

agencies. The shiiTt towards uniform examination v;hich must mean uniform
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ciirriculum, has already taken place. The trend and direction towards which 

the movement is on is quite clear,

25, (i) BVom an over vie\; of events taking place in the advanced countries 

of the world, it v/ould become quite obvious that a Central body should be 

entrusted with the task df curriculum making and that it should look after 

this aspect at all stages of education from the beginning to the end cf 

Secondary Stage, These are trends that have started asserting themselves 

all over the world. The entire picture of curriculum changing and text-book 

\-rriting has been revolutionised, and old concepts of freedom to the teacher 

in chosing books and curriculum are changing fast,

(ii)lt may not be practicable for us to launch expensive programmes 

on the scale done in America and we can take whatever suits us from what 

has been produced there and in other countries, '̂Hiile our objectives of teaflihf: 

ing Science etc, may not differ from the objectives in Russia or America 

or England, the same will not be true of other subjects- like languages 

Social studies etc. Here we will have to settle down to do it on our ovm. 

llhat is irnpor»tant in this direction is that the top-flight subject special

ists of the country vdll have to be brought together to do the »job for us. 

Considering that sufficient time and energy v/ill be required to be devoted 

to this task, adequate payment for the participants should be forthcoming,

(iii) The Committee is aware of good v/ork that the National Council cf 

Educational Research and Training has started in this direction. Panels 

have been formed of eminent specialists who have been entrusted li th the 

task of producing text-books for schools. Unfortunately the present work 

has been undertaken vdth a vievr to \7rite books for the "Higher Secondary 

Pattern" and we cannot, for the present,be benefited from this undertaking. 

Even in other states out of a total number of 21,364- schools only 5,4-67- 

20.S % are the Higher Secondary Schools, It is hoped that uniformity in 

system \j±ll soon be introduced in the country. Education I'inisters aid the 

All India Council of Secondary Education have d. ready agreed to a 12-year 

course cf 10 plus 2 years, '̂/hen this uniformity is introduced the efforts 

of the Text-books-Panels would be put to greater advantage in every state,

(iv) Before suggesting machinery for curriculum making and text-book

^  IW t .
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vnriting, v/e must express our concern at the lack of coordination between 

curricula at different levels df education. There is a sp^rate body which 

looks after curriculum of Primary classes (I to V ) and yet another 

organisation for classes VI to VIII while the Board is responsible for laying 

dov/n of courses in High School ( classes IX and X ) and Intermediate 

(Glasses XI and XII) Examination, Though some attempts have been made in 

recent years towards coordination i-dthin the means available, the problem 

needs a much larger effort and greater resources to be effective. It is, 

therefore, not surprising that there is som.e duplication, repetition and 

even discontinuity in the curricula at different stages of education. This 

leads to waste of efforts and proper utilisation is not made of time and 

opportunity v/hich contributes;, arong others, for the drag «n standards.

There is, therefore, an urgent need of effective coordination in this direct

ion for unless this is done, ca jor Curricular changes cannot be brought about 

in isolation at different stages of education alone. An example may be given 

fi:om the problem faced by the School liithematics Study Group (SilSG) in 

Ajiierica which m s responsible for bringing out the l^them.atics Curriculum,

It found that it was not possible for it to devise one-year or two-year 

programme as done by the Physics and Chemistry Study Groups. It, therefore, 

went on to prepare six-year syllabus from Grade 7 to Grade 12. After nearly

two years of working on the progect it found it necessary to go down to

elementary school iathematics course also. So the (SKSG) is currently engaged 

in devising that course-contents from the kindergarten level,

2b. The Standard of text books is another matter deserving

consideration. The position in this regard is much better from what \̂jas 

observed by the hudaliar Commission, in 1953 in the follovring vrords;-

”We are greatly dissatisfied vdth the present standard cf 
production of school books and consider it essential that this 
should be radically improved, I'lost of the books submitted aid
prescribed are poor specimen in every vra.y - the paper is usually
bad, the printing is unsatisfactory, the ill^istrations are poor 
and there are numerous printing mistakes. If such books are placed 
in the hands of students, it is idle to expect that they would 
acquire any love for books or real interest in them or experience

Pages 96-97 of the Report,
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the joy that comes from handling an attractively produced publica
tion. So far, this matter has been left entirely to commercial 
publishers who have failed to taring about any appreciable
improvement ........... . It ms brought to our notice in this connect'
Ion that commercial side of the production of text-books has also 
adversely affected their proper selection* The practice in some 
States is to prescribe only one text-book in each subject for each 
class. In view of the very large nun̂ ber of pupils studying in thes( 
forms, the approval of the book by the Committee meant large profii 
to the publishers and the financial status involved some tines 
resulted in undue influences being brought to bear on the members 
of the Committees. As a re'sult cf this? tejtt books were tfben pres* 
cribed v/hich were too difficult or too easy for the class, concern
ed or wfeEe defective in language aad in the manner of presentation 
and sotae-times abounded in factual mistakes. The evil has become 
so \>ride-spread that it is necessary, in our opinion, to take 
effective steps to check this state of affairs and to exercise 
strict control to ensure the production and selection of better 
books. If  proper books are to be produced and authors of repute 
are to v/rite them., a different approach to the whole problem is 
urgently needed,*

The position I'las since then changed quite a lot for the better. 

Efforts have been made in our State through change in Regulations, for an 

elaborate system of review etc, and some objectivity has been introduced in 

the selection of books as far as the Committee of Courses and the Board are 

concerned, there is much that has still been left untouched, VJhile the Boari 

and the Committees after some initial teething trouble have largely 

practiced self-imposed discipline not interfering vith the decisions 

of their revievjers, the rigour has been felt irksome at times. There is 

also no guarantee that this process of self-discipline may not cease at any 

time for the right to make final selection vests in the Board and it may li  

to Q^sert itself independently ajd contrary to the opinion of the reviewers. 

Besides a lot of subjectivity is inherent in reviewing the books and, there 

fore, there is a considerable scope for the element of chance to remain.

27. Another defect of the system is the inevitability of prescribing 

several alternate books, particularly in the compulsory subject. As questia 

from text etc, have to be asked from every book, the question paper in 

these subjects has tended to become bulky, smetimes running into a booklet 

of 16 pages or so. This adds much to the confusion of the candidate and is 

undesirable. We are told that there are special printing difficulties also 

v/ith the question papers of this bulk.

e.
28, We have already referred to the impressive ways in vliich text

book writing programme has been undertaken in America,
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Though it may not be necessary for us to follow those methods so 

scrupulously, it is clear that conception of text-book vnfaLting has under

gone a change and must be ^ulated. We hope that the ^ y s  when text-books 

v/ere v^ritten by one or two or, in rare cases three persons, usually second

ary school teachers, with an occasional help flrom some University colleague 

of theirs with some competence in the subject but unaquainted with the 

latest developments in the field, are gone and consigned to history# The 

result cf those-efforts had been invariably, a reshaping of old stutfff done 

with a little windovz-dressing but essentially in the old format. Books 

written by a team of real experts - the top-most specialists - working in 

conjunction vdth good teachers add educational supertistos, can alone 

deliver the goods.

29. (i) School Curriculum and Teyt-book Corporation:

/̂e recommend that a single body should be responsible for laying 

down curriculum from primary classes through to the Intermediate level, and 

the present position in this regard must change radically. It \d.ll be 

necessary for this purpose to form an independent, autonomous organisation, 

somev/hat on the lines of Corporation, It should be the responsibility of 

this Corporation to bring out text books and other educational aids and 

supervise major prograir.mes of curricular changes and production of books 

and connected material. This corporation may be called the " School- 

Curriculum and Text Book Corporation” and should be incorporated thrcugh an 

enactment. It should be the supreme body in regard to the Curriculum making 

and terb books prescription from Primary classes upto the Intermediate 

level, and should have very wide povrers, if not absolute powers, to dischal^ 

functions entrusted to it. The present work done by the officer ofi,Special 

Duty (Text-books), the Films Division cf the Education Expansion Office and 

such other offices doing connected v/ork can be placed under its charge. By 

producing books of its own, it could become a self-supporting and even a 

profitable proposition - though this is the least significant factor in 

asking for its establishment,

(ii) Broad outline of the functioning of the proposed Corporation
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it envisages are as follovJSJ-

(a) The Corporation shall function throiigh a Chairman and two or three 
members, who shall be eminent educationists. Some broad qualifica
tions may have to be laid dovm, for the members and the Chairman.

(b) It shall be an incorporation, autonomous in its working and shall 
operate its ovm funds. It shall o£ course receive loans and 
subventions from Government and shall be required to submit to the 
Government estimated capital and revenue receipts and expenditure^ 
The state Government shall cause the statement to be laid on the 
table of the Legislatures v;hich shall be open to discussion there
in, but shall not be subject to vote. The Corporation shall take 
into consideration any comments made on the said statement,

(c) The accounts of the Corporation shall be audited by the Accountant 
General, U.P, or any person he may authorise in this behalf and the 
expenditure for it shall be borne by the Corporation,

(d) The Corporation through framing rules shall be responsible for 
undertaking projects for the revision of Curriculum, books and 
production of such films, collateral reading material and teaching 
aids as may be considered necessary, for the classes I to XII, It 
shall lay its ovm prodedure, determine the remuneration to be paid 
to authors and participants,

(e) The Courses> Books etc> made by the Corporation shall be prescribed 
for the Schools by the relevant authorities in supersession of their 
o\<m prescription if any. Decision about the year and session from 
v;hich a particular course shall be introduced shall be conveyed to 
those authorities in advance,

(f) It shall be the duty of the Corporation to exploit best available 
national talent for its v/ork and it need not confine itself to the 
territorial jurisdiction of the State alone,

30, A reference may also be made of a suggestion often made that there 

should be no direction or control in prescribing particular text-book and 

the schools and teachers should be left free to choose their oim books.

Afber thorough discussion of modern trends in this regard, vre must Emphati

cally discount any such suggestion. The Committee believes that odncerted 

najjional efforts^ are needed for preparing text-books and teaching materials. 

We have already made a suggestion for the formation of " the School Curricu

lum and Texb-Book Corporation” and we very much vrish to suggest, may be for 

the consideration of the Education Comm.ission, the need fcf such a Corporatid 

on a National basis. If  this is done the Corporation in the State should be 

able to draw-up its programme in coordination vith Central agency,

31. (i) I'Jhile recommending formation of the School curriculum and Text Book
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curriculTJun revision on ^ch  a wide scale. We quote from Prof, 2aoharias, 

one of the initiators of these programmes for elucidating our point

"It must be recognised from the outset that the task of curriculum 
revision is one of the most difficult of all the task^ upon which 
the scholar or the research scientists can embark. Before he can 
hope to make a matter clear to the student, he must make it clear 
to himself, and v̂ here subject matter goes back to fundamentals 
this can be enormously difficult. It is only when the schô î lar 
begins to prepare material for the ten or tv/elve year old that 
he begins to realise hov/ much he is accustomed to take for granted 
within his ovm discipline and how little of his basic material he 
has ever subjected to scholarly scrutiny.

Simply because it is difficult, it requires not only scholar
ship and skill hit the highest degree of scholarship and skill. 
Successful curriculum revisions have been those in which the most
eminent men and women have been vjilling to suspend their ovm careers
over a long period of time to apply themselves to problems of
of curriculum revision. Unsuccessful revisions have taeen those in 
v/hich this association has been denied a* has been limited. It must 
be apparent that curriculum revision is a time consuming process"*

(ii) Another point that \ie vrish to reemphasise is that in developing

our cijrriculum we vjill have to take care in carefully and discreetly

determining v/hat to include from the curricul"um prepared in America cc 

elsev/here and v̂ hat to reject. It may also not be necessary for us to repeat 

all the costly methods and p'ocedures adopted in foreign countries* The 

Corporation vrill have to be left ft?ee to exercise its judgment in this 

matter. In this connection, the following extract from Prof, Campbell’s

I

speech is worth quoting

"^Tienever ome  ̂ country exports its curriculum, it does it in connec
tion with its o\m problems. Exporting a Qurriculum is very similar 
to exporting a plant. Some kinds flourish by hybridising and some 
will not grow except in their country of origin".
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EXAIilNATICNS.

52. Dafects and shortcomings>

(i) No aspect of education has attracted greater public attention

thai the system of examination and evaluation. There have been strong

feelings for urgent reform in the systein of examinations. The Universities

Commission ( Kadha Krishnan Commission ) in 1949 said:- ^

"For nearly half a century examinations as they have been function
ing, have been recognised as one of the worst features of Indian 
education. We are convinced that if we are to suggest one single 
reform in University education it should be that of examination**. 
We suggest the objective examinations in the Universities in India, 
at the earliest possible time. Without this there is danger that 
Indian higher education will fall into chaos.

Fortunately there is a wealth cf scientific work on testing, 
measuTem.ent, evaluation and appraisal done in the West, aid special 
ly in the United States, which can help us very greatly in devising 
objective-methods of testing intelligence, aptitude, achievements 
as well as personality traits” ,

(ii) The Kudaliar Commission in 1953 reported

"They (examinations) have so pe3rvaded the entire atmosphere of 
school life that they have become the main motivating force of 
all efforts on the part of the pupil as well as teacher . • • • . .
As regards methods, he (the pupil) is interested in only these 
which secure an easy pass rather than in those i^ich nay be educa
tionally more sound but liiich do not directly concern themselvaip 
with examinations. He is more interested in notes and cribs than 
in texrt-books and original uorks| he goes in for cramming rather 
than for intelligent understanding since this v/ill help him to 
pass the examination on which depends his future*’,

33, Place of Public Emminations

(i) The Radha Krishnan Commission and the Kudaliar Commission realised

the place that 'public examinations play in the system cf education and

siiggested that there examinations have come to stay. Justifying the plaee

for these examinations the Radha Krishnan Commission said:-

”If exsiminations are necessary, a thorough reform of these is 
ptill more necessary", ^

The specially external examinatio
have a proper place in any scheme of education. External examina
tions have a stimulating effect both on the pupils and on the 
teachers by providing well - defined goals and objective standardi

 ̂ The report of the Universities Education Cocmiission Vol,I page 328-329,' 

* *  Report of the Secondary Education Commission page l45.
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of evaluation. To the pupil the examination gives a goal towards 
which he should strive and a stimulus urging him to obtain that 
goal in a given time, theredemanding steady and constant efforti 
This makes the purpose clear and the method <f approach definite* 
He is judged by external and objective tests on which both he and 
others interested in him can depend. And finally it gives him a 
hall-mark recognised by all", ^

(ii) The Second Narendra l)eva Committee, 1953 in introducing reforms 

in examinations cautioned

"External examinations have a long aid respected history and, at 
one time, are kno\m to have helped in raising educational 
standards in the countries in which they were introduced. They 
furnish, with all their defects a system by vrhich standards of 
teaching could be judged and certificates awarded on a state basis 
which employers and higher educational authorities trust std a®«ept( 
Within certain limits there is uniformity of standards* There are 
very great m.erits of public examinations and we fe'el it to be our 
duty to make sure that v;hil9 considering refoims, none of these 
great merits will be sadrificed^^i

(iii) Considerable change cf opinion in regard to the place of exiiernal

examinations has taken place not only in India but also in other advaced

countries and particularly in England* In the period 1959-A5, any

suggestion for reform in education stated that it could be achieved only

if the schools ”are left free from the cramping effects of a large scale

external examinations". Regulations made under the Education Act of 194-4

prohibited a pupil from entering for any external examination other than

the G.C.E, unless he had attained the age of 16, T ^s  provision after about

ten years or so vjas circumvented in large numbers by parents and guardians

with or without the consent and connivance of the schools* The need of

some form of recognised certificate was felt by everyone and as the minimum

school leaving age \̂?as 15, the parents entered their own children for sevep:

£il private.examinations like the College of Preceptors, the Royal Society

of Arts and the Union of Educational Institutions etc. When the parents

paid the examination fees the provision of regulations 1-ra.s circumvented

as it prohibited payment of examination fees from "public flinds”* A

special Committee called the Couuiiiouee was appointed to

examine this question which recommended Institution cf nationaUy*

recognised lower-level examination, the School Gertific?ate Examinaticn-

 ̂ P. 14.7, i

Report of the Secondary Education Reorganisation Committee, Uttar Pfade^ 
page 4-1, 1
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which cauldLbe taken by a large number of papils coming out of the 

hodern Secondary Schools^ The recominendations of the Committee have been 

accepted and the nev/ system of Secondary examinations has begun to operate 

from 1965.

(iv)This shovrs hov; a complete s\̂ring in educational opinion, forced as 

a result of sociological factors in a grovjing industrialised society, has 

taken place in England and those forcesare bound to assert themselves in 

any democaatic society that is pledged to ecotaoinic upliftjnent in moder>|age 

of science ajid technology. External examinations therefore have come to - 

stay. As this is so, reform in the examinations is all the more essential.

34, Invalidity and unreliability and inadequacy of the present

examination system needs to be removed. We think that after what has been 

said already in the various Commissions and reports, there is no need to

i
make out a case for introduction of objective type of questions in the exam

inations, Real difficiilty seems to be the hesitation felt by the teachers, 

educational administrators and the Board in making efforts for the 

introduction of these types of questions. It is also argued that though 

objective type of tests are being used in Jimerica, other Western Countries 

and particularly England have not accepted this idea. This position v/as 

even examined in great detail by the Badha Krishaan Commission which sttfesse 

the point that the problem of dealing vith huge numbers were peculiarly 

common to America and India and that in England admission to Universities is 

not made through marks obtained in the Iktriciilation Examination as in India 

Even real selection on a huge scale is made in England at the age of 11 or 

12 when objective type of tests are used. It would be worth vrhile to 

reproduce the relevant para from the report

”We can for see the criticism that the use of objective tests at the 
University level is something peculiar to America and that in other 
Western countries notably Great Britain, Universities have not beer 
convinced of their value. As far as Great Eritain is concerned the 
reason is fairly obvious. No British University needs to use the , 
bare marks in a matriculation examinations as its criterion for 
admission: and most candidates are admitted only after either winn
ing a competitive scholarship or passing a college entrance 
examination which includes an interview. The problem of dealing 
\rith huge numbers, common to India and the United States, does not 
occur at the University level in Great Britain. There the real 
solution of those boys and girls who are likely later on to seek 
admission to Universities is made at the age of eleven* a* twelve,
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V7hen all children of that age a^e tested and only a small percent
age are allowed to enter the ’’grammar schools" fi’om \teoh the 
University drâ r̂s nearly all its entrants. This testing of childrey > 
eleven or twelve years old, does involve the problem of huge nujnb̂ rs 
and here the use of objective tests is rapidly supplanting other 
methods. I^ost of the larger "Local Authorities" nov; use for this 
purpose standardised objectivd tests in English, ArithBEtic andg«^.w 
Intelligence, Both countries, therefore, make use of the objectivr  ̂
tests at the point in their educational system where the problem 
of selection from large numbers is most acute. In the United States 
that point is at the end of the Secondary School coui-sê  in Grea’̂  
Britain at the end of the primary School course",

35, (i) We wish to further point out that this question of unprecentBd

growth in numbers is nothing peculiar to India. With growing av/arenoss for

education, this bulge add its accompanying problems are being exprienced

by almost every countrj  ̂ and it would be of interest to know how this problem

has been tackled by a few of them. It is quite significant to remark that

a few of them nob only favour the introduction of objective-type cfquestions

but consider it as ine^dtable, Paul Nash of Canada, x^riting in the "Canadian

Education aid Research Digest" (Toronto, Vol, I, No, 1 I'arch l9Sl) on "Tho

Assumptions a..d Sonseqixencos cf Olbje ctive Examinations", said that one of thci

most critical problem-S with which Canadian Education will be faced in the

next decade is the enormous expected increase in the number of students"

Schools and Universities vjill be compelled to deal with a constantly

expanding enrolment. He visualised that objective type of questions will br.

increasingly used, "It is extremely likely therefore, that the next decade

will see an extended û-,3 of objective examinations and, as a corollary, a

decline in the use of 6 3sai^y, the interview, the long term paper, and other

subjective and tfjne consuming nethods",

(ii) Thus adoption of objective type of tests is being reported as in

evitable and attempts are madd to see that they are prpperly administerec' 

and their harmful effects avoided,

(iii) We have quoted from the report cf the Universities Commission 

about the position in England which did not introduc^ objective type tes' 

in lbs Secondar'/ Education, However v/ith the passage of time tliere seem tc 

have been a shift in the thinking there-too. In an article in ”the '3ritig:' 

Journal of Educational studies ( London j.Vol. XI, No, 1, November 1962;

E,L, Black on "The Marking cf G.C.E. Scripts" ^̂ ?rote:-

" Moreover, the grô rbh in the number of candidates in t.h<-i near
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future is likely to make the problem of standardisation more 
difficult. This table-for all candidates examined each summer 
the Northern Universities Joint Matriculation Board diows hov7 

numbers have expanded :

1939 29719

1956 76003

1958 85550

1960 108009

The rest of the paper (after a few essay-type questions) would

consist of objoctive questions with only one correct answer, >5any writer

such as Ballard have pleaded for greater use of such tests in Britain •,

»There. are arguî ients against, these questions^ the QXsmQXitt  ̂
against them are much weaker if they only form a part. (£ QJCL. 
examination, and it is possible te^t a great variety <?f 
bv objective tests than bv essay type questions. To use them Xi 
to reduce the chance of a candidate having been lucky or unluc' 
in the topics he elected to revise”.

36 (i) To sum up we have no hesitation in recommending that more obje

type of questions should be introd-uced in the Boards' Examinations, We  ̂

hov/ever like to caution that adequate preparations will have to be made 

before starting on administering these types of questions and sufficien' 

practice will have to be given in advance to the candidates* It will be 

necessary to retain, as a part of the subject subjective-type of questi ' 

also.

(ii) Board of E:mminersi There vrill imdoubtedly be some difficulty ii

devising test pool items for these tests. Considerable literature on it

already developed in America and the Directorate of Extention Prc^amme

oSl
Secondaiy Education ( DEPSE ) of the Nation^Council of Educational Resec 

and Training has also been developing test-pool material in various sub; 

The State Curriculum units \-rhich have been set up in all the States are 

carrying out similar work. The Board of Secondary Education, Rajastha, : 

reported to have introduced these types of question papers in Elementar; 

liathematics, General Science and Social Studies ft*om ^Jarch 1965, In fac 

Part II of English II paper of the High School Examination of our Board 

contains questions of tl:iat type v/hich could be m.odified slightly to fit 

in with the pattern of objective-type questions. Adequate v/ork is, theTc 

already available. To add to the pool every teacher can be asked to pre ;
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three or four questions in his paper and thus a pool co\xld be built up 

by screening these questions. It will, however, be necessary for this 

purpose to change the system by which a single examiner sets the question- 

pa.per which is then sent to the Board of Moderators, It will be necessary 

to have a Board of Examiners for each paper consisting of about three per

sons for preparing a question paper Key etc. The remuneration paid to them 

fcr paper-setting will have to be adequate and the present rate of Rs,4o/- 

for the Intermediate and Rs.,30/- for the High School Examination will have 

to be increased sufficiently. We recommend that payment of Rs.SOO/- for 

Intermediate and Rs-,250/- for the High School paper to each individual of 

the team of paper setters,

(iii) Examination Cell? We envisage that a regular machinery may have 

GO be set up under the Secretary in the form of a cell to carry on the worl 

cpnnected vdth the preparation of text-pool material. Besides collecting 

rr.irficient test-pool material and helping the Institutions to devise their 

own pool for internal examinations etc, this cell will also advise and 

submit material for the periodic revision of the curriculm in as-much*«as 

it affects the objective type of question. The suggestions could be consi

dered by the Siibjectjg-CJomEuttees in ordinary course* The cell can further 

act as a liaison for arranging seminars and training programmes for the 

prper setters etc. An extra post of Additional Secretary assisted by two 

or three assistants of the Confidential Section can constitute this cell,

(iv) Lastly, wherever it is considered necessary to set an essajfy-typ 

of question paper, improvement should be effected. Questions will have to 

be clear in language and construction so that they may be capable of 

eliciting clear ansv;ers,

3 7  ̂ Case for a lower-level examination, A large number of candidates

the High School Examination have been failing in one subject only, Hhd 

High School Examination is the last stage of education for a large numbei 

of students, one subject in which they have failed may not be of much v»3 

tc’ them in life. Such students if given a certificate ^̂ f some-kind may bi 

S a t is f ie d  with it and need not repeat all. the course for another year. 

Secondly, there may be several assignments and jobs to which a person co
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go after obtaining such a cercificate. For instance, an intending prlmary- 

school teacher who has failed say - in jGnglish only could be admitted to 

the Normal School ^;after such a certificate. There could be several other 

vocations too^which it may not be necessary to require a fiill High School 

Certificfate, We suggest that such candidate as fail in one subject only at 

the High School Examination may be given a certificate called the "School- 

Leaving Certificate”, This v/ill eliminate sj)me wastage and duplication of 

efforts and may providd diversion to weaker students to look to other 

channels rather than repeating the same Course aimlessly.

38. (i) Internal Assesment; Before concluding this Chapter, we would like 

to discuss the place of internal assesm.ent in public examinations* Internal 

Assesment has several advantages. A teacher is in a better position to judge 

the potentiality that his pupil pjf̂ oseesses and the extent to which he has 

assimilated the learning experiences of class room teaching than would be 

possible in an externally assessed public examination. It was contended 

that giving weightage to internal assesment upto say 10 % of madcs in the

Hjr
public examinations, several unhealthy trends visible 4^^school matrix 

would disappear. The student v/ould be encouraged to work through out the 

year rather than depend on cramjning from cribs and notes towards the end of 

the session, A suggestion ira,s made that prescribing of a fixed number of 

exercised for written vjork in every subject and its branches could form a 

fairly reliable basis on vrhich marks on internal assesment could be awarded. 

This would provide an incentive for forming a habit of regular work on the 

part of the students, j ̂ c h  a written work could be preserved and open for 

check and verification by inspecting authorities, it would act as a deterre> 

from the likelihood of the practice being misused, Ptirther, the practice 

would help in developing proper teacher-pupil relationship and rehabilitate' 

the teacher to acquire the prestige and position that he should occtqyr. 

Besides, placing reliance on the teacher will generate a greater sense of 

responsibility in him,

(ii) There are defects in the system of internal assesment also.

Problem of standardization is one of them. Though its extent could be 

reduced somewhat through prescription of the number of exercises, that aldW
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would not be sufficient to minimize it significantly. Besides, proper 

check and varification of such written work by any external agency would 

give rise to several practical problems. It \ia.3 also felt that the existing 

power that the Heads of the Institutions, j possess for detaining a 

student for ’unsatisfactory work' and for condoning attendance to the exteni 

of 10 days, below the prescribed minimum, are considered adequate to deal 

with the cases of erring aswell-as irregular students. The private Candida-  ̂

tes in T/hose case it would not be possible to set apart marks for internal 

assesment vfould be another problem if internal assesment vrere to be intro

duced at the public examinations.

(iii) The opinion in the Goniffiittee vjas, therefore, divided in regard to 

the place of internal assesment in the public examination. The Canmittee,

hovjever, vra,s unanrLmous in the viev; that internal assesment must find
lo S' /

a place in the home emminations. ii commend')̂  the system of prescription

of v/ritten-work-shedule in each branch of a subject^aaid^he performance of

the students in it should be given due weight^along v/ith their marks in th

subject at the annual examination, Ji" further suggest!!  ̂ that v/hile papers a

the home examination should be marked internally, all the Institution

should be required to confo3?m to the same promotion rules as observed at

the public examinations. Tliat is, promotion rules in classes V I  and V I I

should be the same as those at the Junior High School Examination, and

the promotions in classes IX and XI should be based on the promotion rulej

followed at the High School and the Intermediate Examination respectively,
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RECOGNITION CF INSTITUTIONS.

39. The Board recognises institutions to enable them to

prepare candidates for admission to the Board’s examinations.

As stated in Chapter III, the proced-ure for granting recogniticfn

is contained in Chapter VII of the Board’s Calendar. The

procedure in brief is that an institution desiring to be

recognised has to submit an application to the B*ard on a

prescribed form through the lUstrict Inspector of Schools ^  the

Regional Inspectress of Girls Schools, as the case may b6| The

last date for the submission of these applications is 31st August

of the year preceding that in v/hich the new classes are desired

to be opened. The Inspecting authorities after making necessary

inquiries about the extent to which the conditions of recognition

have been falfilled by the institution, give their recommendations

in each case about the fitness or otherwise of the institution for

granting recognition. Till last year, the Inspecting authorities

sent their recommendations to the Regional lOeputy lUrect#rs cf

Education, who fonarded them, along vdth their ^wn cccflnentsi

to the Secretary of the Board. The applications v/ere then examined

t
by the Secre oary, v/ho submitted a factual report in each case 

to the Deputy lUrector of Education ( Finance ) ^ (F)), The

D, D, (F) sent his recoirimendations in each case on behalf of the I^re’et- 

or for their consideration by the Recognition Committee «f the 

Board, The Recognition Committee considered the rec«nmendations 

of the D.D.(F) made on behalf of the Director, and recorded their 

decisioTt. -?rom last year there had been a slight change in this pcpoce-| 

dure. The Inspecting authorities now submit the applications along witj 

their recommendations to the Secretary of the Board, The office of the 

Secretary examines the cases and sends a factual report for considera

tion by the Regional Deputy Directors of Education. Recommendations 

on belnlf of the Director are now made by the Regional Deputy lUreoton
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of Education instead of the D,D, (F), The change in procediire vjas 

effected obviously for quicker disposal of the cases of recognition 

than Tr/as possible when a single officer at the Headquarters had to 

attend to all the applications. It is hoped that the new procedure 

would enable these cases to be disposed of more expeditiously.

^  • Present I'tefects ;

(i) One defect in the system is that the decision on tha application 

for 1‘ecognition v/ere generally made tox-/ards the close of the academic 

year, and in some cases even after the school session had begun.

The result of this \ia.s that little time was left to the institution tc 

complete all the formalities required for opening the classes* The 

revised procedure adopted from lasb^ear cuts out one stage in which 

the applications wore required to go to the The procedure,

however, needs to be given a tridl before any assessment of its result 

could be made,

(ii) Some of the existing procedures also cause delay. There is 

practically no firm date observed ( through a date is prescribed ) 

after which the Recognition Committee should eease to look into 

the reports submitted by the institutions in regard to the fulfiljnent 

of conditions of recognition. The result is that after the Recognitia 

Committee has taken a decision on the application of an institution 

and if it has been unfavourable to the institution, in a number of 

cases their representatives come before the Recognition Canmittee on 

the plea that the Committee had not the latest picture of tl:B progrei 

achieved by the Institution and, therefore, their cases may be 

reinstated for consideration by the Committee, This involved a 

repetition of the entire process- inspection and report by the 

District Inspector, its exam.ination by the office of the Secretary 

and re-consideration by the Regional I'̂ eputy Director of Education an 

the Recognition Committee. The process is endless and in some extr^ 

cases even half a dozen reports have been asked for from the lUatrici 

Inspectors. It is not only time consuming but extremely irksome to 

all those involvec in it - the Inspectors, the Recognition Committal
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and the authorities of the institutions.

(iii) An index of the defective procedure is the need 

felt by several institutions for sending their representatives to 

Allahabad when tte Recognition Committee meets. IThatever may be the 

reasons for it, the practice could be a source of several adminis

trative problem.s and needs to be effectively checked.

(iv) Another factor which tends to deity disposal of 

applications for recognition is the liberal extention allowed to 

the institutions to submit their applications for recognition well 

beyond the prescribed date.

4-1. Su ggestion •'̂ or Improvement;

(i) It would be obvious from the discussion of the 

existing defects in the system of granting recognition that 

considerable improvement can be brought about if the various dates 

fixed for different purposes are strictly observed. If  the 

applications are not entertained after tte last date fixed for them 

and similarly the progress report from an institution submitted 

after the last date prescribed for it is not taken into account, 

the time schedules for various operations involved in the process

can be comfortably adhered to. The regulation governing the submission

of applications for recggnition has already been amended from the

current year. According to this amendment, institutions vh ich appl î

late vdll be required to jay a late fee aid the amount of this

fee v/ould increase progressively vi th each calendar month till 
f,: O c  j . . .  M '  V *-: -Acv • 

the It is hoped that this provision would induce

the institutions to apply in tire . As a consequence of this

provision, it is ?'\irther hoped that applications received after

Slot -iPeoomboy wo'old not be taken into account,

(ii) The Committee also recommends that a suitable 

application fee should be charged from institutions applying for 

recognition. Such a provision would discoiirage those institutions 

which apply without adeqijate resources and means for tiie fulfilment
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of conditions of recognitions from applying and thereby would reduce 

the number of applications v/hich might be made through half-hearted 

intentions.

(iii) The Committee feels that there is a need for 

revising the entire time-table of v;ork and the existing dates fixed 

for the various processes for recognition. The Board must convey 

its decision to institutions that are allovred to open the new 

classes atleast six months before the commencement of the session 

in vhich the classes are allowed to be opened. This woTild give a 

reasonable time to the institutions for completing the requirements 

of building and eqpiipment. The appointment of teachers and admission 

of students can also be arranged timely. Some of the recognitions 

require spacious laboratories and buildings to be put up and 

expensive equipi!?.ents to be purchased, VJhile it is necessary for 

the Institutions to year-mark and provide necessary funds required 

for the fulfilment of conditions of recognition applied for, 

they should not be expected to actually purchase the equipment or 

construct buildings vathout the Board indicating its desision to grant 

recognition to them,Six m.onths’ time m.ust be available to the 

institution for completing all the requirements before opening 

classes, V/ken this is not done, the result is that either the 

institutions obtain inferior and unsuitable equipments in a hurry 

or start the classes v/ithout making adequate provision for them ,

Very often it is both, A more realistic view of the situation will 

have to be taken. The dates for the various procedures of recognition 

will have to be worked backwards according to this time 

schedule, and it is expected that the last date forbhe submission 

of applications for recognition may have to be advanced by about a 

year from vjhat is prescribed at present.
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42, (i) Besides suggesting improvements in the existing

practice, v;e would like to review some of the conditions of 

recognition v/hich are prescribed at present. We feel that the 

requirements listed for building, laboratories and scientific 

equipments for various subjects have to be brought uptodate. These 

requirements have to be fixed in accordance v/ith the present 

conditions and the greatest need to-day is to see that the money 

is spent to yield the maximum results. Another aspect which is equally 

important is to see that the school buildings and the laboratories 

are planned in such a manner that the requirements of Clement and 

other building material which is scarce, is cut dovm to the very mini

mum, if  not eliiTiinated altogether. The matter may be thrashed out 

betvreen the authorities of the Public Works Departm.ent and the 

Education Ifepartment. Thirdly, requirements of scientific equipments 

which \jas determined decades ago, \d.ll have to be rechecked. Plastics, 

which were unkno\/n only a few years ago, have entered the field of 

scientific equipnent also, and are rapidly replacing glass, 

producing materials that are more durable and less costly, besides 

being easier to handle. Several indigenous substitutes of costly 

articles of equipment are also coming in the market. Science 

teaching itself is undergoing a revolutionary change, and requirementE 

of scientific material are also changing with it. The need for 

revising the existing lists is therefore, obvious,

(ii) We liave dealt separately v;ith the need for adopting 

a policy for recognition ( Chapter VII-B ) and for relating the 

future expansion of the schools to the financial resources of the 

State ( Chapter XIII ), We, hoviever, would like to recommend here thal 

in granting recognition it should be examined with greater care and 

strictness that the minimum conditions that are prescribed and the 

norms fixed have been fulfilled by the institutions, '̂/hile the ncrms
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would require revision in the light of the present conditions 

as stated above, we v/ould like to suggest here that a thorough 

departure from the present practice of blocking the money through 

creation of a large endowment and reserve funds is necessary.

An endowment of Rs. 15,000/- and a reserve fund of Rs.3,Q00/- 

for a High School and Rs,20,000/- and Rs.5,000/—  respectively 

for an Intermediate College, blocks a large sum that could have 

been utilised more properly for putting up a suitable building or 

purchase of adequate equipment. Since, \ie recommend that complete 

fulfilment of conditions of recognition is a pre-*requisite, we 

vjould like to suggest that the requirement of these funds ^ould 

be reduced substantially, so that the surplus money is released for 

utilisation towards fulfilling of conditions. In our opinion 

endovroient of Rs*5,000/- for a High School and Rs.,7,000/- for an 

Intermediate College should be considered adequate and separate 

reserve fund should not be required. The endo\Ajment fund, however, 

should be either in cash or in the form of a suitable building 

fetching reasonable rent. Total valuation of such a building must 

exceed by one-third the amount of cash endowment fund required for 

an institution,

(iii) The Committee also discussed the neeessity fcr 

retaining the provision requiring the ai dowment £ind of an 

institution to be pledged in the designation of tte Inspector* The 

Commattee is of the opinion that there is no need for asking the 

endovjment fund to be pledged to the designation of the Inspector, 

Other devises as are in vogue in the l^gree Colleges for ensuring 

that this fund is not misused m.ay be adopted. In case there

be any need for pledging of funds, they may fee pledged to the 

Board through its Secretary and not to the Inspector,

(iv) The Com-Fittee also feei^s concerned at the tendency in 

vogue vdth several new ifegree Colleges of utilising and ultimately
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transferring equipnent, laboratory, library and other asseibs of their 

Intermediate colleges. Though a I’tegree College is required to make 

separate provision for building, library and laboratory and "tiiese 

should not include those of an Intermediate College, in astual 

prawtiee, large scale transfer flvan an Intermediate college to a 

Degree College takes place often, if not in^riably, when a n^^ 

l^gree college starts functioning. We would like that the attention 

of the Universities may be invited to put an end to such a piraftiiie 

adopted by several Degree Colleges as it leads to an impoverishment 

of Intermediate Colleges,

VJhat should be the machinery for granting retognitions, 

and fixing norms for recognition and other connected matters will h© 

discussed in Chapter XI v/hen \ie come to the future organisation and 

set up of the Board,
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Improving Q:iimlity of Schools - Recognition policy ajid 

Science Education.

/•4 3 , Incline in the qiJality of education in o\n* Schools is a 

problem that requires serious consideration. Without entering into 

academic discussion about what is really meant by”quality” in this 

contest, how it is different from "standard”, and what established 

"norms’* or "Scales" if any of educational measurement are available for 

valid comparison, we are convinced that there is considerable reliable 

evidence to conclude that oiu* standards are low and they are steadily 

falling. The fact that th^e  standards donot favoiarably compare with our 

own past achievement norms, because other Indian states show better 

results at all-India level ccmpetitions and because our national standards 

themselves are considerably lower than standards of achievement in other 

progressive countries, is sufficient to alarm us about the quality of our 

education, without embarking on any pedagogical studies to discover reliabl

I
tools of educational measurements for the purpose,

4r4* Beginning vith the examination results of the Board, we find 

that a very large percentage of students have been failing at thid 

examination, as the following Table would show;-

Table No,l showing % of failure at Public Examination.

Percentage of Failure

High School Examination

i 1964- 1 48.62
5 !1
5 1965 5 5 ./^

1 1962 55. 6

i iE96l 55.44.

{ 1i

{ 1960 i1 61.15
5 !!

1 1959 1 

t i

1 '56. 3 
i

5 1958 !I 48.21
I

t 1957 i 57. 8

1 '1
5 1956

H '

i 54. 6

i
1 1955 

i ______ ^

1 5S.S2

Intermediate

56,74.

55. 9

56,>|^/| 

60,56 

58,11

55.88 

53,4s 

52,29 

46,94

57.88
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A large percentage of failure, however, is no indication 

of high standards of attainment for those who pass the examinations. 

Average standard of teaching and examination, coupled with large 

percentage of fUilures is, therefore, doubly alarming. Besides this there 

is an additional factor of the largest percentage among the passes being 

third divisioners as the following table vrould show:-

Percentage of Third lUvisioners among the passes#

1964. 

I 1963 

1962 

1961 

1960 

1959

Year j.
High School Intermediate

42. 7 

52. 0 

4-7. 0 

4-9. 6 

4.6. 1 

45. 8

58. 5 

60. 6

58. 1 

61. 0

59. 9 

61. 8

1 3558 j1 43. 2 59. 3

1957 11 46. 5 60.7

1956 1j 48. 9 65. 6

I 1955 Not Calculated 60. 5

4 5 ,  As stated earlier reorganised system of secondary education and 

creation of the Board of High School and Intermediate Education^ U.P, 

has been the result cf the recommendations of the Calcutta University 

Commission 1917-1919, It is significant that the then Gk>vernment ef the 

United Provinces was the only Government viiich took the ir&iative and 

impdbemented the recommendations. That this step v/as in the right directic 

has bees amply proved by the following observations of the Universities 

Commission 1948-4-9:

^^"Thirty years ago, the Calcutta University Cfsimiission reo«nmende< 
the Institution of ’ Intermediate Colleges* aid also held that tl: 
Intermediate Examination should be the qualifying test f«r entr  ̂
into a University. These rcccminendations were adopted ©nly by 

the Government of the United lYovinces aid the teaching

The Report of the University Education Commission, 1949 page 90.



Universities of U,P.,Lucknow and Allahabad, and the affiliating 
University of Agra, admit students only after they have passed th 
Intermediate Examination, This step has been very beneficial to 
these Universities, freed from the burden «f Intermediate classes| 
they have been able to develop good post-graduate departments 
like those of the University of Calcutta^ and have thus been doSi| 
more of real University vork than many i|f the other Universities.

1» ^ "The uovornment of the United Provinces made in attempt to
start Intermediate Colleges from 1923 onvards but on account of 
financial stringency their effort could not "be le pt up consistent 
ly during subsequent years \tth the resiilt that the Ir.termediate 
standards have deteriorated during recent years. In many cases 
Intermediate Classes vrcre merely tacked ^  to the existing %gh 
School, and school teachers withtut prapR: qualifications were 
asked to teach the Intermediate Classes as well. No consistent 
attempt was made to recruit highly trained, ef:K.cient and well 
paid staff for the Intermediate Classes, Accommodation and 
equipment were generally inadequate. Some degree colleges ivere 
asked to drop their degree classes and aotually. functioned as 
Intermediate Colleges for some years, but many^  them again 
took up degree classes without recruiting a different staff"*

In regard to the accommodation, equipment etc* it ^bserved:-

2. "At present every High School tries to become an Intermediate 
College v/hether it has the resources or no^^ and the obliging 
authorities relax the necessary conditions and recognise it as 
an Intermediate College, the interests of the students and in fa<̂  
of the whole community suffer since such a college ’ fails 
to develop and train the pov/ers of the younger g e n e r a t io n . Hardly 
has it had time to consolidate itself as an Intermediate College, 
when another equally obliging University recognises it as a 
degree college. The result is that the college is neither a good 
Intermediate College nor a proper degree college",

already lost 30 years by neglecting to raise the 
standards of our High Schools and Intermediate Colleges, as - 
recommended by the Calcutta University Commission and it is time 
we realised that our secondary education remains the vjeakest 
link in our educational machinery and needs urgent reffonn",

the present conditions rf inefficient and uninspiring 
schools the four years in the life of a student, between the 
ages of 14* and 18, when his memory is most active and when his 
ability to do sustained intellectual work with the minimdJin of 
boredom is at its highest, are largely ^Tasted, The abler students 
donot get a fair deal and are le pt back by the less intelligent- 
the best are being smothered by the many",

^  • Plenty cf literature is available on the causes of low academic 

standards in educational Institutions and higl^rcentage of failures at 

public examinations in the various reports of the Commissions^ Cmvocation 

addresses and reports of learned discourses that have taken place in

58 ,
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Seminars, Workshops and meetings. There is hardly anything new, therefore, 

that could be added to those well-thought out and impressively expressed 

views. We however vdsh to express our great ooncem for an urgent need of 

taking vigorous, concentrated and consistent efforts in this direction. We 

have referred to the remarks of the Universities* Commission made in 194B 

that we have already lost 30 years without raising the standards* Whatever 

may have been the position in 194-8, v;e do not believe that efforts have 

not been made since to raise the standards* Provision for Research Institut 

es, the psychological services, the curriculum and the examination units, 

the Science Institutes, increased provision for grants recurring and non

recurring, increm-ent in the salaries of teachers, the triple benefit scheme 

are a few of the measures adopted in this direction* Vlhile effgrts are goia

o4, we realise that raising of standard is a stupendous taskfand requires 

concerted efforts. I'/hat is unfortunate is that existence of lov; standards 

over a number of years, has given recognition to those low standards. This 

is evident alround, in the markings in the examinations, in setting questic 

papers, in waiving conditions of recognitions and even granting recognition 

to weaker Institutions, and the class-room teaching and so on. This has 

again resulted in the formtion of a vicious circle-one ffeictor leading to 

the other, vrhich in turn gives rise to an inertia so that each is satisfied 

and contented v/ith the static position he is in and does not consider him

self responsible for it and is p:*epared to accept things as they are.

RECOGNITION POLICIES.
1*̂ . TT mi.iT? ,ffa. ■ r>  ■gai„T» ra  ..rg ■

 ̂ There may be several vjays in which \7e can improve the quality

of schools - one of the most important oRaoi being the policy in regard to 

the granting of recognition to such schools, to \*Aiich \ie would like to 

(Confine ourselves here.

O') We appreciate the efforts that the Recognition Committee and 

other authorities have made in examining the cases of recognition coming 13 

before them and the great strain on their time and energies they have had

to pit up v/ith. We also realise that the Committee itself has been often

not satisfied vdth its ovm working and has been constantly thinking to 

improve it. There has been a little anxiety, we believe on the part c0* the
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members of the Recognition Committee to recognise jnore Institutions, but 

it, has been due only to their keenness to extend facilities for education 

to the students particularly in the rural areas, to provide encouragement 

and incentive to local efforts and to cope with the growing number of 

students coming up for admission. This may have, at timeSf forced them 

to relax conditions of recognition, V/e, hovrever, want to impress the need 

for a major policy decision on recognition. We wish to emphasise that 

quality should not be allovjed to be sacrificed at any cost. In granting 

recognition to Institutions it must be examined vdth great care and 

strictness that the barest minimmi of ©dnditions - vMeh as they are ires- 

cribed are already minimum and based on costs more than fifteen years ago- 

are completely fulfilled. This is particularly necessary in granting new 

recognitions to Intermediate Colleges or allowing Scientific and Agricultur-* 

al grcMps which, if properly taught, should involve, a lot of practical 

work. If  this is not done and the existing conditions are allowed to contim 

on the plea of so-called public pressure that more and more students are 

now coming forvjard to offer Scientific and Agricultural groups and therefon 

more Institutions should be recognised in those groups, it would be, in o\ir 

opinion, a disservice to the cause of education for the student is likely 

to pass four years -of his impressionable age getting disciplined in the 

so called sciences into an ill-equipped, inefficient and completely uninspi3 

ing institution. This is unfair and unjust to the student vjho is building 

foundations for more vigorous and specialised studies later on or even for 

those who would discontinue further studies but hope to acquire scientific 

background and knov/ledge. As to the plea of "Public pressure" and the deste 

of an increasing number of students to read Science in modern age of Scien® 

and Technology, we wish to state that the number of students now

wisl  ̂io join Kedical and Engineering Colleges also is getting larger and 

larger but tiiat alone has not led to the extention of provision of a 

hedical and an Engineering College to every district, though on an everage 

about a thousand students must be passing their Intermediate Science 

Examinations from every district every year. Secondly, if the students wi^h

term apd___
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will require a lot more than"an ill-qualified, ill-equipped and 

unenthusiastic teacher”. Therefore, if a larger number of students are 

coming forward to join science classes, selection will have to made, as

t
is usually done under similar conditions. That will be good for tte student.' 

themselves, for the weaker among them, vdth no aptitude for Science learnin, 

will be prevented fl*om embarking on a fruitless and frustrating endevour of 

studying Science dourses and thereby not only increasing the percentage of 

failure and add ;̂to the v/astage but acting as a drag on standard. ^

(ii) Opening of Science groups in the Institutions will have to be 

related to the resources available not only in the shape of adeqmte equip

ment and laboratory but also in the niomber of qualified Science teachers ' 

available. This may prevent a fev; students at the bottom from swelling the 

number of science students and encourage them to go in for studies in the 

Humanities group for which they may be better suited. This should do no on

j

any harm. On the credit side it will reverse an undesirable movement of 

dwindling numbers in the Humanities and other groups, and prevent the down 

ward trend of standards in Science group. We have seen how the school 

standarc^in education and particularly in Science are going,up in all the 

progressive countries. We cannot remain contented by placing oiir students

at a disadvantage in international reckoning. And if a halt is not called,

r
here and now, to this doi-mward trend of standards in schools, no amount o 

spendings on the Indian Technical Institutes, the Engineering Colleges am 

d&he Universities, the Medical Colleges sn d the National laboratories and * 

the 1‘tefence l£i.boratories, can lift those standards to any satisfactory 

heights^ Even the neighbouring country of Ceylon has been reputed to have 

built up a high standard of school education, and we cannot perhaps take

K
pride of place in this respect even among the Asian Countries. The proble 

of raising of standards of school education has been treated as a pjroblei 

of the survival of the whole nation by Russia, America and the U.K. When j 

America exploded an Atom Bomb at Hiroshima in 1 9 ^ ,Russia *went in for th < 

whole sale revision of its Science courses from the school stage upii®.rds.- 

When ten year later Russia sent its first Sputnik in space, there was a 

major upheaval and rethinking in America and we have seen how the school

- 61 ^
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programmes developed there,

 ̂ "At no time has education in the United States reoeived such 
careful and critical scrutiny, ftom bottom to top, as today, 
Schools have become conversation pieces. Educationists, parents ’ 
and pupils should be greatful to the Russian Sputniks for landing, 
in this country, a period of arduous appraisal of education in 
general, and of the Curriculum in particular".

The question of raising school standards is to be treated on a

war footing for it is a question of survival of the nation, and in the i

international situation today with continued military threat at our iDorders.

it is a more realistic question for us than it might have been for Russia in '

1945 or for America in 1956.

(iii) Comparing the All India figures of schools teaching science, ue j

find that at the end of the Third ?la.n out of total of 21,800 secondary

schools all over the country, 9500 schools had to be provided facilities fo3

the teaching of S c i e n c e . T h i s  implies that by the end of the Third Plan !

as an elective subject v/ould be taught in 4-3 % of the schools in th(‘

country. The corresponding figures for Uttar Pradesh show that Science as i ■

an elective subject is being taught in 83A schools out of 1005 High Schools

i.e . in 83 ^ of the schools. It is significant to point out that v;hile less
I

than 40 % students vfho appeared as regular candidates for High School 

examination of 1965 offered Science (95,153 out of 2,33,109), Science 

continued to be taught in 83 % of the High Schools. These figures thus poin' 

to considerable dilution in standards and dissipation of resources*

(iv) If the^e students can be properly trained and educated in 

science, we vjould contribute positively tov/ards raising the standard of

I 62 :
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Sfcientific-personnel^ for the countiy, V/e therefore, need to concentrate ^

our efforts on raising of standards and proper and maximum utilisation of 

aJ-1 available facilities. Even if it amounts to radically changing the 

policy of recognitions in Science and Agriciilture, it must be done in a 

bold m y. Admission to Science covirses vdll have to be baaed on pure merit  ̂

and performance of the student. For admission to the Intermediate classes, 

the performance of tho cajiflidates at the High School Examination may be 

taken into consideration, v/hile admission to the science courses at the

High School stage may be based on tests as is being done at present in

^"American Education" by Be Young and Wynn,Fifth Edition page 572.
♦^^"Third Five Xear PlanyGovernment of India,Planning Commission; page 586 '



several schools. We therefore, recommend strict compliance with and fulfil

ment of the conditions of recognition in Science before nev; classes are 

allowed to be opened in those groups. We must, simultaneously, concentrate 

on strengthening the laboratories and the staff in the existing institution! 

Adding of additional section have also to b e examined with greater care. If 

for nearly 40 ^ of students v/ho opted for science we had restricted science 

teaching to about as many percent of schools only, our requirement for 

teachers, and laboratories vrould have been halved, and this vrould have added 

'to the uplifting of standards and improvement of quality. In the circum» 

tances as they exist and which we have narratad above, there is no al terna- 

tive to taking a bold and firm step in laying dov/n a v;ell understood tare 

throughout policy of recognition.

.4s • Mcognitlon of Intermedia te Colleges.

Coming to the Intermediate Colleges and comparing the position 

with other states in this regard, we find that there are 54-̂ 7 Higher 

Secondary Schools against 15,897 High Schools in the countrry only*^^^

Since the nianber of Higher Secondary Schools exclude the number of the 

Intermediate College^ of Uttar Pradesh, if the n-umber of the High Schools ol
I 1 «r>- V

Uttar Pradesh is also excluded the total nijmber of High Schools, the

picture in the rest of country, excluding Uttar Pradesh, v/ould be 14-982 Higl

Schools and 54-67 Higher Secondary Schools, Thus the percentage of Higher

Secondary Schools in relation to the High Schools in the country excluding 
Comes to 36 In Uttar Pradesh,

Uttar Rradesh/ as we Imovj, Intermediate is a year ahead of the Higher

Secondary but while there v/ere only 915 High Schools in 1962-65. there were

1,074- Intermediate Colleges in the corresponding period. This shows that 

v^hile other states in the country vrerc cautious and hesitant and on an 

average could upgrade only 36 % of the existing number of their High Schooll 

into Higher Secondary Schools, in Uttar Pradesh, we have gone far ahead and 

ratio of the High Schools to the Inteimediate Colleges is of 100^117. While 

U.P, is spending less on education than the average percentage of expendi

ture incurred by the rest of the states in the country, the inevitable

Figures of 1962-63 Appendix II of Discussion Paper on Major Problems of 
Secondary Education, Education Commission, Government of India-1965, 

page - 4i. ,

63 .
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conclusion is that we have been far more generous idth upgrading of our 

schools, leading to considerable dilution in standards of achievement. This 

expansion in the number of higher category schools, must inevitably lead to 

dissipation of the meagre resources - that the State could muster for its 

educational plan in its budget. This obviously means that our high schools 

are rapidly being upgraded into Intermediate Colleges without having a chanc€ 

to consolidate themselves, and ne^er High Schools are coming up faster than 

necessary-lead a short life as High Schools changing prematurely into 

Intermediate Colleges. The process of proper consolidation never takes placej 

liabilities increase too soon and demands are made on Government grants and 

too many mouths are created to feed upon meagre financial allocations, 

resulting in starvation, malnutrition and deformed grovjth. This expansion is 

a drain on financial resources and a very heavy drag on standards. We, 

therefore, hope that there would be a complete reorientation in the idea 

of an ’’Intermediate College" vrhich should not be regarded as a mere extentio 

of an ill-equipped High School of a couple of years' existence. The life 

period of a High School needs to be extended very much beyond what ii being 

done at present and only after it has fully matiired through long years of 

consolidation should it be allowed to develop into an Intermediate College. 

The process of consolidation needs speeding up,

49 • Satisfying the desire for Science Education.

(i) I'Jhile we have recommended for a strict examination on fulfilment 

of conditions in granting recognitions in Science, we appreciate keeness of 

the parents and the students for studying it, VJhatever their motives may be 

in wishing to offer Science, \-ie realise that no education at the secondary 

stage can be complete without general avra.reness and study of Science, We, 

therefore, recommend' that General Science be introduced as an optional sub

ject in the Literary and other non-scientific groups for the High School 

examination, Requirem-ents of laboratory, equipment and teachers, hovrever, 

will have to be kiipt almost the same^as for the Science

courses, as even General Science has to be taught as a Science subject - 

and has to be laboratory-oriented. Recognition has already been given to 

83 % of the High Schools in Science which can take up the teaching of

54.
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General Science after arranging for the necessary staff and recurring 

expenditure. Existing laboratories should do upto a fixed number of sections 

only, after which additional laboratories and equipment vd.ll have to be 

provided. By starting such courses in General Science, \ie vdll be able to 

satisfy a very reasonable demand of students to learn Science and aquaint 

themselves properly with the world in which they are living. There is a 

considerable force in the demand made from certain quarters that General 

Science should form a core subject for the students of non-Science gi*oup.

We shall accept that on principle. For the present, our view is that viiile 

make a beginning in this direction by making General Science a permissive 

subject for non-Science groups, we should not proceed too hurriedly with 

this, as our resources in equipment, laboratories and qualified teachers 

are seriously limited. The facilities can be extended gradually to include 

general Science in all schools, but only after ensuring that arrangements 

required for teaching are complete.

(ii) The introduction of General Science course will have another 

advantage. It vail keep back the vreaker students from offering Science 

course vrhich they are doing at present in the absence of any other alterna

tive, and thereby facilitate raising of the standards in Science. It will 

drive back the vreaker students not only because the seats available for the 

Science co\u?ses v;ill be limited but also of their own free vdll. This is 

V7hat vre have seen to happen in the case of English in the Intermediate 

classes. All the science students offered both Hindi and English as compul

sory subjects and the percentage of failure in English v®s quite large. | 

Though English vra,s alternated \-rith Sanskrit and other languages, the studenl 

opted for English only, apparently because they thought that their future 

prop^ects m.ight suffer v/ithout English as a subject for their Interme($Late 

examination. Prom 1964- two levels of English Course vrere created at the 

Intermediate, one "(jas the level of English existing till then and vjas calle^ 

’’English lang-uage and Literature” and the other of a lower level called,

” General English ” , Students of the Science group vjere given an option 

between the tv;o levels of English, Similar tv;o courses were created for 

Hindi^n Hindi language and Literature” and”General Hindi”-and similar

S5.
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option of offering either of the two levels of Hindi aas also provided.

The proviso vjas that a student offering a higher-level course in one 

course in one language shall have to offer a lower-level course in the othej 

language. The result has been that practically all the students, barring a 

few, offered General English-Hindi language and Literature combination, ThU( 

those students who Ariginally could not be persuaded to leave the English 

course and take up other language instead, went in for the lower •ourse 

in English when two alternate level of courses were available to them, 

Similarly if v/e provide the General Science Course for students at the High 

School stage, it will attract quite a good number if  students^ leaving pure 

Science courses for those vfho are prepared to undertake great©]* pains and 

rigours. We might further extend the facility of intr<^ducing a higher «oiara 

of General Science at the Intermedi.ate Stage also*

TABLE NO.5.

Number of students offering Genei*al Hindi & General Si^lish at tJfe 

___________________________________Intermediate Examinations.____________"

Year of Exam, | No, of candidate^ in Generali No. of candidates offering
Hindi ( Lower Courses ) General English ( ]>wer CouTt

6 6 .
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1964. I 4038

5
1965 { 5169

51|785

59,858

Explanation;- 1, Can-iidates offering General Hindi must have offered
English language and Literature,

2, Figures include students of Science, Aesthetic and 
Commerce groups also.

(iii) Figures in table No,3 shov; another tendency. We find that 

practically all the students coming from what are known as ”Angle-Indian  ̂

Schools” and the English-medium-Schnol, comprise practically all 1he gr«U| 

of students offering a higher English course and a very fev7 cf the studem 

from other Schools other than the Anglo Indian vr English medium School, 

offer this course. After this English Course was provided, it was not fel'- 

necessary even by the brighter boyis to go in for the higher English Ccnan̂  

If  therefore, adequate altema:t±ve to the study of Scienee is prcvided in



the shape of General Science Courses, it leave some of the brighter 

boys to continue with the Humanities and other Groups, This will go a long 

v/ay to establish the balance so essential between the Huinanities and the 

Science Course, which at present has been seriously affected in favour of 

the Science Group,

50 « Low Standard of Experimental m rk .

Average standard of experimental and practical work both in 

Physical and Biological Sciences is very low. At the High School stage 

we were surprised to find that evein some of the best Institutions do not 

have a period for practical work. It m s  argued by the scienee-teachers 

that as there was no provision for practical examination, no practical vrork 

given to the students. Nothing could be more detrimental to the teachlB

s i - ^ u  U -  ,
of science than this type of attitude. Most of the teaching ill the subject#

based on observation and scientific inferences derived therefrom. Besides,

the students shoiild be taained in skilful manipulation of apparatus and

making accurate observations. Even the holding of a test tu^e over a flame

and heating of liquid in it requires> proper use of hands and fingers, as

does the opening of a reagent bottle and pouring of liquid from it into a

test-tube. The students too begin to take pleasure in the use of their hart

fingers and eyes in delicate manipulations and they get a thrill in making

observations and verifying scientific facts for themselves. This makes the

teaching of the subject easier and so much more effective,We must ensure

that not only do the students go to the laboratory but that they find

pleasure in v/orking in it,

cT! ' Schemes under-taken for the imiprovement in Science teaching^ 
o l «

(i) It is heartening to know that steps have been taken in this
*

direction and, if they are continued, we are sure to achieve desirable 

results. The first step is the introduction of* practical examination in 

Science and Bjdogy from the High School examination of 1968, In starting 

this examination care will have to be taken to see that the e x e r c i s e j s e t  

are of a nature that would test the pradtical work of the students, taken 

as a class, in the entire course and should not be restricted only to one 

or two exercises which are to be repeated by the whole class, as has happi

67 .
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ed in a fevj subjects for the Intermediate Examination. The firifet few years 

of this examination \̂ dll be of vital importance as they vrill set standards 

for future years, and onee the standards are set î /e knov7 hov/ difficult it is 

to change and raise them. We hope that necessary precautions and preparatio: 

v/ould be made right from now.

(i i ) Grash-Programri'ei non recurring grants and Institute of Science 
Educationi

Another good feature has been the crash programme of SciEnce 

by v/hich adequate gî ants have been made and are being madd to make good 

the shortage of laboratories and equipment, The Institute of Science 

Education which has been opened under this programme vdll let us hope, 

provide guidance for qiialitative improvement of Science teaching and de

vising cfT cheaper and indigeneous equipment. VJhile these grants are being 

made on a sufficiently reasonable scale, v/e wish to point out that adequate 

steps should be taken to see that the Institutions purchase standard mater

ial. The I .S .I .  quality mark has been given to most of the equipment that 

could be needed, and i'|'any of the desired equipment has obtained the I .S .I  

qmlity mark insistence should be made on the purchase of that quality only,

(iii) Inservice-IUploma course for Science Teachers.

To meet the shortage of qualified Science teachers ^  Inservice-  

diploma courses have been started in a few selected Univerd^y Departanents 

and Post-gradmte l^gree Colleges. The Diploma course is of one year durati 

and selection of the trainees has been confined to such teachers as a^re 

notff.Sc’ s. That this training is given in the Universities and selected 

post-graduate colleges is a very correct step, for the Universitie s have 

rightly been given the responsibility of training teachers for secondary  ̂

schools particularly v/here content-training in a subject is required. It ii 

hoped that increased provision vdll be forthcoming in successive plans for 

such Courses.

(iv) Advance Increm-ents to Science Teachers.

A scheme of providing adTiance increm.ents to the teachers of 

Science is another scheme that has been started for effecting qmlitative 

improvement in the teaching of Science. According to this scheme, eight 

advance increments may be given to the B,Sc, I divisioners and a minimum d
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five increments to the B,Sc, III divisioners,

«
5 2 .  (n)Teachers* Trajng Progrannne.

‘ Another important factor in the raising of standards is the 

teacher training programme. It is encouraging to find that at the insisteance 

of the University Grants Commission, the Universities have become aijare of 

their responsibility tovjards sbhool tea(?hers and reftresher courses are being 

organised by them during summer vacations m.ostly for the teachers of Science 

subjects. We have also referred to the Inservice-lUploma Course of Science 

teachers being organised by the Universities in U.P, VTiile we will go into 

the question of refeesher courses for teachei's in the following paragraphs 

we wish to comment that standards of B*Ed* degrees in some of the affiliating 

Universities do not cone up to the required level* The B.Ed. classed are

I

opened in their colleges v/ithout carefully going into the capacity of those 

colleges to start the classes, and most of such training colleges are not 

properly eqiiipped or properly staffed. Perhaps the financial stability that 

the B,Ed, classes v/ith high rates of fees from its students, give to an 

institution where they are opened, acts as an attraction for the institutions 

to open these classes. The worst suffers in the process are the teachers that 

are trained and ultimiately the schools for which they are trained. We \̂ dsh 

to direct the attention of the Universities, running these calasses in their 

affiliated colleger to these facts and require them to exercise a greater 

control and scrutiny on the standard of teaching and providfnecessary facili

ties vjhich are the minimum. requirem.ents for raising the standards.

(ii) Refresher Courses for Teachers.

Some refresher courses for teachers have lately been revii^ed.

We have already referred to a very desirable step taken in starting lUploma 

Courses for Science teachers. Short-term, courses for Science teachers 

continued all the year round have also been started at the Government 

Constructive Training College^ Lucknow and the Central Pedagogical Institute^ 

Allahabad, In addition to these, summer-lzacation refresher courses are being 

run in a fevr selected Government Intermediate Colleges. Theso are steps in 

the right (direction and we hape that thesse \d.ll not only continue but increi 

in number, and would be available to the teachers in other subjects also, ,
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The need for refteesher coiirses for teachers in schools has been optly des

cribed by the Universities Comndssion in the follovdng words s-

*'It is extraordinary tliat our school teachers learn all of whatever 
subject they teach before reaehing the age of tv/enty four or twenty 
five and all their further education is 3e ft to ’ experience*^ which 
in most cases is another name for stagnation. We must realise that 
experience needs to be supplemented by experiment before reaching 
its fullness, and that a teacher, to keep alive and fresh, should 
become a learner from tii® to time”.

He commend this idea that has already been implemented in the 

Diploma Course referred to above of roping in the Universities for this 

purpose, More and more refteesher courses could be organised in these 

Universities and the I'̂ egree Colleges and even Training Colleges* We liiolly 

commend the follovdng recommendations of the Universities Education 

Commission:-

**Stimulus for Refresher Courses- In order that the scheme of 
refresher courses may become a real success, the authorities 
of schools and Intermediate Colleges and the government education 
department should make certified attendance at a University 
refresher course onee in every four or five years a qualification 
for promotion. Some such stimulus would be necessary lintil atten
dance at such refresher courses becomes a tradition. As an exten- 
tion of this idea, it may even be made possible for a young 
University tea(ffher to go and teach his subject for a year at an 
Intermediate College, and in his place a bright Intermedia te 
College teacher to teach for a year at the University-such exchang
es will establish a very desirable and mutually beneficial colla
boration, The chief need is greater inter communication between 
the teachers in schools and Intermediate Colleges and in the 
Universities. A conscious and well informed cooperation between 
school and Univer^y teachers should replace the present attit\ide 
of aloofness”.

■̂Je commend both the proposals for providing stimulus to a teacher 

successfully attending the refresher course by vny of promotion or sanction 

of an advance increment and mutual exchange between College and University 

teachers.

(iii) Lastly, before leaving the topic of teachers training, vre wish to 

point out that great traditions have been built and notable contributions 

made in some foreigh countides ty the Associations of teachers. Science 

^«sters‘ Association of Great Britain, the National Education Association 

of U .S.A ., the Headmasters Association of the U.K, have all contributed 

handsomely to increasing the standards of teaching in those countries. We
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hope that such teachers Associations here may take up the role of similar 

fl'aternal associations in those countries. This v/ill bring about greater 

awareness among teachers tomrds their professional duties, I'/ill keep up 

their reading habits and their experience could be put to greater use.
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INSPECTION AND SUPERVISING OF ElUCATION.

53, (i) GThe Departirent of Education and its Inspectors have been 

assigned the v/ork of inspection and supervision of High Schools ad 

Intermediate Colleges, From the very beginning till, 194.7, institutions 

in a group of lUstricts vrere placed in charge of an Inspector of Schools. 

VJith the reorganisation in ifeicondary education as a result of the First 

Narendra I'teva ComFdttee Report, inspectorates were opened in every district 

in 1947. Prior to 1947 the Inspectors were either in the Indian Education

al Service or the U.P. Educational service, Class I. On the reorganisation 

of the secondary education in 1947, eight districts of the State were 

placed in charge of Inspectors of Class I of the U ,P ,E ,S ,, and in the 

remaining lUstricts Inspectors of U,P,E.S, CBiass II were posted.

There has been a steady upgrading of these inspectorates and the total 

number of districts v^ere class I Inspectors are posted has how increased 

to 23,

(ii) There has been considerable increase in the work of the 

Inspector, as a result of increase in educational activities through 

greater provisions for education in the various plans. The number of 

schemes vhich call for increase in \-ork in the offjc e of the Inspector, 

has increased, I'lhether it is the calling of applications for the grants 

or passing of bills of the grants or checking of their utilisation or 

calling & r  other information, the Inspector comes in at every stage. 

Increase in the provision of atarious kinds of scholarships requires his 

countersignatures on various bills,- as also on sanctions of reimbursement 

of loss in incom.e due to exemption of students from payment of certain 

fees. He is also the lUstrict Officer for the vrork of the Board and is

required to distribute and allot forms of the private candidates, propose

fixation of eimmination centres, meet the requirement of invigilators eto

at the centres, inspect and supervivse the examination centres, report on

certain categories of cases of alleged copying at the examinations, besift 

sending his report on cases of recognition and other routine matters 

connected \:±th the Board, He is also the controlling Officer for the
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lUstriot Inspecting Staff - the l^puty Inspector and Sub-l'feputy Inspecting - 

and is supposed to provide technical advice and assistence to them. With 

the growing emphasis on the spread of primary education, his work in 

this sphere has also increased. Thus there has been an allround increase in 

the activities expected of the Inspector. He is the hairman of the 

District Committee for the conduct of Junior High School examinatLon. The 

scheme of re-orientation of education is also under him. With the passing 

of the Interm.ediate Education Miendment Act of 1958, his responsibilities 

have increased further and grown in complexity. He is required to interpret 

rules, regiolations and provisions of the Educational Code, With all this 

work that he has to carry out, it has already become almost impossible 

for him to effectively provide technical assistance to the institutions 

and teachers* He has very little time for the minimum of inspections and 

even if these inspections are carried out it is difficult for him to find 

time to do the job efficiently and subsequently to v/rito a useful inspect- 

tion report and follov; it up effectively.

(iii)The result of increase of th^e varied activities of the 

Inspector has naturally made the v/ork of ^Inspection* suffer* It has been 

serioiisly contended in certain quarters that the vrork of ’ Inspection’ has 

ceased to be a part of the duties of the present Inspector of Schools, The 

result is that most of the Schools remain un-inspected for a considerable 

number of years and even vrfb.en inspections have been carried out, the 

inspection reports are not made available in time and the qmlities of 

these reports also show that enough time vjas not available for inspection 

of the school or even vjriting of the reports. There is an evidence of 

most of the work being done perfunctorily. We realisd that with increased 

public funds available for education ( and this sudden increase is bound 

to continue for a number of decades ), the Inspector as an agent of the 

Government v/ill ha-̂e to set apart a considerable part of his time for 

the scrutiny, audit, control and check of these accounts. This vail 

naturally keep him. very busy. It is, therefore, clear that devising of 

a proper and effective machinery for inspection and supervision of the 

institutions calls for serious thinking. It cannot be assuaed that the
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Inspector is not a necessity, and that even if the Inspector is necessary^ 

he may not inspect institutions. An effective system will have to be 

devised by which an Inspector is made free to go to the schools for his 

professional work which primarily should be inspection, and not allowed 

to be tied dovm permanently to his desk in his office,

54-. Work of the Inspector-

(i) The work of the Inspector should really be to provide guidance 

on the one hand to the Tnanageinent running the institutions and on the other 

to the principal aid the teachers working the^rtH  the same time,  ̂ he is ala 

required to be a T̂ ratch dog for the public funds aid has to see that the 

instituticns keep thfeir accounts and conduct the^n|business in a satisfac

tory manner# Besides this, ^inspecticn’ in a narrow sense 5ji which the w rd  

<̂7as understood has been currently given a new dimension. No longer is a 

satisfactor^r inspection understood to mean, as in decades gene by, an annual 

visit of the Inspector to the schools in his inspectorate for a short time,

Frequently in th5g limited time, he was able to satisfy himself, that the 

school was actually in session, examine school registers, and listen to 

a part of a lesson or ask the pupils a few questions to determine whether 

the school was being satisfactorily kept. If, was also to'be hoped that the 

ti^  would be available to the Inspector for issue of advice to a teacher 

or a principal or discuss the working of the Institution vith the manager 

or members of the managing committee. As an official of the Government, 

the Inspector's primary/’ task vras understood to bê ^Cfersee that the prescribed 

ccurses and instruct!cns were being follw^ed and provisions of the EducatiCI 

al Code observed. Thus the duties of the Inspector in the decades gone by 

were clear cut but they allowed little opportunity for much concrete 

assistance to the teachers, f̂eny are the stories told of the vfslt of the 

Inspector to the school in those days when it was generally preceded by 

unusual proparaticns to keep evcirr thing neat and clean^that it mij^t 

impress the Inspector. There was bustle, stir and fear allround as the 

Inspector went roind to see where defects lusrked or where praise iras to be 

bestowed. % i l e  increasing Government ^^ants are available to run education 

it is necessary that the Government, and ultimately the lerdslature, which
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makes the grant, must satisfy itself, throijgh Government machinery, that the

the institutions to vrhich these grants are made are properly kept and

money given to them is utilised. Yet m^e auditing of the accounts to ensure

that they are ^.roperly kept can no longer remain the only imporatnt concern
1

of the Inspector, The work of the Inspector as we have stated above miist 

consist in helping schools, its management, heads and teachers to uncover 

their weaknesses and then to remove them. It should also concern itself with 

the quality of education and the Inspector must through offering assistance 

provide leadership in education rather than make an assessment of the 

institution only,

(ii) We, therefore, feel that ihe present vacjuim in which there is 

practically ni effective inspection or supervision of institutions requires 

filling up. To expect that the Inspectorates as they are at present consti

tuted would be able to discharge those functions and duties in the present 

conditions of their office, is to run a\7ay from the realities of the situa

tion, We have no hesitation in saying that an Inspector at present, howeverj 

efficient and well-intentioned, is not able to find time for inspection and 

supervision of institutions in the manner that we have envisaged. Consider

able changes and improvements, and strengthening of the office and perhaps 

orientation in outlook and attitudes would be necessary to achieve the objet 

ts that vje have set out. Adeqmte additional assistance will have to be gi^ 

to the Inspector to carry out most of the routine work. He \7ill have to be 

given technical assistance in the shape of an expert in auditing and accoWE 

ing etc. who could either go \j±th the Inspector or aJione by himself to audi  ̂

and check accounts in the institutions. He will need a full time Deputy to 

help him in the sdministration of his office and certain financial powers 

will also have to be delegated and apportioned to such an officer. Besides 

this adequate office assistance vi 11 also be required to be added to his 

staff. There has been an increase in the allotment made to education from 

Rs.4.,16 crores in 1947-45, when these District Inspectorates were created, 

to Rs.-43, 4-6 crores in 19b5-6b and a realistic view vdll have to be taken of 

the effect of this increase on the work it has created for for the Inspec= 

tor. The lUstrict Inspectorates vdll require considerable reorganisation
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and the Inspectors will liave to be provided sufficient free time which 

they should be required to devote to real inspection and supervision of 

of education. VJe suggest that additional Inspectors be provided in every 

district where the total member of recognised secondary institutions exceeds 

40. The Additional Inspector shall function under the over all supervision 

and control of the District Inspector of Schools.

(iii) Leadership in Education - VTmt is really required is the 

creation of a strong professional leadership in education ~ which is the 

true function of Inspectors. This educational leadership, as v;e have stated, 

is practically non-existent today ind there is a coniplete vacuum in that 

direction. The result is that as far as quality of the teachers’ work is 

concerned, there is no professional guidance available to keep a watch on 

it. This is a very serious draw back and may have still more serious re- 

purcussions. No educationally advanced country in the world so far as we 

know has this picture of educational inspection or supervision or administr! 

ation liiich seems to have come to stay. Professional efficiency and 

capabilities of Her Fiagesty’ s Inspectors in the U.K. are very well known. 

They have for years eizercised leaders'hip in the field of secondary 

education and have helped to provide valm'^le guidance to the schools and 

the teachers. They are also a powerful instriiment in raising and maintain 

ing high standards of education in that country. In Eb^ance, Geirmany and 

Japan, where control and supervision of education by the State is much 

greater than in the U.K., the supervisors and Inspectors of education have

$SL .
played even a greater role in various education^ matters concerning school 

Education, Russia and America have also set very high standards for their 

educational administrators vrho are kaovm as "supervisors" in America and 

"educational workers" in Russia, In short, in all these countries Inspecl^ 

ors and educational administrators have been powerful instruments and ha"̂  

exercised their influence in guiding inspecting and supervising education 

at school level of which they still remain the custodiaais.

(iv) There is another aspect of the Inspector drifting gradually 

away fl’om the work of guidance and real sup3i*i:ision.With increasing 

emphasis on speed vdth v/hich he should dispose of vjork at his table and J 

his office, he has come to regard it as his main vrork to which more and



more of his time and attention should be devoted to. He has vdth equal

pace drifted av/ay from educational and academic matters under his purview*

There are not many Inspectors today v;ho know with certainty even some

of the important changes made in the courses and curriculum of the High

School and Intermediate classes, or the attempts made to reform various

question papers at the Board’ s examinations. The Inspectors therefore,

remain aloof to that extent from the teacher^ from the class and from the

school. It is not our purpose to try to point out where the fault really

lies. Itet vje v/ould like to impress is that this drift, this aloofness, is

unfortunate as it has created a very wide gap between the agencies whose job

it is to see that qualitative improvement is brought about in education and

the Inspectors v/ho if they cannot carry those experiments to the schools

can atleast judge their impact and send their suggestions after careful

study and examination. This v/ould promote valuable exchange of ideas from

the educational point of view. Every experiment, every pfece of research eveî

step for an improvem.ent in education, hov/ever valuable it may be^needs «V

certain amount of sympathetic treatment - a proper type of climate perhaps

even a little indulgence- to be effective dr to have a fair share of

tr^j^L. This is the task where the Inspector has to play his part, and this

is possible only if he gives time to it, is himself interested in it and

tries to understand it. He should be made to feel where he has to devote

most of his time. Researches and experiments, iwrshops and seminars

that are being conducted by the Training Colleges, or by their Extension

Services departments, the clianges that are being effected by the

Intermediate Board in regard to reform in examination or improvement

in curriculum cannot have the desired effect if the inspectorates remain

aloof, and unconcerned. This would poor conrdination of the efiorts

put in by the various agoncies mentioned above. With rigidity of outlook
t

and lack of free par^ership between educational administrators and 

rosoarch workers, the stalemate is almost complete. Wo woiold, therefore, 

rccommend that Inspectors be assigned their proper role of educational 

leadership. Not only should they be provided v;ith adequate and cffim.potent 

assistance in thoir offices but there should bo free and uninhibited
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contact and mobility between the training and roscarch institutes and 

and Inspectors.

TRAINING OF INSPECTORS

55, (i) Dovelopnent of proper attitudes

In any country that emerges from the clutches of a foreign

rule, the problem of adjustment of its burauc±5atic machinery to the

changed pattern is boimd to be great. But it is greater in a country

that by its free vdll and the will of the people chooses a democractic

system of Government through elected Legislatures, Host of the angularities

are smoothened by development of healthy traditions but it takes time^

for the traditions to grow. VJhile we c^ndider that there is a need for
makes

the establishment of a strong and effective inspectorate^ whicl:j/for 

technical and professional leadership in education, \re must also understg^pd 

the high esteem in v/hichypublic^mustllDn*-official, voluntary agencies 

have played a notable part in the development of education in the State 

and the country and their position and status is high and respectable* 

Inspectors on account of the very nature of their vjcrk are bound to come 

in frequent and close contact v/ith this section of the society. They 

cannot therefore, develop an attitude of aloofness or feeling of 

superiority in dealing \i±th them. An essential part of an inspectors’ 

training should bo the develcpnent of proper relationsliip between such 

leaders’ ' of society and himself. Educational administration is 

assuming the role of a developing social science and considerable 

emphasis, cxpect, will be placed on the need for development of 

proper attitudes and relaticnships on the part of administrators vis 

a vis thu public workers,

(ii) Inservice Training of Inspectors and educational 

administrators;

V/e roccmiLiond that frequent inservice training courses be 

arranged for Inspect:rs, educational administrator and the tfcad of 

instituticns. This c uld be arranged at tho Institute cf Education, 

the Central Pedagogical Institute or .-no ;f  the Training Colleges, 

f '̂r the present. Later on opening cf a separate institute for the
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purpose could also be considered. In Russia there is a Central Institute 

for inservice training of educational workers in every Union Republic (to 

explain what ‘educational worker’ signified, Raja Roy Singh in his report 

^Education in the Soviet Union’ states - ”The Minister of Education, 

Uzbekistan explaining the use of the term said that he ms an educational 

worker but not a teacher, though he was formerly a teacher of Physics before 

he became a Minister”)* These institutes specialise in short term courses 

for certain key categories of educational administrators and also guide 

the prog3?amm.e of inservice draining at the city/Regional level, Hov: great is 

the importance attached by Russia to such training programmes for its high 

category ’educational workers’ would be evinced by the fact that the Genttal 

Institute for the Training of Educational Workers at Moscow founded in 1927 

vBs one of the first inservice training institutions to be started in that 

country^ Hegular short-term courses are arranged there and taken among othei 

by Ministers of autocratic Republic x^ithin a Union RepubliC| the Chairman | 

of district education boards and regional boards^ inspectors of schools, 

directors of the regional training institutes and officers of the Republic 

Ministry of education. Since much qualitative improvBment in school educati 

has been brought about in Russia through these and other methods, it vrould 

be v/orthwhile to reproduce the contents of the programme that is arrange^? 

for the training of educational Workers at the Central Institute at Moscow, 

as stated by Raja Roy Singh

’’The content of the programme is designed to make the educational 
vjorkers fam.iliar vdth the developments in all school subjects and 
not only those related to their individual speciality. All educal? 
al Workers in training take courses in the principles and philoso 
phy of Communism, the basic issues in pedago^ (polytechnical 
education, youth organisations, etc.) and modern developmoits in 
science. Inspectors of schools are given a series of lectures on 
methods of inspection, on inspector’s role in improving methodolp 
cal practices in schools, evaluation of teaching effectiveness, 
planning school work, labour legislation, etc. In additions, ther 
are special lectures on the methods of teaching specific school 
subjects. The vjorkers in training visit schools and carry out 
practical work in teaching or organisation. Conferences are arraij 
ed when teachers and administrators exchange their experiences. 1 
programm.es for other categories of educational wrkers are s_̂ imil® 
ly oriented to their sphere of work. For example, lectures 
organised for the Chairman of District and Regional Education 
Boards on the |)rocesses of economic and educational planning, ini 
ection of schools, organisation of inservice training for teaches 
financing of education, kindergarten schools and the schools for 
workers and fanners. They also like courses in the methods of toi 
ing school subjects, and visit different types of educational 

institutions•
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The travelling and other expenses of the workers in training 
are borne by the Institute. They stay in a hostel during the 
course of training. On the conclusion of the course,the trainees 
prepare written reports and the best of these reports are read out 
in a conference and are also published",

(iii) Great interest has been evinced in many countries recent3y in a 

thorough going programme for pre-training and inservice training of inspect

ors and supervisors, Canada where absence of any such institute vjas felt 

some years ago has started an institute now. Flower * Director of such 

an institute in Canada observedj-

”Qne of the difficulties has been the relative absence of thorough
going programmes in Canadian Universities or provincial departments 
for the professional preparation of supervisors, Sometii® s a man 
has had to start out vdth little more specific guidance in his new 
responsibilities than a brief case and a copy of the school law, 
although in recent years several provinces have posted new superin
tendents for a preliminary period of instructions under an 
experienced man in the field. All too frequently shortage of 
personnel has seriously curtailed the length of this understudy 
period".

To fulfil this long felt need he explained the necessity for estab* 

lishing a wealthy foundation for the creation of educational [leadership in 

his country in the follovang v;ords:-

"Currently, hov/ever. there is a noticeable stirring of interest in 
Canada in the furtner development of advanced instructional progtifi 
mes v/ith special emphasis on supervision and administration, Witnei 
the present five-year Canda-v/ide Projest in Educational leadership 
vjhich is being conducted by the Canadian Educational Association 
v/ith financial assistance from the W,K, Kellogg Foundation and 
support from all the provinces. This project, in reality, is an 
experiment in education for administration and super-iision. It hae 

/  sought mys whereby the hard-won knowledge and practical experienc
 ̂ . gained by some inspectors in some/^reas and all provinces. It has

provided a means v/hereby inspectors from vddely-separated parts oi 
/act the country could co-operatively study possible answers to common-

problem for which no ready solution has yet been ifound.

About one-third of Canada’ s inspectors, to date, have taken 
active part in the project. One of the chief activities has been 
a series of two-v;eek m d three-week interprovincial seminars or 
short courses, notably in conjuction with the University of I 
Alberta and I ’ University Level, These seminars have deliberately 
avoided a formal lecture assignment-examination routine| the 
essence of each has been systematic exchange of thinking by 
members themselves on problems vhich each has isolated in advance 
as of concern to him in his ovm jurisdiction, Num.orous consultani 
are provided-from Universities, from provincial departments of 
education, indeed fitim whereever appropriate experience and 
excellance can be found. Such seminars are expensive in view of 
the -numbers of consultants and the long distances which members 
must travel| but participants and their employees have regarded 
them of such practical araalue that the provincial departments of  ̂
education oT others concerned have expanded and extended them, ^  
their ovm expense, beyond the limits originally projected vdth  ̂
foundation assistance, ^

________* "Canadian Education Todav". Ike G-rai-r Hi Ilf?. Pacrft _ fi?;.
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These interprovincial activities of the leadership Project 
have stimulated many developments within provinces and inspectorates 
as well as a surge of interest on the part of Universities in 
preparing men and vjomen for supervision and administration and in 
affording them continuing opportunities for professional education 
on-the-job ...........  »

Explaining the effect of this project he highlighted the necessity of

training of the Inspectors and Supervisors

"Yet it seems clear that the project has evidenced clearly 
an increasingly v/idespread recognition of the significance of the 
position of the inspector, necessitating both well-founded prepara
tion and continuous in-service education for that position. It has 
also demonstrated the soundness of a co-operative Canada-wide 
approach, and an eminent need for the continuance of interchange 
and Collation of experience and theory in educational administra
tion and supervision in Canada

(iv) We have quoted a little in detail from the practices followed in 

Russia and Canada to impress the need of proper inservice programme for the. 

Inspectors as we find that this natter requires a greater urgency and 

priority than has been shown so far. The Inspectors must play a pivotal 

role in the development of education and assum.e proper educational leader

ship. would here like to emphasise the need of proper preservice training

for the Jnspector also. We feei that every Inspector, particularly those 

recruited through direct selection m.ust be required to

receive training as Principal of an Intermediate College for two years 

before they are posted as l^strict Inspectors of Schools.

56. ^̂ e have mentioned in Chapter IX the increasing importance of team 

vjork in the inspection and evaluation of Schools. It would be helpful if 

some qualified and competent members of the I'lanagements of private Schools 

are also associated v/ith ^Panel’ or team’ of inspection. With their day-to- 

day experience of running and administering schools, they would be helpful $ 

a members of the team’ . We feel that i"^suitable persons of this category 

are forthcoming forthe job, it would add greatly to the efficiency of 

’ inspection’ .

57. Conclusion.

There has been in recent years a trem.ondous increase in the work

of the District Inspector of Schools ^ h  the result that they have to con

fine their activities to the management of their offices and see that the 

various papers keep on moving quickly. The work of inspection and aiparvisio
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of schools has suffered in consequence. There is now practically no supervi

Sion of education in schools by a professionally competent inspector. There

is therefore a strong need for creating and supporting the educational

leadership of the inspector, v/ho should be maSe more mobile so as to be

able to go' round the schools for real inspection and supervisbn, providing

guidance, help and suggestions for iinproveinent to the teacher, principal

and the management. The inspectorates therefore shoi;ild be r’eorganised and

strengthened by providing a competent accounts officer, and a Deputy who

should assist the inspector in his office vd rk. The Deputy should be given

some of the financial powers to relieve the inspector of his routine w rk.

Adequate number of office assitants should also be provided. An additional

inspector for every 40 Secondary Schools should also be posted in the

district. He sould work under the control and superivision of the District

^Inspector of Schools. There should be a free and uninhibited partnership

between the Inspector and research v/orkers or those involved in the qualita

tive ijnprovement of education. It is necessary as the impact of these
.̂ 1

researches or improvements c^ould be secured only through sympathetic hand

ling of the project by the field officer. This may induce the research vroil 

er to be more practical and the inspector to take a more academic view of 

things. Intensive inservice prograniLie should be organised for the inspectol 

and other officers of the education department who among other things shcul 

be trained in the development of proper attitudes and relationships \ith 

the non-official and public workers whose position in society should be 

regarded very high. An institute for such a training may be established in 

the near future. Alternatively, for the time being, such courses may be 

started in the existing Training Institutions or Colleges, Every Inspector 

may be required to attend the course once in fivd years. The directly 

recruited District Inspector of Schools should be required to serve as a 

Principal of the Intermediate College for atleast twe: years before being 

posted as an Inspector. Increasing cooperation of the qualified re mbers of 

the management should be sought in forming 'panels’ or ’teams cf inspectid
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ACCREDITATION OF SCHOOLS.

58. An important and effective development in the system of public 

education that has taken place in a few countries is the system of a 

Accreditation of Schools. The system had its origin in America where in 

addition to the State Entrance Examinations which were accepted by the 

Universities, a practice of accrediting schools by the Universities started 

towards the last qixarter of the Ninteenth Gentnry. The Univerdty of Michigan

in 1872 established a plan for accrediting Secondary Schools. Next year in
\

1873 the IndianState Departm.ent of Public Instruction became the first 

department of education to develop an accrediting plan for its high schools, 

which \-ja.s in addition to the ordinary high schools often referred to as *̂the 

peoples’ colleges". The need for accreditation v/as felt to produce that 

’’directive pov/er” in society vrhich translated into modert^usage, would 

perhaps be termed "leadership"* The idea v;̂ s to have some stihools v/hich in 

terms of standards of teaching and general development of the pupil vjould  ̂

be the very best df institutions which besides setting standards and goals 

for other schoc^, would also provide opportunity for developing the brighter 

children. The practice of accreditation of schools vas also taken over by th 

private ’’Associations of Schools and Colleges” by the beginning of the centu 

and by now there are about four Regional Associations which have pooled thei: 

resources to build up accreditation standards referred to as ’’evaluative 

criteria for secondary schools” which are being generally followed in iimeric

59, The problem which ainjcountries striving for developing a school 

system for all of its children must face at one time or the other is in 

regard to the provision it should maSe for the schools which would guard the 

standards and set the pace* It is particularly necessary for the sound and 

balanced development of a society and a nation, because spreading dT a schod 

system for the masses is in itself a great and oveinrjhelming problem v;hich 

continues for decades and in this ”brick-and mortar-stage” so much of tins, 

energy and resources are required, that the ;^oblem of maintaining or raisin 

of standard is likely to be ignored for a long time. To guard agai nst this 

danger of deteriorating standard these pace-setting - ’’accredited”
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schools were opened in America in the last quarter of the nineteenth century 

and they have held their o\'jn entrance examinations and recruited their fresh 

men classes from a small number of preparatory schools. Graduation from such 

schools became tantamount to admission to many colleges.

60. A remarkable system of inspection and evaluation of schools has 

developed for accrediting them. The Regional Associations through coordina

tion and pooling 6f their resources and experiences have developed evaluativ 

criteria and have implemented them through an impressive and exhaustive 

system of self-evaluation and inspection. We shall come to it later,

61. ¥e have already referred: to the existence cf low standards in our

education. We have also pointed out that it is distressing and painful that 

this should have been the position when international standards are going 

up. We have indicated some steps in the rq^ort v/hich \-ie consider vital for 

holding the down-vjard trend and for consolidating our position. We consider 

as extension of our proposals a scheme for opening certain institu'ti oyist the 

institutions which may be "pace-setting" or may be "the peaks of excellence” 

through building up a system of accreditation of schools. As regards the 

need for these types of institutions 1^. Kothari has observed in connec

tion with the raising of standard of Science teaching:-

"We are concenied with a vast population of students, our resources 
are meagre. Our teachers are "very fevj in number and only a small 
pr©portion of them are competent. But it is important that we make 
a good starfi, however, modest it may be, in time it v/ill gather î  

ovjn momentum and the stream vriLll enlarge into a reasonable dimensii 
In order to make such a start, it is necessary that SDme schools il 
the country, carefully selected, should be allowed the freedom to 
experiment vdth this new way of learning SciBnce that is, by doing 
it. This is a point with v/hich educational Secretaries and educati'j 
al administrators are very much concerned. The directors of Summer 
institutes and others have also made the same suggestion of releafr 
ing a sm.all number of selected schools from the rigidity of ̂ the 
present system of examination. These schools could be affiliated 
to the Central Board under the Ministry of Education, After a few 
years more schools would come under this programme and at some 
stage, there is bound to be a transformation in the entire syllabu 

and the examinations system".
Such a beginning is imporiiant because we cannot tackle the 

problem, in its entirely. The only v/ay to tackiie it is to reduce it 
to b? OS and take it up part by part and the whole process vdll wolS 

in a sort of chain reaction".
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62. A scheme has already been in operation in the third Five Year Plan 

for strengthening and improving certain selected schools by providing them 

with liberal grants. An adhoc scheme to continue this progimmme has also beer 

included in the Fourth Plan vjith a proposed outlay of Rs.24-.32 lacs. It is 

hoped that such institutions as receive the grant vrould set the pace for 

other institutions and would build up a sound system of teaching. It is felt 

that after a particular school has been selected to serve as a model for 

others, it should have fe^-%reedom of action and initiative and should not 

be bound dovm to the pattern of courses and examinations, as are required in 

general schools. The scales of pay of the teachers, the rate of fees and

the pattern of grants will also have to differ as also restrictions regarding 

procedure for appointment of staff etc. We have already recommended categorii 

ing of institutions and conceding of more freedom, in internal administration 

and control for a certain category of Institutions. This proposal hcwever, ii 

a further extension of that idea in the sense that freedom would be availabl( 

to the institution for experimentation vath teaching, courses, books and 

if necessary even with the examinations.

63. Examinations in the Accredited Schools

(i) We can foresee some objections that may be raised against our 

proposal for the need of freeing such institutions from general examination 

of the Board. It is fel’̂  necessary for the simple reason that if it were nô  

so the freedom in teaching etc, that we vjant to provide them would be taken 

av/ay and it would become meaningless if they are required to show results 

measurable in terms of a general public examination, as the entire approach 

and system will become examination oriented, Ĵe may refer here to the prob3i 

that even these revised school courses in America, which we have mentioned 

earlier, had to face in this regard. To quote from Arthur Campbell, lUreote 

of the CHEl̂ I study Programme

"There is a national examination called the College Board Examinai 
in Chemistry, v/hich has to be passed by the University-bound stud® 
Our approach vjas, ’Forget about examinations’ . The studeit s did n< 

take that exmination. ”

Another e:xamination v/as arranged for their students which was acc< 

ted by the Universities. Giving reasons for a separate examination,
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A, Campbell explained

"Now, why ms a new exaEination needed ? It' v/as needed for two 
reasons. First, the established examination asks many questions 
which are not covered by the new materials. Secondly, our materials 
cover many ideas that are not covered in the usual examinations. 
Therefore, it is unfair to students to take an examination for 
which the course is not designed. Therefore, it is very essential
to change the examination system, if one wishes to experiment,
especially since pur emphasis is on labordtory rather than on just 
proof and on the s^^o f the concept rather than, the descriptive"*

(ii) ’/Jhile \ie are convinced of the need for a ;ieparate examination for 

such schools, on practical considerations, we recoirjnend, that a separate 

public examination known as the High School (Accredited Schools) 

-Examinations, m*ay be conducted for such schools by the body conducting the 

High School Examination - after the class X stage, A separate examination 

at the Intermediate stage is not recommended for these schools. Thus such 

schools would be "Accredited" upto the High School stage only. In the next 

Chapter, we have recommerided for a higher level examination at the Intermedj 

ate stage also for certain special schools. If  the experiment of the 

Accredited s chools succeeded and there is a demand for a higher-level 

examination at the Interm.ediate stage also, some of these Accredited schooll 

may be allowed to send candidates for the higher e <amination at the Interm»= 

. diate level also. The position hov/ever will require a re-examination after

a few years of the working of this scheme.

64-. A strong nachinery \i±ll have to be created which would evaluate

and inspect the schools desiring accreditation. It is obvious that it will 

have to be a system very much different from the ’ Panel Inspections' of 

Inteimediate Colleges. We commend the system that is in vogue in America ii 

this regard. There is a cooperative type of e'valuation with which professii 

al inspectors like educational supervisors. Heads, teachers and sometime 

even those aonnected with the school managements are a ssociated. They are 

represented on the team that visits the institution requiring accreditatid 

An important development is the evolving of an "evaluative criteria" & r  

schools. This has been done by the various voluntary accrediting associatl 

V7hich through discussions, conferences, collectivr data and research have 

defined certain criteria and standards for good schools. The School appl^
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for accreditation v/as required to be visited by an Evaluation team, nominated 

by the Accrediting Association. If the school confcrmed to their standards 

it v/as given the ’accreditation’ v/hich signified to the public that the 

institution concerned v/as of a recognised high standard,

"Evaluative criteria which is divided into separate sections dealing 
v/ith every aspect of a secondary school, r-as been revised twice (ir 
19-40 and 1950) since its first publicaticii; and its third revision 
is just being completed. It represents tha considered concensus of 
all types of specialist, professional and enlightened lay opinions, 
'a mobilisation of best ideas, practices and experiences in 
secondary education*, Evaluative criteria lays down three integrat
ed stages for a complete inspection and evaluation of a secondary 
school which it recommends should be undertaken by every go^d 
institution every five yeard’’^^ It has been explained further thal 
it was not necessary to undertake evaluation only for accreditatid 
but even for"an internal examination of conscience and stock-taldllj 
v/ith a view to self-improvement",

THE PROCESS OF EVALUATION,

65, Self Evaluation; The first stage of the -̂ 'valuation scheme, and

fairly important is the self-evaluation of a schoc-'. by its own staff, mth 

an occasional assistance ftt)m parents and outside experts. Six weeks is 

considered the m.inimum period and three to four mcnths the maximum to 

evaluate a school in accordance vdth the criteria. The criteria consist of 

comprehensive and detailed check-lists, questionnaires etc, contained in 

"Evaluative Criteria", the m^e study and ansv/erin̂  ̂ of which enables the 

staff to be avare both of its strength and short-c^mings and weaknesses.

This period of self-evaluation constitutes a pericu of basic thinking and 

self-examination. If it is carried out objectively- honestly and conscient;

*
vously such a self-evaluation produces excellent rr;ults. It provides the 

school authorities v/ith a better under-standing o:" the entire inner life 

and v/orking of the school, and helps them to becoi'f-. more acutely aware of 

its real strength and vreaknesses, v/hich liave perha :s escaped them in the 

day to day routine. Moreover the self-examination and team work that the

evaluation in-tails promotes an improved quality of cooperation among the
/*

staff and stimulates the individ-ual members to be\.-':er vcrk in the futiire.
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The Voyiage of diacoverv - After this self*-evaliiation| an evaluaticai 

team carries out a detailed inspection of the school. The results of the inter 

nal evaliaation are available to it, and its function is to cheik the self- 

evaluation of the staff” . This Connnittee vjhich is geneiully made if Superinten 

ents, Heads and senior teachers from heighbo\u*ing schools and loial districts 

with experts from the State Department of Education at University G|Xleges of 

education acting as ^consultants’ , visits the school fir three days to a week. 

The idea of the visit of the Committee is not 1 .to pick hsles in the self* 

evalijation of the school authorities or to exp#se weaknesses and defê liflf It 

goes on a consultative, cooperative, fact-finding mission the ^^'jsftive §f 

which is to underline, fill out, confirm and strengthen the s6lf«*evaXyfltion ^f 

the staff. That is why this visit^ has been aptly d^cribed as the ’Voyage of 

discovery’ , and its function is not ’ policJing^but ’ service^ At the #fnclusion

of their visit the Chairman of the Visiting Committee, meets the Head and stafi
(

individually and in groups and gives them a brief oral report af the nain finds

ings and conclusions of the Committee. These findings are fully and frankly

discussed so that misconceptions can be cleared up and errors of judgement

corrected. The report which is then prepared is generally divided int© sectioni

which deal with the different aspects of education and subject matter fields

and each section is usually divided into parts. Part one consists of ‘ eommendaf

tions’ under vjhich the committee points out the strong points of the school

programme in that particular field, and part two of recommendations’ in v-zhich

the committee points out v/eaknesses and deficiencies and makes construotive

workable suggestions for their mitigation or elimination*

67. As to the effect on the school of such evaluation, a supervisor who

worked as a member of the team, after describing the procedure, has the

following to say:-^
"From the brief outline given above it vdll be clear how eompreto 

sive and how thorough is the scheme of evaluation that has been sugg^ 
ted by the Committee of the Cooperative Study of Secondary Sfhool 

•standards; and, it has been actually carried out in #ver 2700 Secimite 
Schools during the past twenty-five years all over the U.S.A, Follow-̂  
studies of the overall effect in these schools of the nevr and stimuli 
ing process of evaluation provides a striking confirmation of its 
effectiveness and ample justification for,the time, trouble and energ 
expended on it by the school staff and , * , .................................Contei

^ Austin A.D. ’Souza "Inspection and Evaluation in the U .S .a ! Indian Education 
Vol. 1, No.l page - 22-23,
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by the Visiting Goumiittee of experta. A very recent follow-up study 
revealed that \'^ile 55 % of the staff of the evalimted schools were 
antagonistic, iiikeuorm or sceptical before the gvaluation, the 
percentage of such "doubting Thomases" was reduced to 18 % after 
the evaluation, while the percentage of teachers who were favourabl 
or enthusiastic v/as increased from 5 % before the evaluation to 73^ 
after the evaluation. A closer examination of the reasons for this 
significant change in teachers* attitudes was their realisation 
that this new type of inspection and evaluation vra.s not negative, 
frustrating and fault-finding, but resulted in positive changes in 
themselves, in theadministration, in the pupils, and in the s ohool* 
The most noticeable of the positive results among tlie staff was a 
development of self-challenging attitudes in individual teachers, 
and the grovrbh of a greater spirit of coopei*ation among the^^taf^a 
a whole, among staff/,pupil, and staff and management whihh aJegtSo  ̂
well for the future welfare and progress of the evaluated sjshool# 
Tangible deficiencies such as poor libraries, lack of suitable 
guidance programmes, shortage of physical training apparatus etc. 
were also spotlighted and steps taken by the administration to 
remedy them.

"Certain precautions, however, have to be taken in carrying 
out the entire process of evaluation if it is to yield its full 
benefit. For a start, the school administration and staff must 
really want the evaluation; very little will be achieved if  it is 

' thrust upon them by some outside authority. Secondly, enough time 
and care must be given by the Head and School staff to 'tiie self- 
evaluation which, being the most important part of the whole scheme 
should be as complete, thorough and sincere as it is humanly possi
ble to make it. Thirdly, the members of the visiting Committee 
should, individually and as a group, form a team capable, unpre
judiced, experienced, observers who must be able to establish the 
righf.'type of rapport vdth the school staf;", and to spend sufficieni 
timie in the school, conferring lith the teachers and visiting 
them in the classrooms, to be able to form a reasonablgr sound opin
ion on the nature and quality of the various aspects of lie school*I 
life and work. And, finally, the school administration and staff 
must take appropriate steps to consolidate their strong points, 
and eliminate or mitigate their ireaknesses so that when the next 
evaluation takes place after five years the school will be fbund tc 
be considerably better than it m s five years previously" •

68. We recommend that vrork on evolving evaluabion criteria' for sohooll

should be started as a joint endeavour of the teachers from the Training 

Colleges, Universities, Inspectors and Principals, This should be backed 

up by appointment of Accreditation Visiting Committees by the Board consist 

ing of officials and non-officials. It is expectec' that the procedure for 

self-evaluation shall be developed on the lines suggested above. The report 

of the Accreditation Comjnittee shall be examined by the Beard, An institu

tion "accredited" shall be on such a list for a period <f five years only 

after which its fitness to continue for a further j^eriod of five years as 

"Accredited" school shall be examined afresh by the Accreditation Committees
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C H A P T E R - X

Peaks of Excellence (Education of the Gifted)

69« Here we are particularly concerned with the quality, training and

educational opportunities of a group of boys and girls who through their

high ability are expected to man the posts required for the planning and

rimning of industries, and research laboratories tiiat we propose to build,

and concerning and executing engineering projects that we propose to carry

on. In the Chapter on the. '’Long-Term Economic Development**, of the '*Third

Five Year Plan” published by the Planning Commission, the policy of

planning has been made cleqr in the following words:

” On account of various factors to which attention has been drawn 
above, it is imperative that over the next three plan periods 
all the possibilities of economic growth should be fully and 
efficiently mx)bilised. For this purpose it is essential to 
proceed on the basis of a broad strategy of economic development 
which will ensure that the econony expands rapidlv and becomes 
self-reliant and self-generating within tlie shortest possible 
period. The strategy visualised for the Third and later Plans 
emphasises specially the inter-economic and social development, 
of national and regional development and of mobilisation of 
domestic and external resources# It also places great stress on 
measures for scientific and tec lino logical advance and for raising 
tliG general level of productivity, as well as on policies 
relating to popElation, employment and social change***

For bringing about **self reliant and self-generating*’ economy, it has 

been stated thus s

** However until recently, the industrial sect/oftT'had a narrow 
base \̂]d.th little development of basic aiid heavy industries# In 
view of the small size of the capital and intermediate goods 
industry, special emphasis has to be placed on industries such 
steel, coal, oil, electric power, machine building and chemicals* 
There must grow speedily if the requirements of further indus
trialisation are to bo met in adequate measure from the countrys* 
ovjn resources. In oth^r words^ development of those industries is 
an essential condition of solf-roliant and self-sustained growth.

70* V/ith this strategy of polanning it is obvious that there is a wry

great emphasis on the establishment and development of industries. Wo vlll

naturally then require the best trained, the most talented and the best

available personnel for the highest skilled work in Science, technology,

industry, and administration to work as engineers, directors, executives and

administrators as physicists, chomists and mathematicians, and as planners and

economists. I f  wo do not have the topmost persons for these jobs and do not

fully expoit the talent from tiio maximum of the population it would Jiiean that



some of tho highly skillod typos of work in tho country would be performed 

by persons who are less intelligent or have insufficient intelligence, or 

have less capacity for the proper application of the required intelligence 

and the work will not be done properly* Shall we  ̂ therefore, do anything 

special for the education of the bright and the talented or leave him to 

the schools as they are? Shall we provide him vjith some scholarship and if 

he manages to continue his studies, and show his superiority of intellect 

to the various public redruiting agencies find the employment for which he is 

qualified? If  this is not enough and we want some bright and excellent 

boys and girls to build for themselves proper and sound foundation through 

education and then compete x̂ ith the rest for higher jobs, what specifically 

should we do for their education? These are some of the questions we shall 

try to answer in this Chapter*

71* There is no doubt tbiat with the strategy of Planning which we have 

referred to above, our society would require a large number of intelligent 

men and women in the vast national effort for a ’’self-reliant and self-gene- 

rating'* economy. It is tho role of education not only to see that all the 

ranks of the occupational structure are catered for and proper effor'fes made 

for selection and training to these ranks but to ensure that education has 

been adequate in content and quality considering the job-requiremonts# The 

point with which wo are concerned at tho moment is that those tâ o will fill 

tho upper ranks, should ultimately go to undertalce work requiring relatively 

high intelligence- the topmost jobs going to tho highest intelligent group 

which should through its education bo equal to tho highest intelligent group 

in any other country. In other words the nation has cast a duty on those 

concerned with education to see that adequate and proper education is 

provided to produce men and vromen of calibre and capicity who should hold 

their own in their profession and field of specialisation. It is the quality 

of th^se top men that will support, lead and guide the future development and 

therefore, it is their training and education that must receive our special 

consideration.
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72* We have referred to the standards that obtain in our average schools,

the method in which these schools are rim-ill-equipped, ill-staffed,

over-crowded class rooms, etc. They cannot certainly be the type of
the

institution oriwhich to depend forj/education of the talented students, who
}■

are being smothered there by the many and held back at every stage* A 

suggestion which may find favour is the segregation of the specially talented 

and gifted boys and girls into a few special schools set up for them only, 

where the students are admitted strictly on merit determined through an 

objective type of examination* Every student admitted should be given a 

scholarship and the entire cost of his education in thes^chools which 

necessarily will be of the residential type must be met by Government* The 

students can be admitted through a one day State-wide select ion examination 

held in the month of April. Only those students who are reading in Class VII] 

would be eligible for this examination. Their scripts could be examined with 

the help of an electronic computer and result declared in the course of a 

few days# It is hoped that through proper organisation of the school,right 

type of training would be provided to the boys and girls reading in those 

schools who may later go in for specialisation and into professions for which 

they may bo best suited*

73. Curriculum and Examinations

( i) Those special schools should be givenjjlittle freedom in the mattei 

of curriculum and examinations* After discussing the question at length the 

Committee was convinced that if the education of the gifted and tho talented 

boys and girls has to bo planned with earnestness, a higher level of courses 

will have to be taught to them. It will be a waste of tim̂ i and misuse of 

talent and energy if they were required to appoar at tho same exgffidnation 

which is meant for all students in that age-group* Such an examination which 

is meant for all the students in an age-group, by tho very nature of it, must 

planned for tho average group and will bo unsuitable for tho typos of students 

that we arc discussing hore. It v/ould be obvious, therefore, that thc/ro



should be a separate examination for the gifted students reading in the 

special schools that wg propose. There is however, another aspect of the 

matter alsoi Tho Intermediate Examination is also treated as an admission 

examination for the Universities in tho sense that it is the miniinura 

presdribed qualification for entrance into the Universities and institutions 

of higher learning. Any exajnination that we plan at this level must 

thorefore bo accoptablo to the Universities# A doubt has boen expressed the' 

an exajnination conducted by an individual school or a group of schools may 

no't have that universal recognition as is accorded to the Intermediate 

Examination of the Board* There is somo weight in ihis argument# We 

thoroforo, propose that tho examination for such schools, at the Intormcdiat 

level, must bo conducted by tho Board, and should be a public exajnination#

It will however be a different examination from the present Intermediato 

Examination, in thc:, sense that it will bo of a higher standard# This 

examination may be called thc Intermediate-Advanced Level-Exaimination# It 

must cover, as a core, tho course prescribed for the Intermediate cxaiminatior 

and then incliido spccial and higher topics in each subject# Tho courses and 

examinations must be so planned as to provide challenges for these students 

and must leave sufficient room for crwative thinking and free expression of 

individuality. Oral and practical examinations should be planned with the 

object to five liko-wisc r.. suits

(ii) The problem of a special examination at the High School stage 

is not so difficult as tho one at the Intermediate level, for thc students 

passing' the High School examination are admitted for the Intermediate courso 

which is writtcH.'- tho purview of tho Board# Wo therefore recomnaend that thc 

High School (Accredit.:;d Schools) Examination to which we have already 

suggested in th ■ pr.^vious Chapter, could bo arranged for these special schools 

also,

( iii) Even within tho frame-work of a public examination, it is possibl 

to provide a certain dogr^o of flexibility in regard to the Curriculum*This 

should, in our opinion, be ensured in thes- schools.
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74# In examining the merits of the proposal several objections could
in

be raised# The first is about the cost to the w exchequer which^terms 

of Cost per student would be very much higher than the average. Second 

objection could he that segregationof this type may not provide enough 

motivation for further and concerntrated study on the part of a student 

after he joins such a s^ool. Thirdly, there may be drop outs after say, 

Intermediate level, and the students may not like to pursue their studies 

further* Connected with the first objection there could be another one 

about the advisability of the State supportijng such a costly special educa

tion for a few persons onlyi Yet another objection could be that such a 

segregation may create a class of students who may regard themselves as 

intellectual aristocrats and start a form of a caste in society#

75. ■'/Jhile there is no doubt that such a proposal would be costlier than

starting an ordinary school^ in primciple that alone could not be a decisive 

argument for rejecting it. In terms of expenditure per pupil the^insti tut ions 

are costlier to the exchequer than the private non-Government Schools*

Besides a special type of education is bound to cost more but in ajiy case 

the cost will not be prohibitive# Besides all this, we will be spending more 

on theee boys aaid girls wlio deserve a better type of education and for whom 

the needs of the society are greater# We cannot hold back the bright and the 

talented merely because they are above average and because we have to cater 

only for the average. As mentioned earlier, there is a need for special 

training of this class of students fand the nation must own the responsibility 

for efficiently educating this section of society. On grounds of discrimina

tion a].one thore is no case against the proposal. On the other hand, there 

is a very strong oaso for ac"equate State support for special provision for 

such tj^os of students who have so far boon ignored. Selection is to bo 

strictly on morj.1/ and as long as that principle holds good there is no moral, 

icgal or ethical reason that could be go against this proposal, rather those 

considerations will only lend support to it.
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76# A view is that there ma^^be sufficient inotivation for a student 

who once selected for such a school feels sure of getting into a reasonably 

high job. We feel that while it is natural that peestige would be attached 

to these schools, merely having studied in such a school shall not provide 

anyone with any advantage in as imich as competitive examinations for 

admission into higher professional colleges or for the jobs through the 

Public Service Commission will have to be undertaken by these boys and girls 

along with others and they will have to shov̂  their merit at these 

examinations to secure a job. They will, no doubt, be favourably placed 

in comparison with the rest of the candidates on account of a sounder back- 

ground of e.ducatior^but that is what is desired and planned and not a mere 

accident. Thus if  a boy becomes complacent on securing admission to such 

schools, he is not likely to make the grade in future competitions which he 

will have to face. Therefore, any fear that there will not be sufficient 

motivation for students after securing admission in such schoolsj is not 

based on^ound reasoning,

77. Another shortcoming that could be cited is in regard to the formation

of superior- class complex in these students# It is not understood how this

f
can be removed and whether it is a dejsfect at all. As far as we are aware no 

coimtry in the world has been able to solve this problem (or has considered 

it to be a problem at all) • Wtiether it is Oxford or Cambridge in the U.K. 

or Harvard or Princeton or California in the U.S.&* or Moscow, Leningrad and 

Kiev in the Soviet Russia, a good deal of prestige is attached to these 

Universities in these countries*c

v^Besidos there are institutes of higher learning- the Colleges of Advanced 

Technology in U .K ., Institutes like the Carnegie and Massachussets in America 

or the Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. which aro aptly 

described as "Super-Universities'*. In India we all laiow that a certain amount 

of prestige is attached to the residential Universities and wo even now have 

tho Institutes of Technology- the Regic»ial Colleges and the like as the

'•Super Universities''. As long as thi^supor-structure- tlio institutes of
I
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higher oducation- remains> a few soloctivo secondary schools^ puroly for 

tho meritorious students; are not going to unfavourably disturb the balancc 

of sociotyi, As a matter of fact this trend of selection and spccialisod 

higher institutes only support the movement for the establishment of a few

quality schools at tho secondary level also for the bright and the

meritorious*

78* A view that stmdonts admitted to such institutions purely on 

meritorious considerations and for '’blooding them'*, may be able to secure 

employment and settle down in pettier jobs than they are intended for is 

worth detailed consideration. More or less similar practice of segregating 

the talented students exists in U*K* where as a result of national selection 

at the ago of 11 or 12 years, students are assigned to the Grammar  ̂ Technical 

or. a.Modern Secondary School-- the-most meritorious of them going to the 

Grammar School and those in the second rank to the Technical schools# Thus 

the best of ':hc boys, irrespective of the economic status of their paxunts go 

the Grammar Schoo3.s which ..re intended to cater for the highest talented 

group of boys cjid girls who would be expected to man the higher skilled jobs* 

It was, however, felt that though best of the boys are being put in the 

Grammar Schools and are being educated better than the rest, there is an 

early fall out after completion of the Compulsory School Age of 15 years 

and the students soon get out of the educational ladder and settle into

certain jobs. A Gommittee on *»Early Leaving''’ and the "Cj^her Report'’ made

a de'&ailed study of this problem and some of the rejiilts are very significant 

and as they are based on sociological trends in a society getting rapidly 

industrialised, they may have a very wide range of applicability to our 

conditions# Before we analyse those findings it may be relevant to point out 

that besides education being compulsory upto the age it is also

‘ free* in the real meaning of the word# Distribution of pupils of 14 years
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of age for the whole of England and Wales for 1958 between different 

categories of Schools was:
Table 4

Type of Schools % of total age group of boys and girls
at age 14 in 1958 in various types of 

______________ ________________________________ schools in England and Wales*___________

Grajnmca? Schools 16*9
Technical 3.9
C 0 mpr ohon s i ve 2*3
 ̂ Secondary Modern 64«9

88.0

Gh,X

Total % in all Schools (including remaining School)-98.2

■'̂ Figures of other categories of Schools are omitted. Three years after 

the compulsory ago limit i„e.* in 1961 the figures of students of 17 year ag«u 

group in those institutions fell as below:

* Table 5

Percent.-ge of total ago group of boys and girls in full time education
at ago 17 in 1961

Typo of School:';' __________  1961 Yoar 17 T  age flTouP

Grammcxr 7 ,1
Technic ill ,4
Comprohcnsivo ,4
Socondcry Modern .3

8.2
Total % in all school (including remaining Schools^ - 14.4

The important fact that emerges is that l6.9^ of the pupils, chosen on grounds 

of ability for a prolonged selective education were in Grammer Schools in 

1958 and three years after the age of compulsion this figure fell to 7.1 or 

only 4:6% pupils remained in schools and 54^ of the abler group discontinued 

their studies* Even more revealing is the analysis of the '‘early leavers" in 

relation to the social and educational background of their parents^ as

'- '̂'•Education and'Society" bypttaway,Routledge aiid KegaiiJ  ̂
Paixlj P . . . 111, ■’



determined by a sample survey of those beginning National Service betveen

1956 and 1958^ Six ability groups were formed- Group I comprised top 10>6,

Group Z the next Z0% and so on, imtil Group 6 held the bottom 10^# Group

1 was the most intelligent tenth of the school population and it was tliBX

surprising to find that 42^ of them had left school at sixteen or under.

Thus mone of these potentially most valuable students who should have gone

on to the University degree, did go for it. The social composition of these

leavers showed that drop outs were in increasing proportion to the social

status of their parents#

The following reasons for early leaving have been givent

(i) Vocational and financial- particular jobs were available, the 
leaver wanted to be positively earning and fairly often money 
was short at homet

(ii) Many wanted to be independent, or their friends were leaving or 
they left at what they reckoned to be the end of the normal 
course, thinking that G«G*E» 0 ‘ level was all that they needed#
A large number came from an envi< )̂nment where it was a rare thing 
to study on at school untill seveiiteen or eighteen;

( iii) rea:Jiraints of school life were irksome, or work at school too 
difficult*

The report concluded with a strong plea for maximum utilisation of 

talentf

'»It is true, of course, that the countr^  ̂ cannot afford to let ŝ » 
much talent go unutilised at a time when industry demands greatly 
increased skill and knowledge, and specially in the face of the 
tremendous efforts being made by other countries to develop all 
these human resources"#

It suggested raising of compulsory schooling age by one yearj*

"It is unlikely that this waste of talent can be remedied within 
a reasonable period without compulsion, because leaving at 15 is 
so deeply embedded injsertain parts of the social structure"f

79# These studios show that some wastage is bound to occur in opening 

selective education to the meritorious students drawn from all sections of 

society# Nevertheless, we cannot think of any procedure by which such selective 

education while being considered desirable for the talented students coming 

from middle class or richer class families can be denied to students of similar 

 ̂ - ■■ ^
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intelligent-group from poorer families# If  in this process some wastage

occurs, we vdll have to put up with it as a necessity which every country

attempting rapid industrialisation and plans for uplifting economic

conditions of its people must face in the beginning# But the studies stated

above have another lesson for us. They show how greatly concerned even the

advanced nations of the world are for the maximum utilisation of the

talents available and how hard they are trying to see that all the available

talent is adequately and properly utilised# Even in ^issia which a^ a

country does not adhere to the notion of innate indiv«idual difference,

special efforts have been made to provide better type of education md

professional training to the meritorious, gifted and talented among its

population# Hi^er  edrnfation in Russia is highly selective# In an article

contributed to UNESCO journal on the subject, Prokofiev^ a Minister for

Higher and Specialised Secondary Education saysi*

"The higher school trains intellectuals and the quality of its work 
depends on whether it is able to try the most talented students from 
the widest possible circle of people, regardless of their property 
and social status and race”*

The Universities of Moscow, Leningard and Kiev hold admission tests which

are administered in all the Union Republics so that the widest circle of

students may be able to take them. Raja Roy Singh statess* *

”We were informed that the Moscow University had 40^ of its students 
from the nationalities# Since these students are amongst those in the 
top-bracket of ability, who in due course would attain positions of 
leadership in various fields of life, their education in the Univer
sities which command a national status would undoubtedly have a profoW 
unifying influence in the country'’#

Not only in the field of higher education but even in the field of secondary

education, Russia has begun to realise the importance of special schools for

the gifted students# We quote again from the report of Raja Roy Singh to

amplify our statement

: 99 I
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'‘Soviet educators do not believe that there is any contradiction in 
a system of uniform and unified curriculum and the provision for 
development of special talent# A uniform curriculum represents a body 
of Imowledge and sldlls that is essential for an all-round development 
of a pupil* s personality* A talented pupil needs it as much as the 
average pupil, but the talented pupil needs something more which has 
to be built upon the base of this essential body of knowledge#

In the Memorandum of 1958, Premier Khrushchev stated{-

‘ The new system of public education must provide for particularly 

gifted children who at an early stage show an aptitude, for example, 
for mathematics, music or fine artsf There must be appropriate 
secondary schools for them as an exception, where they wou3ld get a 
secondary education essential to their further training along the same 
lines in higher educational institutions# This is necessary in order 
that our States may properly develop and utilise the talents bom in 
the people*'*#

J 100 i
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The ‘ theses’ on education adopted in 1958 by the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party include tho following policy directives

- C. ‘ Schools and agencies of public education should devote more attention to

the development of the abilities and inclinations of all children in 
"thG field of the arts, as well as in mathematics, physics, biology 

^  and other branches of sdiencc* Tho organisation in schools and higher
A nJ institutions of learning of circles, studies and special lectures

■: should be widely practised. Also societies of young mathematicians,
/  physicists, chemists, naturalists, and technicians should beicarefLilly
i ^ nurtured. Thought should bo given to tho questions of

creating special schools for youth with unusual inclinations and 
t abilities for mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology*#

80# There is, therefore, great concem to nurture tho talent carefully

and to see that such pupils are properly educated# I f  it is a problem for

advanced countries to find enou^ talent of the highest order it seems all

the more necessary for a country like ours and it should be seen that we give

sufficient thought to this problem. Considering the matter in all its

aspects we recommend the opening of special selective schools for the best

talented group in the State on the lines mentioned earlier# These schools

would impart education in creativeness and original thinking# A different and

distinct teaching methodology, a rich scope for experimentation and explora»»

tion, a well equipped library and laboratory, and a band of teachers who are

themselves ''creative'* and specia].ly trained in the art of teaching creative

pupils will be needed in the new setting. The gifted ones represent the peaks

of excellence, and, they are the ones who would enrich the nations’ life

and their own#



We however wish tapoint out that in recoramending selective schools for
t

the talented children, we donot envisage the public schools* f as they are 

known in our country, as niodels for these schools# Wo aim at developing 

not a social elite but an intellectual elite with traditions of humility, 

hardwork, paJbriotism and fellow feeling strongly inculcated in them# They 

should have intellectual roots in the country of thoir birth and yet should 

shun nothing of the modern s/cience and technology. They must have a properly 

developed sense of values and must represent a happy combination of what is 

good imbibing the best both from the traditions and the new* While wo do 

not claim that our suggestions arc absolutely fool«*proof, we wonder if any 

such could possibly bo maite • There may be certain disadvantages or demerits 

in the prop>osal but under the circumstances it appears to be best suggestion 

to make*
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C H A P T E R - X I  

ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD 

81* It is necessary to conceivB an organizational set up which may stand 

up to the pressures of developmental programnBs in education and fulfil the 

tasks assigned to it, the task to build up skill and streng*bh out of 

loiowledge and to develop calibre and character in our youth# It has to be 

recognised that it is the most tangled educational issue since it involves 

human relationships and touches man in the most sensitive spots of his social 

and religious susceptibilities# Several constitutional, legal and moral 

issues further complicate it. Therefore, it is essential to formulate the 

guidelines and goals which should condition our suggestions in this area of 

enquiry,

(i) The Committee has in mind in ijitegrated school plan upto the 

Secondary stage before specialization in higher learning or in technology 

begin;

(ii) The process of education involves human relationships in a variety 

of forms and at numerous points of contact# It is basic to good education 

that the human relationships wtiich enter as influences into the school 

matrix are conceived in their highest form# Any disturbance in human relation* 

ships is boiind to upfset, and oven damage, the full impact of educational 

activity#

(III) Educational organisation and administration should aim at maintai

ning the human relationships at their highest so that thoy generate dynamism 

and discipline in school life, in the learning experiencos of pupils and the 

teaching cxporiences of teachers# Education is the sphere of national activity 

in which ovory-ono cooperates and on which every effort converges#

82# (i) In Chapter III we have dealt with the manner and functioning of

the Board as at present# It has also boon shown #iat difficulties and 

deficiencies it has to face and v̂ iat important functions that ou^t to have 

been performed by it could not be given the in^ortance that they deserved# In 

suggesting re-organisation in the set*up of the Boaxd we have naturally to 

conceive of a machinery that would do away with or minimise those sJiort-comings#
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This question was discussed by the Committee at considerable length*Various 

alternative suggestions which caiae up for consideration for an ideal set up 

of the Board were the folloiAdngj-

(a) The Board in its present form should be strengthened by the 

addition of more staff and office and office-accoinmodation and various 

processes should be modernised through introduction of electronic computer* 

Along-v7ith this re-organisation some functional division could be made by 

creating independent bodies> such as like one body for Curriculum and 

syllabus making and another for re-cognition and accreditation of schools etc#

(b) With one Central Board to co-ordinate^ guide and prepare curricu* 

lum and syllabus, set examination papers and perform other allied functions, 

a few sub-Boards (three or four in number) could be established to which 

could be ‘bransferred functions like the conduct of examinationi appointment 

of exa:Tiiners, recognition of Institutions and similar other matters*

(c) k few (three or four) independent ond autonoiaous Boar(^may be 

formed to cater for the specified group of districts allotted to each on 

zonal basis*

(ii)The reasons in favour of the breaking up of the Board and the 

adoption of any of the last two alternatives werejnainly, that efficiency and 

speed would certainly improve as a result of the decentralisation aJid creation 

of smaller manageable units. It was felt that the machinery of the Board had 

become too archaic to be able to satisfactorily cope with the growing number 

of excjninees which would have to be handled in future years. It  was felt 

that oJLready some cracks and clovages had developed in the machinery and that 

were likely to widen with the increasing pressure of work that the Board be 

required to face. Table No.jfe shows the estimated number of examinees that may 

be appearing at the Board* s oxojnina-y.onss

Ch.XI

^^onss-
Table No

Expccted Number of candidates in tho Board Examination
upto 1980-81 /

P l C  of” candidate|
~ i ~ ~ ~

1964-65 } 4.70 k-os
1965.66 { 5.41 Lacs

1970-71 ( 8.72 la"cs
1975-76 I'; 13.90 lies
1980-81 j' 21.78 lacs

I



Besides this increasing pressure of work which would make itself

felt on the machinery of one Board, several agencies are involved vhich are

required to work efficiently and with speed to cooperate with the Board to

enable it to satisfactorily cope with the conduct of its examination*

Difficulty in quickly reaching the Centre Superintendents in an emergency

when the Centres are fj^^J^ted all over the State at places with or without

adequate facility for transport and commuinication and the increasing demand

that would be made at Allahabad on the Railways and the Post Offices are

some of the disadvantages if  the present one-Board system were allowed to

continue. These are some of the reasons which, in the opinion of some of the

members, require that the Board constituted as at present, must split*

It was also felt that one Board cannot continue! and as simjIi there should be a'

certain optimum number beyond which one body should split up or sub-divide

into smaller Units* It was also felt by those members who were in favour of

accepting one of the last two alternatives for the splitting up of the

Board that mechanisation and modernisation may not be a con^ilete answer to the

do foots and deficiencies that exist in the working of the present Board* It

was also felt that one Board is not likely to maintain necessary contacts with

schools and their problems particularly when it has to cater for a very large

number of examinees*

(iii) The majority of the raombers were of the opinion that the present

Board should bo split up in the manner suggested in the second alternative i*e 

there should be one Central Board to to be knoi\jn as the State Board of 

Education whose functions should be policy making, coordination with the sub

board, setting of question papers etc* work regarding conduct of examination 

and recognition of Institutions- after norms for recognition have been fixed 

the State Board should be entrusted to the Sub-Boards* The idea of Zonal Board 

was given up as it was felt that several independent Zonal Boards would lead 

to many difficulties and that the problem o f coordination of standards would 

be very great in such a proposition* Besides, different sets of books and 

curricula in different Regions or Zones in the State may put a section of the
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general public which has to move from place to place, to unnecessary hardship. 

Member in favour of the proposal were, however* imanimous in their view that 

before setting up the Sub-Boards and breaking the Central Board, it should be 

ensured that adequate building and staff according to the norms laid down by 

the Committee were available. Only after this has been done| should the work 

be started according to the scheme proposed. Thus procurement of adequate 

land, construction of building and appointment of staff are the necessary

pre-conditions to the implement "agrtion of this proposals

83* Salient points of the proposal:-

(i) Administrative and fiscal autcmony The State Board should bo made

I
autonomous iE(its working, should have complete fiscal and administrative 

autonoiT]5r, and should not function as a department of the Governments It 

should have all the acininistrative and fiscal control over its sub-boards#

( ii) Only one sub-board for the Intermodiato. Examinations-

One sub-board should continue to hold the Intermediate Examination 

all over the State* As it is a higher level examination recognised by the 

Universities etc. in the State and̂  outside, it would save many inconveniences 

if  this examination was conducted ^  one place by one machinery* Besides, it 

would be possible for one Board to cope satisfactorily witii the conduct of the 

examination fcg? the number of candidates that would appear in it» Owing to 

the special nature of tiiis examination- samely being its universlal acceptabi

lity for higher education, it is essential -ffiaat only one body should continue 

to hold this examination,

(iii) Three sub-boards should be created for the High School Examine

tion,

(iv) Junior High School Examination - The Junior High School Examinatiol

'f C. - > '• -t '/-
as is Bield at present needs to bo reeognis-cjd. There is no satisfactory 

arrangement for the proper storage and up-keep of the records of this examina

tion in the offices of the Inspector of Schools* Besides, a district forms too 

small a unit for the satisfactory conduct of a public examination. It is, 

therefore, suggested that three sub-boards of the High School Examination
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should also conduct the Junior High School Examination within thoir 

jurisdiction. They may be froo to sot question papors otc* also for this 

purDODC* ( A rGCommondation regarding one body for curriculum making at all 

stages of education has already boon made and this body may also look after 

the curriculum at this stage)•

(v) Location* The sub-board for the Intermediate Examination as well 

as tile State Board of Education may bo located at Allaliabad in the existing 

buildings of the present Board. Suitable modifications, additions and 

adjustmjnt will, of course, be required* The financial aspect of this has bcon 

vjorked out and is given in sub-para (ix)* Th  ̂ r^st of the sub-boords should be 

established in cities which are also the head-quarfcters of a Regional Deputy 

Director of Education ĵ jid preferably have an University also. The idea of 

a sub-boDĴ d for the High School Excjnination at Allahabad is not favoured as 

this city has already been proposed as the headquarters for a sub-board for 

the IntariGcdio.tc Exojuination. The ooinmittco tentatively suggests location 

of various Boards as follows:-

(b)

State Board of Education
{ 

I
Sub-Bop.rd for the Intermediate 
Examination jj

ALUHABAD

(c) Sub-Boardfor High School and { 
Jmior High School Excjnina- | 
tions comprising the Regions { 
of Mcorut, Bnxeilly and }
Nainital, |)

(d) Sub-Bocxd for High School '̂Jid } 

Junior Hie;h School Examinations} 
comprising the regions of {
Allahabad, Agra pJid Lucknow {

( e) Sub-Bor>X'd for High School r.nd i 
Junior High School Excjninations{ 
comprising the Regions of {
VtiTL-'Jiasi :.nd Gorakhpur {

( f) School Text Book oxid Gurri- J 
culum Corporation i|

MEERUT OR 
BAREILLY

LUCKNOW OR AGRA

VARANASI OR GORAKHPUR

AUAHABAD OR LUCKNOW
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(vi) CONSTITUTION 

Details about ttie constitution of the' State Board and the Sub-Boards 

have been given below. The constitution of the School Text Book and 

Curriculum Corporation will have to be made thi’ough a separate enactment as 

indicated in Chapter V. The important features of^ares-

(a) The Director of Education has been retained as the Chairman of the 

Board as there are obvious advantages of an Ex-Offlcio Chairman#

(b) Representation has been given to the interests dealing with 

Primary Education also as the Board is to cover the work of all Ivels of 

education from tlie beginning to the end of the Secondary stage#

(c) Greater representation has been given to the Principals of the 

Institutions in the High School and Junior High School Sub-boards*

I * Constitution of the State Board of Education 

! •  Director of Education- Ex-Officio Chairman

2. Chairman of the Curriculum and Text-Book Corporation*

3. Chairman of the Sub-Board* s#

4. Two Principals of the Intermediate Colleges not maintained by the 
Government elected from amongst themselves#

5* One Principal of an Intermediate College maintained by the Governmen' 
to be nominated by the Government.

6. Two Headmasters of the High Schools not maintained by the Govornment 
elected from amongst themselves.

7. One Headmaster of a High School maintained by the Government to be 
nominated by the Government*

8. One Principal of a Training College nominated by the Government*

9. One Principal or Director of Special Institutions of the Education 
Department like tho Bureau of Psychology, the Institute of Education 
etc.

10* One ropresGntativo of each University(who is a teacher)established by 
law in Uttar Pradesh.

11. Two representatives of tho Legislative Assembly.

12. One roprosontatiVO of the Legislative Council.

13. Three Presidents ox tho Zila Parishads in U.P.

14. One Mayor of a Mur.icipal Corporation in U.P*
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15, One Chairman of a ^5itlicipal Board, In U*P,

16« Two teachers of non-Government Schools to be noninated by the
Government.

17* One lady educationist to be nominated by the Government*

18. Two Managers of Secondary institutions to be nominated by
Government.

19. Secretary of the Central Board*

59 Members

I I * Constitution of the Sub-Board for the Intermediate £xaj.nination*

li The Additional Director of Education-^x-0fficio Chairman

,3. Six principals of the Intermediate Colleges not maintained by the
Governmentj of whom atleast one must be a woman, to be elected 
from amongst themselves*

3, Two Principals of the Intermediate Colleges maintained by
Government to be nominated by Government*

4» Two Headmasters of High School not r?^intained by the Government
of v7hom atleast one must be a woman, to be elected from amongst 
thvjmselves.

5. One Headmaster of a High School maintained by the Government to be 
nominated by the Government,

6. One Regional Inspectress of Girls Schools to bo nominated by the 
Government,

7. One Inspector of Schools to bo nominated by tho GovorniTient*

8* Three oiiiincnt educationists to be nominated by th^ Government,

9, Thr.o representatives of the Universities elected by tho State
Board,

10* One Manager to be nominated by Government*

11* On^ teacher to be nominated by Governir.ent,

12, Th.. Secretary of th^ Bioard
23 Members

III . Constitution of tho Sub-Board for tho High School and Junior High 
School Examination,

Deputy Director of Education«*^-Officio Chairman of the Region

2, Four Principals of Intermediate Colleges not maintained by the
Government of whom atleast one must be a woman to be elected from
amongst themselves.

3, Two Principals of Intermediate Colleges maintained by the Government 
of whom atleast one must be a woman to be nomiLiated bv th.3 Director.
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4. Six Hoadmasters of High Schools not maintained by|-Uj^(^overnment
of vjhom atloast one raû t be a woman to be elGCtedJ^amonst themselves.

5. Two Headmasters of High Schools maintained by the Government of 
whom atloast one must bo a woman to bo nominated by the Director.

6 * Two Headmaster of the Junior High Schools to be nominated by the 
Director*

7* One Regional Inspectress of Girls Schools to be nominated by the 
Director.

8* One Inspector of Schools to be nominated by the Director*

9* Two Deputy Inspectors of Schools.

10. One teacher to be nominated by Government*

11* Three eminent educationists to be nominated by the Government.

12. Two Managers to be nominated by Government,

13. The Secretary of the Sub-Board (Secretary) i

28 liembers

(vii) r'i.echanisation- The Committee also expressed its views in regard to 

the place of Electronic Computers in the system. It felt that mechanisation 

went with modernisation and progress and it therefore would not envisage a 

situa.tion that could put the clock back and reject modern techniques and 

gadgets specially suited to solve the problem of nurabers and complicated 

processes. We however agree that it would neither be immediately possible for 

all the Sub-boards to have electronic computers of their own nor is that 

necessary. One computer at a Central place may, for the present, take up 

the work oi the Sub~boards in regard to Intermediate and High School examina* 

tions, till the sub-boards have grown in experience, size and resources to 

have a computer of their own. Till such time, all the v/ork of Intermediate 

aiid High School Examinations which may require^ the computer should be sent 

bO one Central Place and the staff of the Sub-boaxd could be posted for such 

time m  oil the Central Sub-board.



( viii) Number of cijididates that each Sub-board has to handle i

The number of candidates that each sub-board will be required to 

handle at the 1965 level of candidates are as folloiNrsi-

TABL3 MOr|
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unior High fi High School/
School__________ 0 Intermediate

(i) Intermediate Sub-Board | x 81,66,438

9 i
(ii) Meerut/Bareilly Sub-Board 0 44,890 J 94,741

I \
(iii)Lucknow/Agra Sub-Boord , | 93,956 1,31,597

(iv) Varanasi/Gorakhpur Sub-Board { 59,964 6 8^,057____________________________ i__________J___________
(ix) Accommodation

In do tor mining requirements for accommodation for each sub-boards, 

it is iriiportant, first, th*^ufficient land be procured so as to leave room 

for future expaiision. As far as the Intermediate Sub-board is concoi^ned it will 

function in the present building of the Board. However it is hero that 

elGCtronic machines yill be fitted and that the work on these machines, for 

the present will have to be carried out in respect of all thu candidates 

appearing for the High School and Intermediate Examinations. Xhorcfore, this 

building vdll have to bo planned on the basis of 5-6 lacs candidates. In times 

to come when the mechanised work of other sub-boards is finally taken over by 

th^ r^jspective sub-boards,' thu Intermediate Board itself would grow in size 

and its candidates would actually approach the figujre of 5-6 lacs. Thus the 

entire building would th^n be for its own purpose. The State Board could also 

be located in those buildings.

A. Building requirements of the State Board and Intermediate
Sub-board. Rs.5,00,000/-

B. The requirement of other sub-board will be as follows

(a)Purchase of land about Rs.l,00,000

for each sub-board( about 6 acres) Rs.1,00,000 x3Rs.3,00,000/-
(b) Building Rs.l0,00,000/- for

each sub-board in the firstphase, Rs#30,00,000/-
(c) ilquipment Rs*l,00,000/-per board

Rs.l,00,000/- X 3 Rs, 3,00,000/-

i'liscellaneous and imforeseen items. Rs. 2,00.000/**
Total (a) (b) (c) Rs.38 .00.000/-

Grand Totals- Rs«43.00>000/-



(x) It is essential that in an organisation where work increases 

annually and substantially in proportion to the increase in the number of 

candidates, sorae ratio^ should be fixed between the strength of the staff 

and the number of candidates. Further increase in staff, if any, should 

automatically depend upon the ratio:^ so fixed* The Committee feels that this 

ratioj^'may be fixed at present at Ikssistant per 1,000 candidates* These 

posts should bo distributed among the various grades in the office almost 

like a pyrajiid. The strength of the assistants in the Confidential grade shoulc 

be about ?JS% of the total strength of the office,

(xi) The broad functions of the State Board of Education will be as 
follov/si-

(a) Finances Collection of fees, preparation and passing of
budget, allocation of funds to the sub-boards, 
preparation and scrutiny of financial schemes etc., 
receipt of Government grants, if any, and all 
correspondence in this connection*

(b) Examinations- Settdjng and Printing of papers for the Intermediate
aiid High School Examinations and arranging for 
their distribution, a|»pointment of Head Examiners^ 
publication of results, framing of promotion rules, 
grace marks rules etc., and issuing of Certificates.

(c) Co-ordination and correspondence with other exaraining bodies and 
Universities.

(d) Regulation making*

(e) Supervision, general control on matters referred,to the sub-boards 
and co-ordination etc.

(f) Framing norms :md policy for recognition (Function for examining 
application form for recognition will be left with the Sub-Boards).

The rest of the functions connected with the conduct of the examinations 

fixation of examination centres, appointment of Centre Superintendents and 

Invigilators, etc., inviting application forms, consideration of cases of 

unfairmcans and recognition of Institutions, etc., are the broad functions 

to bo assigned to the Sub-Boards.

(xii) So far as the appointment of examiners is concerned, it is 

recommended that the High School sub-boards woiXLd appoint examiners for High 

School examination from the Institutions situated under the jurisdiction of 

another Board- that is, sub-board,say would appoint examiners from the
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Institutions coning mder the jurisdiction of sub-board# Similarly,

Sub-board i^om the Institutions under sub-board ‘C’ and Sub-board ‘C* 

shall appoint examiners from the Institutions under jurisdiction of 

Sub-board ’A’ • This could be represented as underj-

/  ^

_________ ,

841 The Minority View:- While we have given the majority opinion in 

regard to the proposed organisation of the Board in the above paragraph, we 

consider it proper out of deference to the opinior^of some of the members who 

do not favour the majority proposal in this regard, to express their view 

points also in the main body of the report* Perhaps this will appear unusual 

as such views should be outside the main body of the report# However, 

considering the great importance of the issues involved and also because 

of the extreme cordiality and understanding with which the deliberations

>>X''
have taken place, we see no har '̂ in the minority view being also expressed

here# This would enable the Government to talce its decision after fully

considering both the views#

(i) According to the minority view it will not be a proper solution to

suggest breaking up of the Board in the manner proposed above# It is felt

by this group that most of the present defects, deficiencies and delays have

been on account of the acute shortage of staff aiid accommodation available at

present to the office of the Secretary of the Board# The report of one of

the Sub-committees formed by this Committee which included a former Additional

Director of Education as its Convener and the Chief Inspector of Government 
of

Offices as one/its members, has recommended that the office of the Secretary 

at present needs about 130 additional assistants# The present strength of the 

office is of 283 assistants# Thus according to these experts, the office of 

the Secretary at present has been working at nearly two third of its required 

strength. Added to this is an equally serious problem of insufficient 

building space availabcle for the office* If  therefore allowance is made for 

these serious handicaps under which the work is being done at present, the 

effort put up by all concerned will appear commendable# In Chapter III the 

defects and deficiencies injthe functioning of the Board have already been
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mentioned. It would be quite clear from that Chapter that the work of the 

entire Board can be divided into three categories viz,

1* Work performed by the Board and its Chairman#

2. Work p£T(formed by the Committees of the Board#

3# Work performed by the Secretary of the Board and his office*

The work has not increased appreciably in respect of the first two 

categories except for the work done by the Chairman and perhaps^ to some 

extent, by the Examinations Comiaittee of the Board# While soparate proposal 

could be made for apportioning the work of these authorities> the main 

burden of work which would fall owing to tho increasing number of candidates 

would be on the office of the Secretary of the Board# The minority view, 

therefore, is that creation of sub-boards each requiring so many committees 

necessary for its functioning^ is no solution for the increased volume of 

work faced by the Secretariat* As a matter of fact multiplicity of Boards and 

Committees would only increase the work^ and its only advantage would be that 

instead of the work being done at one place, it would be distributed at two 

or three places. Nevertheless, its overall effect would be ‘un-necessary 

additional work due to the formation of several committees, and the sub-boards, 

and it would further give birth to the very serious problem of co-ordination, 

co-operation and standardisation* Instead of increasing the speed of work, 

whoso possibility the Committee has been asked to explore, the proposal would
Wv

result in considerable delav^ftg the work# Moreover possibility of different 

interpretation by different sub-boards and their authorities would bo inherent 

in the scheme# If  the only consideration was tho.t the increased work viiich is 

likely to como-up in future years should bo done at more than one place 

a proposal for establishing some kind of branch offices of the Secretary’ s 

office at three or four places would be understandable# And, in place of this 

formation of statutory bodies, ^ d  committees would be in no way accelerate tĥ
^  f /t

disposal of work or enable theydischarge it more efficiently than is possible 

in one Cjntral system# The comndttec has already expressed itself in favour 

of mechanisation and modernisation in the working of the Secretary* s office
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and in several operation^concerning the examinations. It is, therefore, 

not necessary to go into details of the advantages of these machinesi It 

is quite clear that they are an adequate answer to ‘iiie increasing volume of 

work. Instalation of these machines would atonce cut down huge requirements 

of space for example the Counterfoil volumes of certificates v^iich require 

nearly a dozen of almirahs every «i year at present could be contained in 

a 35 m*mi strip in a small box container* Similarly, stocking of the 

tabulation registers which is another big and recurring item consuming space 

would also be kept in the space which would be several times less than 

at present. The majority view is already in favour of a centralized setting 

of question papers, curricula and books. The minority view is that with 

all that and with the modernisation of other processes including the system 

of examination all tho work could easily to be discha.rged by one Central 

Board*

(ii) According to the minority view there are other obvious advantages 

in the Centralized system. It is  cheaper the total requirement of staff 

and accoramodation will be much less and therefore it is less costly. The 

experience that has been gained over nearly half a centiury by workers in the 

officG could also continue to be put to the best use. Besides, it would be 

much easier to solve the problems that arise in the day-to-day working of an 

undertaking this magnitude from one Central place, Evan i f  complete adminis

trative and fiscal autonomy is given to the Board and sub-boards as has been 

proposed in the majority view, it is not clear how this will solve the

various problems of paper, press and allied matters more efficiently. It is 
if

also doubtful the changed status of the officers and assistants from tho 

position of being Government Servants to that of employoes under a kind of 

local body will be conducive to greater efficiency and speed inthe disposal ( 

work* VJe are quite definite that the reverse would be the result. Besides 

the apportioning (bf the assistants of tho preSv^nt Board into a newly proposcc 

system is full of complications of all kinds*
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'>■’< j-? Yf./-„vC
(iii) Coming to tho point » wo havo to oarlior in regard to

coping \'/ith increased work of tho Chairman and tho Examinations^Oommittoo

Wo suggest

tho croation of an office of the Vice-Chairman for tho ExK)fficio**Additional 

Director of Education# ^Wo further recommend splitting up of tho functions 

of the Examinations’ Committee into two separate Committees- one for dealing 

with^cases of Unfairmeans, detention of results, fixation of Examinations 

Centres) appointment of Invigilators and C-.ntro Superintendents etc;, and the 

other for the rest of the functions like the appointment of examiners, 

moderators, paper-setters, scrutinizers, tabulators and other matters 

connected with the conduct of examinations*

(iv) We have however, agreed to the proposal of a separate Curriculum 

and Text-Book Unit# This will solve an important problem before the Board 

and fulfil one of its vital functions. ^We would also like an autonomous 

body to be created similarly for Recognition cJid Acreditation of Institutions* 

The matter is of great significance in raising standards of education and 

<̂-we would therefore, wish that the status of the body performing this 

function should be raised from that of a committee of the Board#*We inter-alia 

would dissociate ourselves from the proposal of traJisferring the functions 

of recognition to any regional body, the effect of v^ich may well create havoc 

as far as school stcjidards are concerned. Locc.1 influences and prejudices and 

even inter-regional competitions will play their part, ea.ch creating a force 

resulting in sv/elling number of schools within their respective jurisdiction 

and any discussion about raising the quality of schools, which we have 

discussed earlier, appears quito in-congruous and meaningless in this context*

(v) Transferring function^ of deciding cases involvingcheating etc, 

at the examinations to the sub-boards, is another matter which would diminish 

tho prestige of tho examin.-tion itself# It is a judicial function rjid must be 

cxajninod and dcrfided in circumstances conducive to judicial aloofness and

* We hire stands for the minority members of the Committee only*
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strict impartiality# The further we go from a central organisation entrusted 

to examine these cases towards regions and districts^ the more distant we get 

from the right type of atmosphere necessary ir|deciding them. The entire 

prestige of the examinations is bound to be shaken if local influences start 

asserting themselves inthe way they are known to do, and also by falsely 

trying to expedite judicial decisions with unreasonable hurry# Besides 

legal training required ii|dealing with such matters and maintaining its 

continuity is an important advantage that would be lost through decentra

lisation* Ono Board situated at Allahabad which is also the seat of the 

High Court, is not an inconsiderable advantage*

85* State Advisory Council of Education

We suggest that a strong and offoctive body najned the State Advisory 

Board of Education may bo constituted, the fimctions of which should bo to 

review matters connected with the elementary and secondary education and 

express its views and suggestions onth>̂  functioning of the Boards of EducatioB 

and th^ Department of Education* It shall bo a high power Advisory body which 

by virtue of the status of its members and its Chairman shall perform 

functions on the lines of the Central Advisory Board of Education at Delhi* 

The Minister of Education shall bo its Chairman and a non-official who should 

an eminenit educationist, its Vice-Chairman* The Director of Education may be 

its Secretary* Among its members maĵ  bo the Chairman of the School Curricula 

and Text-Book Corporation, th^ representatives of the Managers, teachers, 

Vice-Chancellors, University Professors, members of the Legislatures etc*

The Board should be free to call for the advice and opinion of any official 

dealing with matters connected with say technical or agricultural education* 

The Board can form committees for a detailed cxainination of any particular 

problem on th. lines of the worldng of the Central Advisory Council of

Education, England, which has carried out creditable academic surveys# What
 ̂ K -  of

are known as the ’’Crowther Report'*/*’Newsom Report** are some/the recent

investigations on specificstXHK problems of education made by this ComCil

in England# It is for this reason that provision has been made for the
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appointment of a Vice-Chairman vho would be professionally qualified and 

comparatively free to devote time to such matters# A State Board almost of 

this composition and function was also recommended by the Mudaliar Commission# 

VJe feel tliat by the creation of a body of this type, a vacum which appears to 

exist at present v̂ iere by opportunity is not available to non-official 

agencies to express their views, could be filled up and such agencies would 

find in it a useful forum. Thus instead of adopting the agitational approach 

at times or harbouring a feeling that their voice or gxievances or suggestions 

are not hear<{,properly every section will find i£ thi-s~i)o  ̂ an organisation 

where views, problems and suggestions could be examined at a sufficiently 

high levels The following is the specific composition we suggest for this 

Board:-

(i) Minister of Education- Chairman
(ii) Deputy Chairman: An educationist of repute to be nominated by the 

Government.

(iii) Secretary to Govornmont in the Education Department*

(iv) Director of Education- Secretary*

(v) Two representativo of the Legislat'^e Assembly*

(vi) One ropresontative of the Legislative flouncil,

(vii) Two Vice-Chancellors to be nominated by Govornment*

(viii) Four Educationists to be nominated by Government from different
fialds and levels of education, of v/hom atlcast one shall be a woman.

(ix) Four Principals and/or teachers from tlio Secondary and the Elementary 
levels of Education*

(x) One reprosentative?} of the Mimicipal Board/Corporation Prosidonts,^fafl

(xi) Two representatives of Zila Parishad Presidents#

(xii) Two representatives of the Central Board of Education,

(xiii) Two Managers to be nominatod by Governmunt,

(xiv) Chairman of the Sub-Boards#
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INTERIiEDIATE EDUCATION AHENn̂ ffiNT ACT. 1958

86, As stated in Chapter II, major changes an the Intermediate

Education Act 1921, were made throiJgh the InteHnediate Education Amendment 

Act 1958. Sections 16-A to Section 16-1 were added to the Act of 1921 

besides making some other minor changes. Section 16-A provides for the fram

ing of a Scheme of Administration for every recognised Institution which 

would be approved by the Director of Education* Sections 16-B and 16-G lay 

down the procedure for the framing and approval of the Scheme, Section 16-D 

provides for the inspection of an Institution and removal of defects. It 

also contains provision for the withdrawal of recognition or appointment of 

an Authorised Controller to run the Institution in cases where an Institufcic 

isas wilfully or persistently failed in the performence of its duties or 

where its draft Scheme of Administration has not been submitted or approved 

in the prescribed manner. In either case whether of the v/ithdrawl of 

recognition or of the appointment of an Authorised Contrnller, the Director 

is required to recommend to the Board in the former case, and to Government 

in the latter. Section 16-E provides for the Board to prescribe qualificatic 

for appointment of teachers and also lays dom the procedure for their 

appointment. It provides for Selection Committees for the appointment of 

teachers and a separate Selection Committee for the appointment of 

Principals, The Head of the institution is to be an ex-officio member of the 

Selection Ccmmittee for teachers and a member from the regional panel of 

names is to be a member of the Selection Committee for the Principals* The 

panel is to be prepared by the Director, Section 16-P provides for the seek

ing of ihe approval of the Inspector for making appointments of teachers an̂  

of the Director for making appointments of Headmasters and Principals^ and 

lays down the procedure to be followed for the purpose. Section 16-G- provioc 

procedure for prescribing Service conditions of teachers and makes it obl̂ f;? 

tory for the nanagement to obtain prior approval of the Inspector in 

case of disch8.rge, remoml, dismissal or reduction in the rstnk of a teacher. 

Headmaster or Principal. An appeal against the order of the Inspector under 

this Section, can be preferred to the Regional Appellate Committee consists
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of the Regional Deputy lUrector of Education ( President ) and a representa

tive of the State ^hnagers’ Association and the U,P, l^dhyamik Shikshak 

Sangh each Section 16-H empowers the State Government to modify #r grant 

exemption from any of the provisions of Section 16-A to G in cases of 

institutions maintained by a local body. It also exempts the institutions 

maintained by the State or the Central Government from provisions of Section 

16-A to G, Section 16-1 provides for the Delegation of certain pfwers of the 

Director to the I'teputy Director subject to the approval of the State 

Government,

87, The amendments in the Act were made obviously for providing better

service conditions for teachers and Principals working in the Institutions. 

Its result had been the curbing of the povrers of the nanagements in regard 

to the appointments to be made in the institutions and the taking of didplii 

ary action against teachers. In either case they vrere required to fdUow 

a prescribed procedure m d obtain prior approval frcm the Inspector ( or 

Deputy Dirddtor, in cases of appointment of Headmaster and Principal ).

There was a strong opposition from the managements against the Act. In 

certain matters like prescription of the minimiom qualifications of teachers 

basic conditions of service like pay, emoluments, leave, provident fund, 

maintenance of service record etc. and creation of Regional Appellate 

Committee ( in place of the Regional Arbitration Boards), it only sought to 

strengthen the then existing provisions through an eaactment. Another fea

ture of this Amendment Act was that very wide povjers vested in the Inspectc 

l^puty Directors and the Director. Every institution had to get its Scheme
I

of Administration approved by the Director ( powers since delegated to the 

Regional Deputy Director), all appointments in the Institution had to be 

made only through prior approval of the Inspector/Regional Deputy lUrector 

and no major disciplinary punishment could be inflicated on a teacher/ 

Principal without the prior approval of the above mentioned officers. In 

extreme cases, the management of the institution could be ®et aside and 

taken over by an Authorised Controller ( to be appointed by Government),

88, Attitude of the School I'nnagers.

(i) The ^^anagers, as vra.s to be expected, felt bitter and raised
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vehement protest against the provisions of the Amendment Act, which they 

felt had belittled them in public esteem. They felt aggrieved that a 

sense of distrust vas created against them and their efforts for the 

cause of education in the State where ^atioally  all the schools at the 

Secondary level were "private schools" They thought tmt the powers taken 

over by the Departmental officers were excessive and that the manner in vAiicŝ  

they were likely to be Bsed v/ould be oppresive. They felt that their own 

control and supervision over the teachers and Principals vrould suffer a 

severe blcn*; and that they v/ould^mar the tone and discipline of tl© Institu

tion, The Provision of an Authorised Oontroller would hang, they thought, 

like the -sword of i^mocles over their heads.

(ii) The Katra Education Society of Sllahabad which has been running 

a few recognised Institutions filed a writ petition in the High Court 

against practically all the effective provisions of the Intermedife,te 

Education Amendment Act, and thus the contitutionality of the e4ntire 

Amendment Act vra.s challenged on the folloT-dng ground

(a) The U.P, Legislature vjas not competent to legislate affecting 

charitable Institutions registered under the ^cieties Registration Act,and 

the provisions of Sections 16-A to 16-E are ultra-vires of the U.P, 

Legislature being repugnant to the provisions of the Societies Registratior 

Act,
(b) The provisions of Section 16-H are ultravires of the U.P, Legisla 

ture as they are discriminatory and offend against the provisions of 

Article lU of the Constitution.

(c) The provisions of Section 16-A to 16-E are ultra-vires of the 

U.P, Legislature as they affect the Fmdamental Rights guaranteed by 

Article 19(l) (c) of the Constitution,

(d) The provisions of Sections 16-A to 16-H are ultra-vires of the 

U.P. Legislature as they offend against the Fundamental Rights guaranteed

by Article 19(l) (f) of the Constitution regarding property and

Article 31 of the Constitution.
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The petition v/as heard by a bench of the High Court which rule^ 

against the petitioners on all counts referred to above. A special appeal 

has been preferred by the Society in the Supreme Court, recently ( in 

February 1965 ).

89. Attitude of the Teacher^.

(i) VJhile the Iknagers found the provisions of the Amendment Act 

unsatisfactory, the teachers also voiced their disapproval of what they 

considered as inadequate provisions so far as dealing with erring management 

vjas concerned. Their grievance was that even where the actions of the 

managements against teachers werd held by the Inspector or the Regional 

Appellate Gcximiittee to be wrong, the managements felt disinclined to abide 

by the la-ter’s decisions and that either sufficient powers were not provided 

to the l^partment or that it vra.s reluctant to make use of those povrers

to provide quick relief to the aggrieved teacher. Thus which on the one 

hand, the teacher had to suffer patiently during the course of long drawn 

out pro^jedures, on the other hand adeqmte and v7holesom.e relief was not

guaranteed to him even if the final decision went in his favour. There was 

therefore greater harrassment to which the illfated teacher was put-to,

(ii) .̂'/hile the teachers have expressed themselves against some of the 

provisions of the Act, they, in our opinion, only desire that those provisi

ons should be made more effective to fulfil the objective with \diich they 

vjere enacted. In other vrords, they donot vra-Bt that the entire provisions of 

the Amendjnent Act should be scrapped and this is the important difference 

in the respective attitudes of the teachers and the ^janagers, The former’s 

attitude is that though the provisions may not be effective against certain 

erring Institution yet by and large, they have provided better security 

conditions to the teachers,

90 The Third Party.

Besides the ^knagers and Teachers, the third party in the 

implementation of the Amendment Act is the Departmental Officers and the 

Government, We have a feeling that even the third party is not satisfied 

with the various provisions, Hhile responsibilities have been entinigted tc 

them in regard to the approving of Schemes of Administration, of the
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appointments made, and of the cases of pimishment to the teachers, the 

objectives for which these powers v/ere provided have not been satdsfatorily 

achieved, namely, the disputes with the managements have not decreased as a 

result of the provision regarding Schemes of Administration nor has this 

provision^ led to better m.anagements. By provision of approval in appoint

ments they have not been able to ensure the selection of the best among the 

applicants and the requirement of their prior approval in disciplinary casefl 

has not helped in preventing excesses committed against the teachers^ atleast 

in a large number of cases.

91, From the experience of the working of the provisions of the

Amendment Act, it is clear to us that the Act suffered from several-defects*
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We however do not feel that all those provisions needed to be repejdS^d 

or that there no necessity of moving in the direction in which the 

Amendment Act had intended to go. For instance no one would deny that there 

was a need to ensure that disputes between the rianagements and the forming a 

rival managing Corrmiittees are done away -vdth by providing an approved

Scheme of tlae..f Administration or that the service conditions of

teachers are made more satisfactory and secure, or that better selection of 

teachers is made or that their minimum qualification be laid do\m and backed 

up through a provision in the Act, or that teachers’ services are net terming 

ted. on mere flimsy grounds arising out of the particular whims cf the 

managements. Necessary and desirable as these objectives are, we will have 

to see what the defects in the working of the existing system are and then 

suggest vays for improvement and modification. Some of the defects have 

been mentioned in o a r a s and ^ above, where the attitude of the Managers 

and Teachers to the Am.endment Act vra,s discussed,

92, Defects in the working of the Amendment Act,

(i) No distinction has been made between the different types of managp 

ments, and curbs and checks have been imposed on^and sundry irrespective oi 

the efficiency, cleanliness and popularity with vfhich they might have been 

discharging their duties. This has been unfortunate particularly for the 

good managements whose record of service for the cause of education might



have deserved nore freedor.i in adiiinistering an Institution rather than more 

hinderences in their nomal working,

(ii) The disputes between the managements and the rival bodies each 

claiming control over the institutions have not lessened, they have, on 

the co^ntrary, increased in certain dis^riftts.

(iii) Litigation ha.s increased and several of the provisions are imclear,

(iv) Selection of the best teacher among the applicants has not been

ensured,

(v) There is no authority to deal effectively th establishm-ent cases 

of harasSEent of teachers in erring institutions or vdth institutions which 

donot implement the decisions of the Regional Appellate Gonanittee,

(vi) ̂‘Pnile the Scheme of Administration provides for "the Gommdttee

of :̂anagem.ent", it does not say anything in regard to the General or the

Parent body which creates the Gorr.ittee of I%nagem.ent,

(vii) Too much protection seems to have been given to an undesirable 

or an erring teacher and the managenents are required to adopt lengthy 

procedures, even for a teacher on probation, before they seek the approval 

of the Inspector for terminating his appointment. This has resiilted in lack 

of Control of the mang;gements over the teachers and affect the tone and 

discipline of the Institution,

(viii) The Inspectors, ovdng to lack of legal training or other reasons,

have not been able to discharge their functions under the ^ct satisfactorily,

There has often been a gulf between their thinking and that of the Regional 

Appellate Gdmittee, leading to unnecessary and avoidable litigation,

(ix) Provisions in regard to the vdthdrav/al of recognition or the 

appointm.ent of Authorised Controller are so rigid and difficult that the; 

have not been used in a single case though nearly seven years have lapsed 

since the Act was enforced,

(x) Proced-ure leading to the appointment of a teacher/ Principal 

and taking of disciplinary action against him. is cumbersome and hence in

effective in a very large number of cases.
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93. Analysis of I'fefects.

The abovB are the nain defects that have cone to notice in the 

working of the Act. It will be quite clear in going through then that 

several of these defects are self contradictory, ^Jhile the irksoiB procedur< 

for terninating the services of a probationer or taking of disciplinary 

action against a teacher have appeared to be bothersome in certain cases, 

it has been felt in other cases that the Eanagements have taken arbitarary 

and uncalled for actions against teachers and inspite of the findings of 

the Regional Appellate Cor-irdttee have not provided relief ’to the teacheri 

and the process of harrassnent has continued. Thus vrhile in one case a 

Eanagenent has foimd itself helpless in taking action against an erring 

teacher, another management has idth impunity taken extreme and excessive 

and sometimes even uncalled for action against a teadher. These contradic

tory trends prove that personal factors have played a very large part in 

the manner in vmich the Act has been implemented. They also prove that \dth 

two distinctly opposite points of vievjs and with two different sets of 

managements, it would not be possible to make the objectives of the provi

sions of the Act realizable by providing for common sets of rules to govern 

them, IJhile these provisions have proved too harsh, too irksome and too im

practicable for a set of managements, they have appeared to be totally 

ineffective in curbing the actions of the other set of managerents* It 

vjill, therefore, be a mistake, in our opinion, to attempt to regulate these 

managements, as if  by a "common rod" applied through uniform set cf rules. 

We donot minimise or underestimate the stupendous and delicate task that 

will be involved in categorising the institutions, and the difficulty that 

vjill arise in deciding where the line should be dravm, for there shall aim  

be institutions quite close to either side of the line that will cause real 

headaches to the authorities in classifying them but ihis distinction has 

to be made under the circumstances,

94-, Legal Aspect of Classification,

A view has“been expressed that there may be some legal difficult! 

if such a classification is made on the grounds of discrimination
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and it may run counter to the provisions of Article 14- of the Cojnstitution,

It has been leld by the Supreme Court, in its opinion on the Kerala 

Education Bill  ̂ that while Article l4- forbids class legislation, it does 

not forbid reasonable classification for the purpose of legislation. The 

opinion further says that in order to pass the test of permissible 

classification two conditions must be fulfilled, namely, (l) the classifica

tion must be founded on an intelligible differentia which distinguishes 

persons or things that are grouped togette r or others left out of the 

group, and (2) such differentia must have a rational relation to the objects 

sought to be achieved by the statute in question. In the Katra Education 

Society Versus the S^te of Uttar Pradesh and others,the Allahabad High 

Court has similarly observed

"̂ 'Jhere there is sohk3 difference which bears a just and reasonable 
relation to the object of the Legislation mere differentiations 
or inequality of treatment does not -oerse amoiint to discriminatior 
v/ithin the inhabition of the equal protection clause. 1b attract 
the operation of the clause it is necessary to shov/ that' the 
selection or differentiation is unreasonable or arbitrary and tha1 
it does not rest on any rational basis having 3?egard to the objed 
tjiiich the legislature has in view".

95, Classification of Institutions.

It follows, therefore, that classification or differentiation is

legally permissible provided such a classification is reasonable, is not

arbitrary and rests on a ratioml basis- the second condition of course

being, that the statute providing for such a distinction has an objective

which can be achieved by such a classification. It vd.ll,therefore,be

necessary to .jevolve a rational and a reasonable basis for classification

of these Institutions. Consistently excellent performance in results in

public examinations, regular payments of salaries and increments to the

teachers, excellence of the Institution in co-curricular activities, sports

and games, Red Cross, Scouting, Debates and other activities, adequate

facilities and their proper utilisation for the benefit of its studdnts

in the shaoe of olav grounds, buildinss. laboratory-equipments and library
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ity, proper raintenance of accounts and timely utilisation of grants-recurrii 

and non-reciarring, happy teacher-Eianagement and teacher-principal relation

ships, and standing of the Institution could be the criteria that would 

satisfy the rationality and reasonableness of legal reqiiirements.

96, (i) Institutions coining into this category of better managed

institutions, (they Could be called category ’ A’ institutions), could be 

exempted from some of the provisions of the Amendment Act, For instance they 

should have the freedom to lay dovm procedure for appointments of teachers 

and Principals and the approval of the Inspector/lUrector in their case nay 

not be necessary. They may also be exempted from the provision of prior 

approval of the Inspector in dealing with disciplinary cases. Provisions of 

appeal to the Inspector and t ^  subsequent or second appeal to the Regional 

Appellate Committee should however remain vath proper modifications* The 

provision for the Scheme of Administration should remain for the Committee 

of lanagement, as also for its General Body, It may however be clarified

that we do not mean that a model Scheme of Administration as issued by the 

Directorate should be required to be adopted or that the provisions of the 

Act which formulated the requirem.ent of such a Scheme should remain as they 

are, f̂e have already suggested categorisation of Institutions and it is to 

be expected that more relaxation would naturally be provided to the institu 

ions earning a better category when their Schemes of Administration are 

examined by the authorities, VJhat we suggest is the legalisation of the 

Constitution of all the Committees through a necessary provision in the Act

(ii) The provision of categorisation of Institution v/ill have another 

advantage. It will provide incentive to managements for improving their 

institutions and earning a better category, ^̂ his will be a very desirable 

trend. The present tendency? namely, that the managements can de:fy provisicB 

of the Act and get away with them, will be stopped since by persisting in 

such actions they would be liable to be subjected to greater controls, and 

this provision is likely to provide a deterrent for them.

(iii) ’̂e have already referred to the necessity of evolving suitable 

normd and criteria for classifying institutions. Vie propose that tiB reorga 

sed Board vrould set up a committee consisting of officials and non-officia3
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to evolve this criteria. Such a Cominittee, which woiild be in the nat'ure of a 

permanent committee of the Board like its Examinations Committee or Recogni

tion Committee etc., would also be entrusted with the task of classification 

of institutions*

97. District Selection Committee for teachers.

(i) It is also felt that the a ssociation of the Inspector in granting 

approval for appointments has not proved effective, and has also complicated 

the procedure of selection. There is first a Selection Committee which makes 

selection and after that is done the papers have to be sent to the Inspector 

for his approval. The entire procedure takes about a month and if time

for advertisement etc, is also accounted for it takes a good part of two 

months to make appointments. We have already suggested that Category 

Institutions should form their o\m procedure in this regard^ as for other 

Institutions the District Selection Committee may be created to replace the 

initial Selection Committees for teachers and the procedure of approval by 

the Inspector be d one away v/ith*

The lUstrict Selection Committees for teachers may consist of:-

One I'knager appointed by the Director - Chairman.

Tvjo Principals appointed in order of seniority and by rotation, 

and Manager and Principal/Headmaster of the Institution concerned.

(ii) There will have to be several such District Selection Committees

for teachers in a District, It is estimated that one selection committee may

cater for 30 institutions and a second selection Committee may be formed if

the number of Institutions in a lUstrict exceeds 30 - and a third 

Committee if this number exceeds 90, The area in which each Selection 

Committee will operate vdll have to be d elindted, T'Jhere more than one 

Selection Committe^are formed the nomination shall have to be confined

to the Institutions of the area for which the Committee is formed. If a 

Principal in whose institution teachers are to be appointed is already an 

"appointed" number, another Principal next in the order of seniority shall 

be appointed in his place when the selection of teachers of his Institution 

is being made. Principals appointed in such stop-gap arrangement shall not 

lose their t'um for a full-term appointment. All the appointments to the
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Selection Cormiiittees niay be made for a period of one year comencing on 1st 

of April eveiy year.

(iii) In devising a nachinary for the appointnents of teachers, we 

I'ja.nt to emphasise the need for king .some effective provision for the 

transfer of teachers. We think that the e^dstence of an affective power of 

transfer is a pov/erful administrative as well as a corrective influence* 

Easier facilities for transfer woiild be beneficial both to the teachers 

as well as the managements, A maladjusted teacher vdll find great relief in 

transfer and it is an accepted fact that the problem of human adjustment 

operates in a very delicate, sensitive and complex manner, V^ny prolarlems in 

the teacher-principal or teacher-manager or principal-manager, relationship 

arise out of maladjustment betvreen two individuals. If that were not so, 

a person working with a creditable recorddf service over a number of years 

could not suddenly become so inefficient and inapt as to warrant disciplinary 

action of an extreme nature against him. Yet this is precisely v/hat we have 

seen to happen in many cases. Facility for e-asier transfer vdll go a long

vjay in rehabilitating the teacher/principal concerned, and will provide him 

an opportunity foiji'/arding off frustration. We therefore, recommend that the 

District Selection Gommittee while naking appointments shall consider all th( 

transfer applications from the teachers which will be invited earlier 

through their respective managements. The teachers so transferred will,gat 

the salary which they would have got had they not been transferred. In this 

way it is hoped that facility for transfer vdthin the lUstrict may become 

.smoother than before. Inter-district transfers vdll of course be permistt 

ble as at present.

(iv) Vfhile making the above recommendations for revising the procedure 

of selection ot teachers, a viev/ v/as expressed that the procedure may work 

harshly for some institutions. There may be cases in which an institution 

may have a feeling that through some bias or prejudice on the part of some 

member of the Selection Comjidttee, the right type of selection may not be 

possible in that particular institution. We feel, however, tha.t such cases 

may be extremely rare. However, the possibility of their occui'ence cannot be 

wholly ruled out. We therefore, suggest that such institutions viiich may
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harbour such feeling against any Selection Committee, may be permitted to 

opt for the existing procedure which is prescribed for the appointments of 

teachers.

98. Selection Committees for Principals/Headinaaters.

The Principal of an institution is an important functionary on 

whom depends to a very large degree, the“ tome and quality of the School* It 

is,therefore, important that the selection of the principal or the headmastel 

should bd made v/ith great cacre, VJe would have welcomed the idea of "provinclc 

lisation" of these posts and suggested that a separate study be undertaken 

to go into this question. For the present hov/ever, wê v̂rould suggest that the 

appointment of the Principals and the Headmasters should be made through 

the State Public Service Commission. A doubt \m.s expressed that appointment 

through such a procedure may kill the incentive which at present is locally 

available to say, the Headmaster of a junior high school or a senior assistar 

master in a secondary school in building up and upgrading the institution in 

the hope that v;hen his effoi^is succeeded he may be appointed as a Headmaster 

or a Principals. There is no doubt that services rendered by such prospectiw 

incumbents have been considerable in many cases. We feel, hovrever, that the 

State Public Service Commission would surely take into consideration any 

good work rendered by an applicant in assessing his merit. Besides, vre are o 

the opinion that the advantages in the proposal f^r outvjeigh any deficienci® 

that may be there.

99. (i) It is a universally recognised fact that the success of any 

scheme of educational reform must depend upon the teachers. Even if the 

question of providing attractive grades to enable men and women of quality 

to enter the profession, must await its turn in the priorities determined 

in the Five-Year Plans it can atleast be ensured that the best among the 

available lot is recruited as teachers. It is necessary for this purpose to 

see that the selection is fair and the conditions of service are honourable 

and not dependent on arbitrary acts of the educational authorities of the 

Institutions, The Burnham Committee in England the Committee to ;iT:jgotiate 

salaries etc, of teachers - has proved itself an effective macliinary for 

ensuring fair deal to the teachers and has the ^representatives of the Local
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Educatioml Authority, the teachers and the Government on it. It is hoped

that these l>Lstrict Selection Comirdttee, in due course of time, will fulfil 

some of these functions. It is also clear that the relationship between the 

teacher and the management cannot be of the type of ordinary employer- 

employee relationship. It is a relationship based on 111

each operating in his respective fi^ld of activity, 'Hae position obtainable 

in England in this regard has been summed up by Alexender as followsJ-

"Here ( the Burnham Committee )^is perhaps the best example of 
the I'iinistry of Education the Local Education Authorities and the 
teachers acting together in the administration of the education 
service. The Secretariat of the Ministry, the Secretariat of the 
Authorities Panel, the Secretariat of the Teacher Panel act togeth
er in their respective capacities relating to this matter, ensuring 
that the great partnership in education operates effectively. For 
it must never be thought that the approach to these problems is 

- Merely by the fact that Local Education Authijrities are the employ
ers or that the teachers are the employees or that the Mnister ha- 
the ultimate power to reject the recommendations which the Burnhaiii 
Committee may make".

In his comnientry on the Education Act of 1944, HiC* I'tent has said:-

Appointment and dismissal are naturally subjects of vital concern 
to the teachers, but thanks to our tangled educational history, it

has often been far from clear where Hay the ultimate power to appoj 
and dismiss",

(ii) The problem of teacher-management relationship therefore has to 

be viewed in a different perspective and vith the suggested role cf the 

District Selection Committee or the approval of the Inspector etc, in 

avra.rding punishment to the teachers of institution other than of Category *A’ 

Institutions v̂/e donot necessarily have to look for the parallel of the 

’Appointing Authority’ and the employer-employee nexus as in Government 

Service or trade and Industrial Employments, It is this pious relationship 

a partnership in cooperation - between the managements and the teachers that 

was also emphasised in the Second Narendra l^va Committee Report which decrit 

the attitude of being "employers" as taken by some managements toi;ards 

teachers in their Institutions* The Committee observed:

"Though the Schools exist for children, it is an universally 
accepted fact that no Institution can ;^rk efficiently unless the 
teachers working there have the peace of mind and spirit, and are 
able to give their best in the delicate task of educating the 
young. And these necessary conditions can be created only if 
the teachers enjoy the fixity of tenure and th^sense of security 
in service. It is painful to rl^mark that tn good many Institutions- 
interests of the teachers v/ith regard to their appointmoit, increii
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promotion and leave, etc, have not been safe-giiarded. The one most 
important factor responsible for this sorry state of affairs is 
the unfortunate attitude of some committees who very often consider 
themselves as the employers and the teachers as their employee. Andj 
as if  in ansv/er to such an attitude, a counter tendency has also 
been visible among the teachers to bind themselves into an associa
tion on the lines of the labour Unions. It should be understood thal 
an Educational Institution is not a factory or a work-shop where 
the management and the teacher should bind themselves into opposite 
camp actuated by the Principles of Capitalism on the one hand and 
trade Union on the other, but an Educational Institution should be 
looked upon and fostered as a partnership which is to be run in 
cooperation and mutual goodwill by the management and the teachers 
in the best interest of the developient of the children entrusted tc 
their care".

100. Categorisation of Institutions, exempting category Institutions

from the operation of certain restrictions, and imposing of those restrictions 

only where the managements have been unable to achieve their objectives fully, 

are in our opinion, important logical step that are missing in the existing 

set up. Thus from practically no restrictions on Category - ’A‘ Institutions 

to the imposition of restrictions in regard to appointments through District 

Selection Committee and prior approval for disciplinary action against 

teachers and then on to the vdthdrav/1 of r ecognition and the appointment of 

an Authorised Controller in extreme cases, we provide for gradual tightening 

of control and that too onlyvrhen the managements have shovm their onn inabli^ 

tffi set iihings right. And this is as it ought to be. It m s the complete 

omjnission of the first step that vjas responsible for much of the criticism oi 

t^e existing Amendment Act,
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GRAMT - IN - AID

101. (i)The policy in regard to grant-in-aid to private managements has

been a source of controversy fVom the very beginning of its institution

i'"*
starting ijith the l^spatch of 1854. It vas a natoxral "corollary of the

r

Doctrine of State Withdravjal" from the field of Education enterprise.

The tvjo motives of State v/ithdraval v;ere| the East India Company's unwilling* 

ness and inability to shoulder directly the entire financial liability of 

Secondary education and the influence of the missionaries liho vjttnted to 

have complete control of education. Perhaps a third factor that might 

have influenced the decision in the Despatch vra.s the Nineteenth Gentvay 

siarge of:&.ith in Europe in the doctrine of laissez faire.

(ii)The first vra.r of Indian independence, of 1857 brought a change in 

the grant-in-aid policy in that the Missionaries v/ere discouraged from 

the field of educational enterprise in India, and, that in 1858 the Royal 

Declaration proclaimed its ’ strict religious neutrality’ mth the people 

of India, A direct resiilt of this declaration ims an encouragement to non-

Govemmental educational bodies and a little liberalization of financial 

assistance to them. It further brought out the significance of peoples* 

participation in educational enterprise v/ith the Governmental agencies to 

achieve the best results.

(iii) By 1882, the private enterprise in education had become a 

stable factor. It vjas accepted ’as a means of spreading Secondary Education 

among the people in a short period and at a comparatively lovj cost', "The 

( Indian education ) Gomrdssion, therefore, recommended that Secondary 

Education should, as far as possible, be provided on the grant-in-aid basis 

and the Government should vjithdraw, as early as possible, from the direct 

management of secondary schools".

(iv) The Secondary Schools started springing up slov/ly to\̂ ?ards the 

last quarter of the 19th Centnny. The abroad and generous minded among the 

landed aristocracy and the "mlers of princely states opendd a fev: schools. 

In 1886 in U.P. there were 24- private schools and 25 Government school^



In 1902 the number of private schools rose to 67 as against 34 Government 

Schools and in 1921 to 129 as against 55 Government schools* This vas the 

time when the present Board of High School and Intermediate Education T«/as 

established. Since then the number of Government Schools remained practically 

stationary 56 in 1937 and 60 in 194-71 but there \-ias a. graduaji^increaffe in
La

the number of private schools vjhich rose to 203 in 1937 and^355 in 1947,

There vrere other emotional factors also at vrork. Nationalism in the pre- 

Independence era contained a high emotional urge and induced many a patriot 

to open schools for education for mass avra,kening, 'Popular political leaders 

were associated uith them, and their appeal for financial assistance vjas 

alvjays well responded. Besides this, there v;ere a fev/ nationalists yho creat-r 

ed trusts and opened schools for general mass - av;akening and made it a con- 

flition in their deed that the Institution would not receive any grants from 

the Government, A number of charitable trusts and endoments as also religioV 

movements like the Arya 3amaj, and certain castes and communities, all came 

into the field of education and, though, unfortunately, narrov; and sectarian, 

they did contribute to the spread of education. The demand for education T«ra.s 

already there, and, vra.s ever grov/ing,

(v) There was a mighty upsurge in the number of schools in the post 

independence period. The number of Secondary schools rose fl*om 431 in 1947 

to 2018 in 1965, The Government Institutions, v/hich were 60 in 1947 (plus 15 

girls’ Institutions) have m.ultiplied to 173 in 1965 including girls' schools. 

They liave . thus more than doubled, while the private schools have gone up by 

a little less than five times,

(vi)^^ith the rise in the number of secondary Institutions, the 

amount of Government aid has also risen considerably. In fact, theie has 

been a good deal of "liberalisation" in the assessment of grant , I'/hile 

in 1947 , 291 private shhools were on the grant-in-aid list, this number 

now in 1965 has risen to 1780, Thus vrhile nearly 67,5 % Institutions were

in receipt of the Government grant in 1947, the percentage of such Institutic 

nov7 is nearly 88 %, It is entirely within the competence of the Government 

to give aid to all the private schools \athin a couple of years of their 

"recognition", I'/hile it is obvious that greater and greater share in the
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expenditure on Secondary Education is being borne by the Government and that 

there has been sizeable increase in the budgetary provision on this account , 

it is also true that the old resources of financial help from the atristocra<5

the bussiness clan and the philonthropists have been rapidly dryingj The 

result is that the Institutions have to depend more and more on Government 

grants and, therefore, the liberalisation policy adopted by Government is 

the only alternative left in the circumstances not only to maintain the 

Institutions but to improve their qualities as well*

102. We have traced the history of the grant-in-aid policy ftom the 

Despatch of 1854, Though there had been a few sporadic attempts at
C-'

liberalisation of grants, the formula for the aid remained by and 

almost constant since its inception right through a Centiny . It \ias in 

1954--55, that the Government raised its share of meeting the cost of annual 

increments accruing to the teachers from -Jth to l/3rd. Again, in 1956-57, 

the Government raised its share on this account from l/3rd to -J- and then

again from to -|- in 1957-58. From 1957-58, the D.A. rates for teachers of 

aided schools was revised and the Govemm.ent nade its o\m contribution to it 

on increasing scales. From 1962-65, the D.A. fees v/ere doubled aad both 

income and expenditure on account of D.A. to teachers vrere treated as an 

’’approved expendltiire" for the assessment of grant. From 1964^65, the entire 

principle underlying assessment of grant ms modified. The broad features of 

this modification were:-

(a) Difference between the actual expenditure and the actual approved 

income of the previous year, or the entirely approved expenditure of the 

previous year which ever is 3e ss, plus

(b) 4th of the cost of the annual increment to the staff during the 

assessment year, plus

(c) 3 % of the maintenance grant actually given in the previous year 

( for normal development ).

103. lanageaents* lUfficulties and their solution.

(i) Though the Government have been sensitive towards its responsibili

ties for sharing increased expenditure on Secondary Education and it has bee] 

making incfeasing budgetary allocation on this account, the method and systej
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of calculation and assessment cannot be said to have given the managements 

entire satisfaction. There is a feeling among them that sufficient discretion 

has been provided to the assessing authorities in determining ’actual’ 

expenditure. Besides such an assessment being confined to the office files, 

is not open to them and they are not av/are of the items of expenditure that 

they have been disallowed. The managements, therefore, have to \-jait till the 

very last to adjust their budgets and even then they do not knovr how their 

grant has been assessed for the amount sanctioned to them.

(ii) Besides this a feeling seems to have grov/n rightly or vrrongly, 

that the Department is not able to meet all the committed charges on the 

various items of grant like the reimbursement of fees etc. ov/ing to short or 

inadeqmte budgetting and thei‘efore it has to resort perforce to manipulations 

in assessment. This matter needs looking into. We expect that v/ith a little 

more ’ open’ assessment it nay be possible to win over the confidence of the 

managements in this direction,

(iii) The policy of decentralisation recently introduced in sanctioning 

various grants needs to be extended to the assessment and sanction o:  ̂recurr

ing grants also. This must, however, accompany the sanction of adequate and 

competent staff for the Regional as well as the l>Lstrict Offices, which vdll 

be called upon to perform increased work. We m.ay like to caution that if . . 

adeqmte staff is not available for this purpose, there is no likelihood of 

any improvement through our proposal and the things may go even worse,

(iv) The proformas and the forms for the various grants may also be 

examined to see if they could not be simplified. We are informed that compli

cated and complex nature of inquiries in some of the proformas cause deHay in 

their submission and in sonB cases of non-recurring grants, even act as a 

source of discouragem.ent to the institutions from sending their applicationsc 

This may be looked into,

104-. Principles That Should Govern the Assessment.

(i) The feelings of the managements apart, there are a fev; difficulties 

that are inherent even if the assessment is made objectively. There is no 

incentive to the better schools. In such a formula of assessment of grant, as
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is current, those vrith soimf̂ .er income from their endoi-mients and other sources 

v/ould get lesser grant than the Institutions contributing only the barest

[tV
minimum for the purpose. Thus the incentive*treating more incoue by trusts 

and endoment etc, is lost. Secondly, vjhen the Institutions knov/ that they 

are to get the difference of the actual expenditure they \d.ll not feel the 

necessity to economise even on avaoidable items of expenditure. Thirdly, in 

so many vjays, it is the better type of Institutions which are likely to be 

assessed unfavourably com.pared to those schools not providing adequate 

facilities,

(ii) It \-jill be clear from, the above, that there is a necessity for 

categorisation and classification of institutions for the purpose of grant- 

in-aid as'much-as for othor purposes as already suggested by us. Uniform set 

of rules applied indiscretely and subjectively, should not, in our opinion, 

govern the assessment of grant, A provision is reported to have been made in 

the current financial year for the "efficiency grant". This efficiency grant 

could be related to the category that the institution earns. Norms for 

determining "actual" expendit^jre on various items should also be different 

for different categories of Institutions,

(iii)Besides the above provision, institutions of ‘A’ category and those 

that are "accredited", may be allowed to charge higher fees upto the maximum 

of double the rates prescribed for other schools. The oihanced fees may be 

utilised for giving better salary and grades to the members of their staff.

It may however, be made clear that increased cost :* due to enhancement in 

salaries will have to be borne by the institutions from fees or from their 

o\m sources and >it will not count as "an approved" expenditure in assess

ment of their grants,

(iv) ^efferent rates of fees are prescribed for classes VI^ VII and VIII 

in the Junior High Schools run by the local bodies and in other schools. We 

recommend that this discrepancy must go and not only should the rates of fee:" 

be same but the minimum qualifications of teachers in the two types of schools 

shouI,d also be similar.

(v) Further, we vdsh to point out that all recurring grants including
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the reimbursement grants must be available to the institutions quarterly in 

advance.

(vi) The Comjnittee also examined the question of utilisation of the 

balance in the account of the various fees that is left at the end of the 

year after meeting the recurring cost on these items. The Committee agrees 

to a suggestion that the balance of-fue4» excluding of the refreshment

fee may be transferred to the ‘maintenance fund’ of the institution after

the end of each financial year,

105, Non-recurring grant - Non-recurring grants have also been

increasing^ judging,^ both from the number of schools that are b enefited 

by it as well as from the ]a r^er amount per unit of these grants being 

available. There has been in recent years a realistic increase in the amount 

vjhich very rarely -̂®nt into four figures about a decads ago, VJhile such a 

developm.ent is v7elcom.e and is a step in the right direction, we, however, 

woiild like to point out tlmt the idea of ’matching’ grant has not v/orked in

practice. It has given rise, in quite a feu cases, to mal-practices of vario' 

kinds. VJhile the idea of an "outright" grant may have certain administrative 

and practical difficulty, it has also to be realised that the sources which

fc-. K/y
made such contributions in the past have been drying up. Permitting the ; 

of development fee from this year \70uld enable the institutions to nake 

certain collections. These can go towards meeting the "managements" share" 

of the ’matching grant’ . The rate of other fees allowed to the Institutions 

may also be assessed afresh so that it can be dove-tailed to the actual 

requirements which are bomd to change v/ith the changing price level. An

instance is the existing lovj rate of science fees,

106, Need for a Proper Planning,

Before leaving the subject of grant-in-aid, we vfould like to

emphasise the necessity of a proper coordination between the financial 

resources available and the demands made on them. For instance, increase in 

in the number of new schools providing science and agriculture courses in 

the existing schools would have to be geared to the grants available to us 

for the purpose. Unless this is done the standards of education are bounfi 

to ĉo dov/n, We cannot afford tliis, I^lt must be called on the falling
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standards in our schools and one of the vra.ys by v/hich this can be done is to 

restrict the grovrbh of the weaker and the unrequired institutions. In short, 

financial resources must be utilised to the maximum and not allowed to be 

dissicipated through meagre distribution among a number  ̂ larger than is 

absolutely necessary.

107. CONCLUSION -

I'Jhile increasing expenditure is being incurred on grant-in-aid 

to secondary schools and more and more schools are being benefited by it, 

there is the need of a more rational policy in regard to the rules for 

assessment of the grant-in-aid. It is suggested that the Institutions may 

be categorised on some objectively based criteria and that a ssessm en t  of 

actual expenditure as well as the calculation of "efficiency grant" should be 

based on the category that an institution earns. The requirement o f  

’m.atching grant’ has not worked satisfactorily in practice. The Institutions 

may be allowed to build up some funds from the fees etc, which should be 

admitted tovrards their matching contribution for the non-recurring grants. 

Control and check should be exercised on the new Institutions coming up 

and on the old Institutions desiring to open S(Siencfeific and a g r ic u l t u r e  

groups. Efforts should be made to utilise resources to the maximum benefit 

and they should not be allowed to be dissicipated through inadequate 

distribution among a number larger than is absolutely necessa^.
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter IV«

!• Education upto the end of the Secondary stage should be

viewed as one complete v/hole* There should therefore be 

one composite body responsible for determining the contents 

of education, the educational objectives and the Syllabi and 

courses from the earliest stage of education to the end of the 

Secondary Stage. ( Para nage 22 )

2 . The First level Education should extend upto the

end of 11 years and may comprise parent education (0-3 years),

Nursery education (3-6 years) and primary education (6-11 years)
(Para 17 page 23)

3. Classes VI,VII and VIII must be completely integrated 

with the Board of Secondary Education comprising its Junior 

High School Section. ( Para IB (i)^ -page 24 )

4. Examination at the end of class VIII which would 

synchronise with the termination of the compulsory age of 

schooling under the Constitution may be gradually transformed 

int# a terminal public examination. The courses must be 

enriched and expanded to form a terminal stage of compulsory 

education. ( Para IB (iv )» -page 24 ) •

5 . A seven year ( class VI to XII ) integrated and intensi

fied course in general education, must be conceived to provide 

a terminal as well as preparatory nature of Courses and it

must have a core of “General Education” . ( Para 19(11) and (i il )
page 25"!'

6 . Diversification of Courses, as at present, have not 

achieved the object they were expected to fulfill and in return 

has weakened educational efforts. ( Para 20(i)« page 26 ) .

7* ’̂ General Education” should be separate from vocational

or industrial education - the latter being the concern of 

Depatifaents/ organisations dealing specifically with that type 

of education. Diversification should be provided in separate



sciiools and the multi-purpose type schools are not favoured. 

There may be a provision for changing over from ‘ technical* 

to ’̂ general education’̂  at appropriate levels necessary 

training.( Para 20 (iii) pages 27-28 ) .

u. General Science should ultimately form a part of the

core for the students of the Humanities group and ‘̂ Social

Science" a part of the core for the Scientific group students.
C Para ,20 Civ)^ pa^e 28)

Chaipter V,

9. America has launched a unique programme for the prescri

ption of Curriculum for schools. This has given a new 

dimension to Curriculum making and text-book writing. It is

a team v/ork where the top-most subject - specialist has to 

play a prominent part in regard to what should be taught and 

hov7. C Para 22 oc 25, pages 50-51 )

10. It is necessary for Curriculum making that resources

and talents should be discovered on a national basis, as it

is the top- most subject specialist who can deliver the goods,
( Para 22 (iii>,-page 52 )

11. Curriculum revision can be centralised and must be so.

Topmost experts who devise syllabi and text - books etc. can

produce better instructional material than a local teacher.
C PAra ,25 ( i i ) , page 51 )

12. Curriculum making in Russia, France, and Japan is highly 

centralised. Rencent trends in England and America also 

establish the superiority of a centralised Curriculum - making 

system. ( Para 25Civ), page 5 2 ) .

15. There is a lack of coordination between the different

agencies who have been entrusted with the ta^k of Curriculum -

making at different levels of education, which results in

duplication of efforts, overlapping and other defects.
( Para 25 page 56 ) .

14. An independent, autonomous organisation on the lines of

a Corporation may be set up which should be responsible for
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Gurriculum making and text-book writing from the elementary

onv/ard to the end of the Secondary level of education, "
( Para 29, pages 58 - 59 )

15. Modern trends discount the feeling expressed in certain 

quarters that the students and teachers should be le{fft free 

to choose books etc. The conception of text-book writing has 

undergone a complete revolution^ and the old practices in this 

regard have become out of date. C Para 50, page 59_).

16. Only the very best of persons ^nd the most competent 

among them should be asked to embark on the task of Curriculum 

making. ( Para 51 (i ) , page 40

17. We will have to discretelly determine what to take from

the contents of the Curriculum set in different countries and

what to reject, depending on out own requirements.
 ̂ Para 51 (ii)^ page 40 )•

Chapter VI,

18. External examinations have a place in the system of 

education and have come to stay^ That being so a reform in 

the system is all the more necessary* ( Para 55% page ^ }).

19. The unreliability and inadequacy of the present 

examination needs to be removed ( or minimised ) .  Short answer- 

objective type of questions alongwith the traditional types 

can bring this about. ( Paras 54, pageAli).

20. The objective type of questions are an ansx-/er to the 

grov/ing number of students that are coming up the world over. 

The defects in this system can be considerably minimised by 

setting objective type questions alongwith the traditional typ

es in separate papers. ( Para 55, pages 4'^V 4^^.

21. Adopting of the objective types of questions alongwith 

the essay-type of questions in different papers is recommended. 

It may be necessary to set a Board of Examiners instead of the 

present practice of a H ead-Examiner in a paper. Remuneration 

for paiET - setting will have to be considerably increased- An
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establishraent of an examination cell in the office of the 

Secretary is also recommended ( Para 56^ -pages H  ̂  ̂ )»

22* A lower level examination namely ’’the School-leaving 

Certificate” may be instituted for such students as fall in 

only one subject at the High School Examination (Para 57roage^'b

Chapter VII-A>

23* Dates should be prescribed for the various reports and 

other processes required in the movement of applications, like 

the progress reports, other matters and those dates should be 

strictly obse-rved. ( Para 41 CD^ page 51 )

24. A suitable application fee must be charged from

institutions applying for various recognitions(Para 41(ii)
page 51 )

25. Entire time-table of work and the existing dates fixed, 

for the various processes of recognition need to be revised to 

ensure that decision on such applications may be conveyed to 

the institutions about six months before the date when the 

classes are desired to be started, ( Para 41 (iil)^ page 52 ) .

26. School buildings and laboratories should be planned in 

such a manne^r that building material that is scarce is reduced 

to the minimum if not eliminated altogether,(Para 42(i)>page

27. Requirement^ for scientific equipment are out of date and 

need to be worked out afresh. Indigenous and other cheaper and 

better articles available now need, to be included in these 

requirements. ( Para 42 (i ) , page 55

2 8 .(i)Recognitions should be granted only when it is ensured 

that all the conditions have been fulfilled satisfactorily.

(ii) The Endowment and the Reserve Fund need to be reduced 

to the limit of Rs.5000/- and Rs.7000/- for the High School and 

the Intermediate College, respectively.( Para 42(ii)^page 55 )

29. Pledging of funds in the designation of the Inspecting 

Officers should be done away with ( Para 42 (ilD .page b/A •
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30* There should be a check on the transfer of furniture5 

building, library books and other material from an Intermediate 

College to a Degree College, ( Para 42 (iv), pages 54»-55 ) .

Chapte-r VII-B,

31. There is a decline in the quality and standards of 

education. Besides a large percentage failing at the Board’ s 

Examinations j an overwhelming number pass in the third division,., 

This reflect the poor quality of education imparted in our 

schools. C Paras 45 Sc 44^ pages 56-57 ) •

32. The Universities Commission 1949 had remarked about the

poor quality of Intermediate Colleges in U.P. and the rapidity

V7ith which the High Schools were upgraded into Intermediate

Colleges without adequate staffj accormnodation and equipment.

According to the Commission5 the worst sufferers in the process

are the abler students who have to pass four years of their

impressionable age in inefficient and uninspiring schools,
( Para 45, nages 57-58 )

33. Efforts have been made to raise standards or to prevent 

their downvrard trend, but it is a stupendous task and requires 

concerted efforts. Existence of low standards over a period

of time, unforfltinately, lends recognition to those low 

standards, ( Para 46 aî ^̂ ’page 59 )

34. In granting recognition to Institutions scrupulous aare 

should be taken to see that the barest minimum of conditions 

are fulfilled before classes are started. If larger number of 

students are coming up for studying in the Scienc^ific group, 

selection for admission on merit must be resorted to, but the 

number of available seats must be according to the strength of 

the staff, laboratory equipment etc. (Para 47(^i), pages 59-60 )

35. International standards of school achievement are on the 

rise, and we cannot permit the downward trends to continue. On 

the quality of students that the schools produce will ultimate-
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ly depend the utility and usefulness of the higher centres of

learning like the Technical Institutes, the Engineering

Colleges5 the National Research Laboratories and the like#
( Para 47 (ii)#page 61 )•

36, Vie have more schools that are teaching Science that shou

ld be necessary. While all-India figure for schools teaching 

elective Science is 43 ^ we in UiP, have provision for Science 

in 83 ^ of our schools. While only 40 ^ of the regular students 

offered Science at the High School Examinations of 1965, the 

facility for teaching this group of subjects is provided in 

83 ^ of schools. This results in dissijjption of resources, both

financial and human and pulling dowi cf standards*
C Para 47 (iii)^ page 62 ),

37* It is necessary to take a bol^ and firm step in regard to
IT

the policy for recognition of schools so as/improve 

standards in schools. If we donot acfhie'tfe this, the consequences 

can be disastrous - for the survival of the nation it has been

recognised5 depends upon the quality of the Schools in the

Country, ( Para 47(iv)  ̂ -page 62

38, All India figures of the ratio of the existing high schools

to the Higher Secondary Schools ( excluding ff.P, ) come to

36: 100 in U,P, this ratio of High Schools in relation to the 

Intermediate Colleges is 100 t 117 - even though the Intermedi

ate standard is a year ahead of the Higher Secondary. We have 

thus been far too generous in raising our High Schools to 

Intermediate Colleges, and our percajpita expenditure on educa

tion being lower t h ^  the All India - average, the standards 

of these Intermediate Colleges is bound to be low. Our High 

Schools are thus being converted far too rapidly into Interme

diate Colleges, without a chance for consolidation and the 

res lilt is the rapid growth cf inefficient and ill-equipped

schools, T Jiere is a need for consolidating our position now.
( Para 48, pages 63-64 )

39, ’’General Science*' should be made a permissive optional ip
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for the students of the Humanities group - ultimately to form

a compulsory core subject for this group as facilities for

laboratoryj teachersj equipment are available# The weaker

students and those having no aptitude for advanced Science

will be preventi^- from pursuing the full Scine-ce Course if

an alternate course of General Science is available to them

to moot their requirements. This tendency? was noticeable when

the couTses for General English and General Hindi were started

recently. Even the brighter boys would come back to the

Humanities group which they had been deserting of late*
( Para 491 'pages 64>»66 )

40, There is no experimental work in Science aji High Schools

and where it is undertaken it is of extremely low standard.

This needs to be improved, ( Para 50j page 67 ).

41, Introduction of S-cience Practical from the High School

E-xamination of 1968 is a step in the right direction. The

first few years of this examination are vital for they will

set the pace for the future. It is important, therefore} that

adequate steps are taken right now to see that proper standards

are set at this examination and that it is not allowed to

degeneratej^ into a few set of experiments to be repeated by the

whole class, for this will affect the quality of the practical

work to be done in the laboratory in future years*
( Para 51 Ci) ijage 67 ) ,

42* The schools should be asked to purchase I ,S ,I ,  quality-

mark equipments only in respect of those articles for which

this qualitymark has been given. This should be insisted upon

from those Institutions which are given the equipment grant,
( Para51 (il ) , page 68 ) ,

45, It is hoped that increased provision will be forthcoming

in successive plans for the Inservice Diploma Course of Science

Toachers ( Para 51 ( i i i ) < page 68 ),

44. The standards B,Ed. degrees in sone of the affiliating 

Universities donot oone upto the required level. Attention of
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the affiliating Universities running these classes in their 

affiliated Colleges is invited -to the need of exercising 

greater control-and scrutiny on the standard of teaching and 

to the need of providing adequate requirements as essential pre

requisites for permission to these classed, (Para 52>'page 69^

45i Refresher Courses for teachers should be arranged 

regularly and attendance in these courses every five years or 

soj should enable a teacher to earn an advance increament or 

such other advantage. Mutual exchange of teachers among the

Universities and the Colleges is recommended.
C Para 52 (ii)> -page ^69)

46. Professional Associations and Societies of teachersj

principals etc. should show greater awareness and make academic

contributions to inspire and guide other teachers*
i xRgE5cx&(2a:xjaaggxg2x3c.C Para 52 (i ii ) , page 70 ) •

Chapter VIII>

47. The District Inspector of Schools has been entrusted with

so much of work of various sorts that he has very little time

left for his professional duties of providing technical

assistance to the Institutions and teachers. The work in the

Inspectorate 5 thereforej requires reorganisation.
( Para 55. pages 72-74 ).

48. The Inspectors should be able and willing to provide 

leadership in education, as is being done in other progressive 

countries. The Inspectors, in order to fulfil their role, must 

be provided with adequate and competent assistance in the 

office which should take over most of the routine work from him 

and leave him free for other work* There should also be free 

and uninhibited mobility between the training and research 

Institutions and the inspectorates ( Para 54^ page 74-77 )•

49. In-service training of InspectoiPs, educational adminis

trators and Heads of Institutions is assential. This should 

enable them not only to bring their professional knowledge
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uptodate but also help them to develop proper attitudes*
( Para 55  ̂ pages 78^81 ) i

50, Every Inspector, particularly one recruited through 

direct selection, must be required to undergo two years 

Principalship of an Intermediate College before being posted 

as a District Inspector of Schools.(Para 55(lv)> page 81 )*

Six

Chapter IX>

51, here is a need of establishing some ’̂pace-setting” 

Institutions, which should be given some freedom of 

experimentation* ( Para 61. page 84 ),

52, A common examination upto High School stage may be 

arranged for the accredited schools*C Para 63^page 85 ),

53, Work on evolving ’̂ evaluative criteria*’ for schools should 

be undertaken as a Joint endeavour of the teachers, training 

colleges, IJniversities, Inspectors and Principals, The 

Institutions applying for ’’accreditation^’ should be judged

by this criteria and the ’’accredited” school should remain

^stfor a period of five years^ nftriTT irfH-in̂ h irihThrn tpr

iifl that pooi'tion, "Itr ouuld eepply aitoiUi,
( Para 68. page 89 )

Chayjter X ,

54, The object of National Planning is the development of 

heavy industries - ”an essential condition of self reliant and 

self-sustained growth” . This naturall;^ will require the best 

trained, the best talented personnel to mait the top-most

posts, such as scientists, engineers^technicians, administrators, 

planners and economists. On the quality of these persons will 

depend the quality of work discharged at the highest level.

It is, therefore, very essential tha± utmost care and attention 

is shown to the education of the specially talented and the 

gifted, C Paras 69.70 and 71i> pages 90"91 )
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55* Special schools should be opened for the specially talen

ted and gifted boys and girls, the number of institutions 

depending upon the funds available for the purpose. The 

students should be admitted t« these schools strictly on 

merit, determined through a one-day 3tate-v;ide selection test 

of such students reading in class VIII as viish to appear for 

the test. All the cost of education in these schools must be 

borne by Government, ( Para 72< page 92 ) .

56, Intermediate Examination ( Advanced le-vel ) may be

started for the students in these special schools.
(■ Para 75 pages 92»^95 ) .

57%. Great concern has been evinced in advanced countries for 

properly nurturing their talent 'ones and to see that such pupiLs 

are properly educated. If it is a problem for advanced 

countries to find enough talent of the highest order it should 

be more so f?ior us and we should give sufficient ths*ought to 

it , C Para 801, 'page lOQlD

%

Chapter X I.

58. The majority opinion recommends that there should be one 

Central Board known as State Bboard of Education whosd function 

should be policy making, coordination with the sub-boards, 

paper setting etc. The rest of the functions should be entrus

ted to various sub-boards to Iffe formed in the manner shown in 

the succedding recommendation. C Para 82t pages 102-105

59, The following sub-boards may be created

(a) A sub-board for Intermediate Examination.

The following sub-boards for High School and Junior 
High School Examination comprising the districts of

(b) Meerut, Bareilly and Nainital Regions.

(c) Allahabad, Agra and Lucknow Regions*

(d) Varanasi and Gorakhpur Regions*
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Notes- Reconiinendation for School Text Book and Curriculum 
Corporation has already been made earlier.

The sub-boards for High School Examination shall also

conduct the Junior High Schoolh-zithin their jurisdiction* The

Boards so created: shall have administrative and fiscal autonomy,
C Para 85 (i) to (v).pages -

105 & 1Q6>
60. The constitution of the various Boards has been drawn""in 

para Sgjfvik -pages I07~to 139 J  •

61. Mechanisation and moderanisation of the processes is

favoured. An Electronic Computer should be tailed at one

Central place for the present till the sub-boards have grown

in experiencie and size to have computors of their own,
( Para 83 (vii) .pageg' 117 ) .

62. Building and equipment requirements of the proposal have 

been worked out. It is further recommended that a ratio of

1 assistant for 1000 candidates may be maintained to cope v;ith

the increasing work of these sub-boards.
( Para 83 (ix) & (^x)^pages 110-112 )

63. The Minority View.

A minority of members have dissociate//themselves from 

the recommendations to 5^. According to thevifcinly one Board 

should be retained vzhichj with mechanization^ reform in examina

tion amd minor adjustments, should be afele to oope with all 

the work for a number of years. They suggest functional 

division of work and agreeing to a separate body for Curriculum 

and Text-Books, They further suggest that a simillar high power 

body should deal with the recognition and accreditation of 

Schools. ( Para 84n pages 112>^116 ) .

64* A State Advisory Council with the Minister of Education 

as Chairman and an eminent educationist as Vice-Chairman and 

including representatives of Vice-Chancellors, Teachers, 

Managements etc, is recommanded ( Para 85^ page^ 13^ ) .
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Cha-pter Xl,l.

6 5, The working of the Intermediate Education toendment Act,

1958 has not given complete satisfaction to the teachersj the

Department and the Government, while the managers have felt

bitter about some of the provisions in the enactment,
C Paras 8 6 .187 & 88, pages 118 to 122 )

66. Some of the main defect in the worldng of the Act have 

been enumerated, ( Para 92^ pages 122*^125

67. It would not be possible to make the objectives of the 

provisions of the Act achievable by providing common sets of 

rules to govern all institutions. Classifications of Instituti

ons will have to be done on objective criteria and more
t r t ■ f K T  ■Ctx-ir'WW'̂  Û C*

freedom^category, C paras 93-94,pages 124 to 126, )

68. District Selection Committees for teachers should be 

formed for appointing teachers who should also consider trans

fer applications. Institutions not desirous of making appoint

ments through these Selection Committeesj may be permitted to 

follow the existing procedure, ( Para 97<pages 1^7-1^ )

6 9, Appointment of Principals/Headmasters should be made thr

ough the State Public Service Commission.(Para 98,page 129)

70. The teacher-management relationship is a very spe(3ial 

type of partnership and is not to be regarded as the ”employer- 

employee relationship” ( Para 99,pages 129-150 ) ,

Chapter XIII.

71, While increasing funds have been provided by Government

for the distrmbution of grants-in-aid and the manner in which 

\the grant is assessed has not given satisfaction to the 

managements. Some of them feel that they are not getting

even somt-of the committed charges that Government have promised



t - -

to reimburse to them. ( Para 103(i) & (ip^ipages 154*-155

72, The policy of decentralisation introduced recently for

the sanction of grants needs to be e xtended to the sanction

(5f recurring grant also* This must accompany sanction of

necessary and appropriate staff for the Regional and District 

Officer. C Para 103 C i .± ± )  ̂ page 155

73, There is a need for categoriaation and classification

of institutions for grant-in-aid piip-poge, (Para 104(ii) opage 156)

74, Higher category of institutions may be allowed to charge 

higher fees upto the maximum of double the rates prescribed

. for other schools. Enhanced fees may be utilised towards 

payment of higher salary and grades to the members of the 

Staff, C Para 104 (111). page 156 )

75, Foes prescribed in the Junior High Schools of local bodies

should "be the same as those in other schools, '
( Para 104(fvj^ page 13*̂ ? ) ,

76, Balance of all the fees excluding the refreshment fee 

may be transferred to the “maintenance fund” after the end of 

financial year, ( Para 104 (vi) page 157 ) .

77, The idea of ^matching grant* has not worked satisfactori

ly in practice and it has given rise, in quite a few cases, to 

malpractices of various kinds. Institutions should be allowed 

to charge fees for building up their contribution to the 

^Matching Grant*, The rate of other fees that is current need 

to be assessed afresh so that it could be related to the actual 

requirement, ( Para lOd^ page 157 ) .

78, Control and check should be exercised on the growth of

institutions so that we could utilise our meagere resources

most profitably, ( Para 106^ page 151^158 )

109* Before closing our report we wish to express our gratitude

to all those who in various ways have helped our inquiries, 

Various Associations, experienced and retired educationists,______
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principals, teachers and managers have submitted their views 

on the prolslems before us. The Principals ^association of 

Allahabad submitted their views to us in great detail and with 

professional competence. We should like to than.'Kexplicity 

tiiose persons who agreed to associate themselves with the 

various sub-commit tees and particularly Sri R.K* Triipedi who 

inspite of ill-health headed a Sub-committee j the repo^rt of 

which was most valuable to us, Sri S.R.S, Nigam, Chief Inspect

or of Government Offices v/as also kind enough to help us in 

that sub-committee♦ Dr. Harper Jr. by his association with a 

Sub-committee gave valuable advice to us on Examination reform 

and helped us considerably to clear our thinking on the subject. 

We are also indebted to the office of Education Commission set 

up by the Government of India which assisted us by supplying 

valuable literature from tjjne to time, as also to Sri Chandira- 

mani and Sri P.D. Shukla of Education Ministry, Government of 

India and the authorities of the H.G.E.R .T. We are also indebt

ed to the various special Institutions of the Education Depart

ment and their officers for their help and suggestions g'iven to 

us. We have al^^-where given a list of persons/Associations/ 

Organisations ^ o  have sent their views to us.

Dr. Hardwari Lai Sharma devoted considerable amount of 

his time, and bore numerous personal inconveniences in assist

ing the Drafting Committee and our thanks are due to him- We 

also wish to record our appreciation of^skilled assistance 

provided to us by the members of the Staff of the Secretary of 

the Board of High School and Intermediate Education, U.P. who 

inspite of their pressing preoccupations gladly accepted the 

demand put on them, and helped us in completing our work in 

record time which more properly should have taken atleast twice 

as much time. Sri G.C. Srivastava, Director, English Language 

Teaching Institute also rendered a commendable help to the 

Cojmnittee. Our thanks are also due to Sri S.D. Pant who assisted
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us as the Committee’s Secretary for some time, for all the 

facilities that he provided to us in holding the meetings in 

his office. Lastly, Sri P.R. Chauhan, the Member-Secretary of 

the Committee deserves our thanks for organising the work of 

the Committee with great care and thoroughness and for the 

help rendered by him in drafting and preparing'the report.
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Note of diasent bv Sri Vlrendra Swarap.

I have perused the draft report of the Committee and 

have considered its recommendations in'all their respects and 

bearings. Vihile I agree generally with the views expressed in 

the report and also with many of the recommendations made there

in I am afraid I am unable to share the view held by the ,

O
Committee In regard to the organisational set-up of the various 

Boards suggested in the report.

The working of the Board of High School and Intermediate 

Education U.P. all these years has clearly revealed that the 

autonomy these Boards are supposed to enjoy is veritably a myth* 

The entire organisational set up of the Board is controlled by 

the Government and the Directorate of Education, with the result 

that its working is not at all on the pattern of the working of 

any autonomous body even similar to that of the State Universi

ties. Unless the Board is relieved of the influence of bureauc

racy its reorganisation is not likely to inspire much confilenee 

among a vast number of those who are closely concerned with the 

Seccmdary Education In the State,

.1 am afraid the contemplate! move to split the present 

Board into a State Board of Education s a sub-board for Inter- • 

mediate exajriination and three boards for conducting the High 

School and Junior High School Examinations on a regional basis. 

Such a division will Cut at the very root of an uniform pattern 

of Secondary Education in the State and will cause to a consid

erable extent variations of standards in the conduct ®f the 

examinations. Nevertheless, it will have to tee admitted that the 

ever increasing number of examinees in the Intermediate and ’ 

High School Bixaminations being conducted at present by the 

Board have posed a serious problem in many respects. The 

solution, however, offered Is - if implemented will amount to 

a great adverture and its siccogiplishment will be a tremendous
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tasko To risk t’i3 future of the Secondary Education, therefor-e,, 

by an extraordinary revolutionary step would not be an experi

ment v/orth¥hile undertaking. I am, therefore, of the view that 

within the framework of the present set-up of the Board its 

functions should be split up and entrusted to two boards 

independent of each other, viz- a State Board of Secondary 

Mucation for the Intermediate Examination and a State Board 

of Education for both High and JuSchool and Junior High -School 

Examinations. After this has been given a fair trial the same 

pattern in course of time can apply for establishing separate 

boards on a regional basis. In regard to the composition of 

each such board, I would suggest that it should have an eminent 

educationist as its Chairman on a whole-time salaried basis and 

the boards should be completely autonomous in their working, 

with powers to appoint and deal with their own staff. The 

pattern contemplated is' that of an university having complete 

autonomy in its woifeing in all academic matters.

The present composition of the Board vide' section 3 of the 

Intermediate Education Act I'^Sl, as amended, does not'require 

any radical changes. Only the Board may be strengthened by 

providing additional representation to the followings

State Board of Education for Intermediate Examination8-

1, Two teachers of non-Government school, to be nominated 
by the Government.

2, Two managers from the Secondary institutions to be 
nominated by the State Government.

State Board of Education for High School and Junior High 
' School Examinations

1. Two Presidents of the 2ila Pari shad in U.P. nominated 
by the State Government.

I

2* One Mayor of a.'Municipal Corporation in U.P, nominated 
by the State Government.

3, One Chairman of the Municipal Board U.P, to be nominated 
by the State Government.

4, Two teachers of non-Government Schools, one of whom 
should belong to a Junior High School to be nominated 
by the Government.



5. Two managers of Secondary Institutions to be nominated 
by Government. * ■

The existing proviaion in regard to the representation 

of the State Universities on the U.P. Board should be retained 

without any proviso attached to it.

The tern of the Board should be five years as against 

three years at present, to enable the reconstituted boards to 

pursue the policy which they formulate ■ at tlie beginning of 

their term of office,

I have perused the note submitted by Ft. Raj Nath Kunzru 

and I an inclined to the views expressed by him in regard to 

the various other chapters of the report» The drawing up of the 

Ou.rriculum and the prescribing of the text books must remain 

the sole concern of each board itself. Any independent organisa

tion set up for the purpose would make the confusion worse 

confounded.

The Boar1 of High School and Intermediate iiducatioYi 

ever since its inception has made a striking cont*ribution in 

the field of Secondary Education and but for the tremendous 

increase in the number of examinees its reorganisation tould 

not have even been contemplated. It is, therefore, only fair 

that the Committee should interfere in its reorganisation to 

such extent only as is considered absolutely necessary to re

move the difficulties and problems that have crept in. This 

is what was exactly contemplated by the State Government as 

will be evident from the relevant G.O. itself which sets its 

objectives in the following wordss- *

“The Board of High School and Intermediate Education 
Uttar Pradesh, was set up under the U*P, Intermediate 
Education Act in 1921 and has been functioning for the 
last about 43 years without any appreciable change in 
its organisational pattern. During this period 5 there 
has been considerable expansion of secondary education. 
The number of recognised"institutions preparing students 
for the High School and Intermeiiate examinations has 
increased several times and the nijmber of students 
appearing at these examinations has gone up tp about five 
lakhs. This number is increasing every year. This 
phenominal expansion has posed various problems to, 
and has created certain difficulties in the working of
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of the Board which have resulted in lowering its
efii^iericy and slowing the spedd of work. It ha^> the.̂ " e-
fore,bedome urgently necessary to undertake suitable 
steps for making the Boaî d an effective ^ d  efficient 
instrument for the development of secondary Education 
in the State ina planned manner* Improvements have to 
be made wherever necessary in the organisationj functiron
ing j and procedures of the Board to enable it to function 
with greater efficiency and speed.

From the above it will be evident that the Committee was
m

primarily asked to suggest steps for making the present Board 

an effective instrument for the development of the Secondary 

Education in the State in a planned manner. The revolutionary 

and radical changes contemplated in the report, therefore, will

not be in consonance with the intention of.the Government,nor

in conformity with the letter and spirit of the Government 

Order on the subject.

Sd. Virendra Sl̂ â̂ up
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_Note by_Sri_Dgyi Prasad_Mista^

Recoramendations about gifted students ( Chapter X ), Accreditati-^n 

of Schools ( Chapter IX ) and categorisation of private managements,

(Chapter XEV ) will lead to discrimination and segregation and offend our 

national policy of social justice and Equal opportunity. Moreover, they 

will not benefit even those whom we will select for special treatment. They 

will certainly heighten the gap between the fortunate and unfortunate,.

Chapter X.

Education of the Gifted (54,55,56 and 57), It is not easy to define 

the gifted. Even those who rely upon I.Q , differ on cut-off points, Th;.s 

IQ l e T e l  14# was used by Terman, 13# by Baker and Hollingworth, 125 by 

Danialson and Norris and 110 by Bentley, Qsburn and Bohan have suggested 

that children with special artistic and mechanical talents be included 

among the gifted with lowe# IQ, The intelligence tests are losing trust a.ad 

now screening includes Teacher’s judgements, data from achievement teats 

and school records, age-grade placement and various iteTc& indicative of 

physical Social and intellectual maturity.

The Russians do not believe in inborn intelligonce and think 

that IQ by under-ii)aluing the contribution of learning limits the child’s 

chances from the start and so are totally against stre.̂ Liriing and Special sch

ools except for the Handicapped, cadets and artistically gifted, Khrushchov 

in his ’ revisionist’ mo?d wanted to extend the system of special schools 

for the gifted to include scientists well as artists bat his proposal 

was adopted in 19 58.

America, which is enormously rich and can afford all kinds of doubt

ful exj^eriments, has not started special schools on a wide scaLe as there 

is nuch disagreement concerning the means of providing the best education 

to the gifted. Most educationists now advocate acceleration, enrichment, 

ability grouping and several types of special programms for the gifted, 

Accelaration for the giftec^and repeat for the slow are suited to India also#

A developing nation like India should be in search of special 

aptibides and its necessasity is mass and un^vei*ssl. edaoahlvu rather than
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the education of the selected few. Britain which was so proud of its 

public schools is coming round and is spending imre on Technical and 

inodem comprehensive schools. Professor Lauwarys of London Universit;^

is expressing■ the view of modem Britain which is trying to live without 

colonies and empires when he says* —

Selective education, considering only the production of an eliteani 

ignoring the needs .of the masSRs  ̂ does not provide a base broad enough or
V

strong enough to sustain a flourishing .modern economy. Equality of education

al opportunity is not only Just and fair but essential to national success 

and prosperity.

fur education, unleit it is mass in character, cannot atiain our 

Social aims. Professor Nigol Grant of Scotland :̂ .s expressing our nê îds 

when ht says; —

A selective system might conceivably produce the required intelli- 

gfsnts and specialists - though even this is doubtful in an industrial 

society therr has to be a large member of technicians for every technologist 

and post of skilled-workers for every technician, if their work is to be 

at all effective. Consequently education has to raise the entire population 

to 1.S high a level as possible or the training of specialists is bound to 

pit)ve fut'ile in practice*

Selective education proves rery harmful in the end. The French
e.

with their lycef^s and culture suffered badly in the two wars and the

Algiers Education Commission admitted that it was all due to its

selective System of education,

’’The defeat and the tyranny would not have been what they have

been but for the faint-heajrtedness, the default or the treason of the cont-

rolliJtg groups in the n^vy, and army, in politics and finance, in industry

and commerce. Those who could claim to have come from the summit of our

educational sj/stem are those whose cowardice has been most scandalous,”

ĥap_tpr II . Accreditation of Schools, (51,52,53) In most countries

the responsibility for the maintenance standards in secondary education

lies with govarnment agencies. In the U.S.A. this responsibility is divided

among the following agencies j-

(i) State departments of Education (il) lastitJitions of higher
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learning (iii) State associations of specialised schools and (iv) Regional 

Associations of Colleges and sacondary schools*

The need for Accreditation was felt there to save the puMic from 

’’Diploma Mills*’ and their perretration of educational fraud* the rise o;’ 

accrediting bodies with extra-logal control ovor the quality of higher 

education appears to be the blending of two different American sentime.iis- 

First the fear of Governmental interference in the educational affairs 

second the emergence of publ'c belief in the advantages of social livjig.

The U.S.A. is trying to transplant this ŝ ŝtem in other countries sue} as 

ijapan, India and Egypt, Conditions in India totally differ, here thers is 

universally accepted Examination system - High School, Intermediate,",A^ 

and M.A, Inspection and supervision is done by the Education Departrent. 

courses are prescribed by it, arH3 they are accepted and noae mlstrufts ihe 

Government and its machinery. Accordingly neither there is any nee. of 

accreditation nor it will fulfil the aims desired*. What we need actually is 

the reform of Examination and more strict and wide spread systea of '^ffo::uive 

Inspection and Supervision,

In Indian schools, the Principal is the mcst over worked man, he is 

always tied with the office and correspondance and gets; no time either for 

guidance or,^^ervision. The most urgent need to give him a Vice-Principal 

to whom he may delegate his duties.

The standard depends upon teaching and more on the work done by tSie 

students. It is strange that the Committee which recoTimendod the Accredita

tion giving % responsibility to some schools was opposed to the sugges

tion that sone credit should be given to class work and teachcr’s opinion 

in our schools. In Russia students not gett&urg 100 ^ marks in conduct based 

on Work and behaviour, are not allowed to appear at the final examination* 

Here the mistJrust of the teacher is so great that his opinion is never 

taken into account - even when class promotions are made. If this mistrust 

oontiuues the Standard will never rise.

Chapters XII-XIII Intermediate Education jet ('67^75.74') and ftrant în-
Ald.

British rulers did not takj the responsibility of Educating India.
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They opened a High School at the District Headquarters to serve as a 

and left the secondary education to guardians and their leaders but the-̂' 

were honest and confossed their limited aim and responsibility. The policy 

of the National Government has not changed a bit but pretensions and dainis 

are on the increase.

In democracy education is a Government responsibility, private ,  ̂

minority schools are .tolerated on thps ground of diffeient religion and cul_ 

ture and that too on the demaad of th« ♦•ommunities concerned but our prdvat;v 

ly managed schools are altogether different, they are either commercial 

concerns or exist for distril*uting patronage to the relatives or caste- 

people. Political parties own soma to get help in elections, Th^y provid«

So called education at the #»heapest eost and the Govornment takofl the credit; 

But the harm that is being done to tha nation is incalucalable, evils of 

caste, communalism, corruption germinate here and than spread all round t', 

pollute the whole atmosphere and ruin our mental health.

Some managers, knowing that the Government is v;eak and cai nex,e.c 

punish th#se who defy rules and disobey orders, hare decided to oppose 

Act and harass the Teachers, It is strange that the committee has praisoi 

them and has chosen them for special treatment under the plea of categorisa

tion of schools (67) It recommends they should be exempted from the 

provisions of the Act and as if to reward further their spirit of defience 

of the Government orders, it has been suggested in Chapter XIV (73,74) that 

they should get more grant and should lio permitted to charge fees at the 

higher rate. Put it is discrimination pure and simple and not only against 

the spirit of democracy but repugnant to the ideals of Social justice a.id 

equal treatment, . ^

India is a socialist democracy and So it must give equal opportunity 

of Education to all children. Equa^pportunity includes school building, 

equipment Staff and conditions of teaching and service of the Same standard. 

Either schools s^hould be nearer the home or children must get the facility 

of iree travel which they enjoy to day against law.

If it is acoeptod, existing dualism between th© (Jovemment and Non- 

Go vornment schools raUjpt vsurlah without further delay. If the coŝ t is nuch
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it Should be Shared b , the state, Centre and local authority on the patt* 

of toerlca where School districts are different from the administrative

ones and have power to levy Education. Cess, '

NMD.



Sri Nath^Kunzru.^

At the end of Chapter 2:- I shall add the following*- 

Sections 16-A tc 16-1 of the amendment Act do net provide any 

scheme o-f improvement im Education itself. They only confer Dictatorial 

powers, quite unlimited and undefined, mn thfl cffieials mf thfl Eduftntl^^n^l 

Department, It is the limit that they can even make appointments of the 

staff of the Aided institutions of the recognised Institutions even if -ttey 

are not aided. It divests the managements of all authority and powers to 

cintrol their staff* and institutions. It is illogical and in'^pt that the

I
Private managements should thus be divested of res^onable power and 

authority ->f control and made objectly subservient to the officers of the 

Educational Department^ who in their term are invested with unlimited and 

undefined powers*- Such vicious Dyarchy has nowhere succeeded and ftould 

n^t succeed in the present instance. Dictatorship has nowhere sucr^eeded 

and consequently the Dictatorship established by the Amended Act has fail

ed as has been admitted in this report lateri It is the limit rf anxiety 

to bestow unquestioned authority on the official of the Education Departmeht 

that vainly tho juiJoUiotinu of thf=> Courts has been attempted to be 

excluded by the provisions of the amendment Aot and by the Scheme of 

administration the power of adjudication rf civil disputes also have lieen 

conferred on the officials of the Education Department, The position is that 

by a judgement of the Division liench of the High Court section 16-G, 

has now been made ineffective. In the wv i-rI.Q ,>£ Naik Member-

Secre^tary, Education Commission, the act has created an emplx^ 4v̂ T^duoation 

in which not a leaf is permitted to drop without the consent and apprpiral 

of the Department of Education, The natural consequence of such a 

thoughtless policy is that even the good and successful institutions are 

killed and destroyed. Quite naturally the Amended Act has failed to provide 

any solution to any pit>blem, on the oontrary, it has added fresh difficuL- 

ties and problenB as haS been frankly admitted itj this report later.

It will be pertinent to quote the observations made in this 

connection, by the Times of India on June 1, IS60 "Measures of control, how

ever well intentioned, are not a conplete answor. The U.P, and Bihar 

laws involve a m̂ ).jor
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laws involve a major issue of equity. They do not apply to schools 

administered by the religious and linguistic minorities, since these 

Institutions are protected by the constitution irrespective of the merits 

or otherwise of their managements. This means the majority community 

is in a sense victimised on the assumption that tho is

confined only to a f'ertain group of schools. Moreover, it needs 

Surely to be asked whether a general improvement in the system and 

standard of management cannot be brought about by a judicious use by the 

State of the power of supervision and inspection it already enjo^iS. There 

is no assurance of better management in vesting the Government with a wide 

range of arbitrary powers. School management, indeed, will find it difficult 

to function as it should if it is subjected at every time to Government 

control . . . .  This act cannot be juntifiod on the git)und that the schools 

derive the greater parts of their funds from official grants which are on 

the whole insignificant. The atten^jt to in îose the main burden of the 

Se-^ondary Sduoation on private societies and to reduce them to the level 

of official agencies is both inept and unjust* Such a policy cannot possibly 

Solve the main problems by which the Secondary Sducation is beset. Among 

these is the basic one of an appit)priate financial outlay without which 

in the first place nothing can be done. That is the responsibility of the 

State of which the authority should be fully aware*’*

The act has completely failed. It has given satisfaction to no 

quarter* It has done no good, on the Contrary it has done a greate deal 

of hatm and given rise to fresh complications and difficuliies* Ih fairness 

it deserves to be repealed and scraped*

Chapter VII.A. Page 54 and 55 Paragraph 42 (iv )t 

I agree with the cocplaint and the necessity of putting an end to 

the present unwholesome practice. It may not be the Universities which may 

be of help in this connection. It is only the department of Education which 

can take prt)per remedial measures. When a fresh application for a new 

aff:ill.ition is made the pannel of Inspectors generally includes an official 

of th£) Education Department. He can report against the affiliation being 

granted. Moreover, I feel the transfer of property and assets of an
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Internediate College to Degree College should alwa'ys be subject to the 

approval of the Education Departnent. If such approval is not cheaply 

allowed, the Complaint may be removed* In cases in which a transfer without 

approval may be made, the recognition should be possible to be withdrawn 

by the Board,

Chapter VII B. page (51^ ( i i ) ,

%
The I .^ il . quality marked Science equipment is not available in 

the market. At any rate I have enquired and found that in Agra it is not 

available. Unless such equipments can be made available it will be not 

right to insist on its purchase. On what principles and consideration the 

grants for Science under the scheme of Crash Programme are distributed is 

not known. Well established and efficient institutions have failed to 

receive the grant. It is grossly unfair that it is used as a lever for 

imposing the scheme of administration which must go if Education is to 

thrive,

Chaiî ter X.

I am not in favour of the creation of separate institutions for 

the "Gifted*^, At present it is politics alone which influences all our 

activities in every sphere of life. Now where politicians and legislators 

possess such exaggerated influenbe and importance as they do in our Conntry, 

As such it will be difficult to make the selections and confine admia^ions 

to those who are selected on merity i

Chapter

I must oppose officiaL-Chairman being appointed for the Board 

and the Sub-boards, It has been admitted that the Director is nuch too busy 

to devote full attention to the work of the Board which needs whole time 

attention. Only becaused he is considered to be a link with the Government 

and the Department of Education is no sound argument at all for retaining 

him and other officia]^ of the Board in the Office of the Chairman, There 

is need for whole time Chairman being appointed with proper knowledge and 

experience who may be able to offer independent advice and guidance which 

surely lacks in the field of Education in o u r  vStabe. It is not only an 

official Cbaiiman who can constitute a proper link wi(ih the ijoir«mnent and
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the Education Department, but who ever may occupy that position can easily 

fom this link. The Chairman of the Board in Rajasthrn is a non-official# 

He forms this link and gives ample satisfaction with his work. There is, 

therefore, no reason to fear that with non-official Chairman any disaster 

can overtake us. On the contrary I am sure a non-official will he ahle to 

introduce fresh life and vigour in the Board and our Education which are 

badly needed at the present moment. Under official shade proper growth and 

development of Education is never possible. Bureaucracy is the antithesis 

of Educational growth and an official can only think in terms of bureaucra

tic powers and authority whej^e-ever he may be. Iĵ  insist that the various 

Chairman should only be non-officials and the Secretary also should not be 

an official of the Education Department but should be appointed 

in the manner in which the Registrar of a University is appointed.

Undue and unfair importance and pibminence has been given in the 

report to the views of the minority. In fairness and in consonance with 

usual practice the minority should have been allowed to express their 

view by a separate note of their own only. It is wrong and totally un

acceptable argument advanced by the Minority that it is only under 

Government service that the efficiency of the staff maybe expected. This 

means that all Universities and public bodies may be officialised and we 

may not even have a democratic form of Government. I doubt if this kind 

of argument will find acceptance in any quarter. It is not humanly possible 

to control the Education and Examination of 16 or 20 lakhs annually.

On the sub-board for Intermediate Examination there must be two 

managers and two teachers like other boards. There is no reason why in 

this case only the representation of one should be considered sufficient. 

The representation of the Regional Inspectress of girls schools and the 

District Inspector of Schools may if necessary be omitted.

Chapter XII Page 96 para 96.page 126.

There should never be any scheme of administration of the contemp

lated variety. In fact, if is this scheme which has been mainly i*esponsibld 

for acute differences prevailing in the Educational ins t,it<ut ions in the 

present moment. The practical and acceptable way of meeting the situation



will be that the Government may arm itself with proper power and 

authority to step in, in cases in which inspite of warning the officers -of 

an institution may go wrong. Whaterver, may be the view of the Committee if 

this obnoxious scheme of administration is retained, difficulties will 

aboiand and under its cover, the officials will try to seouiro norfcs pi? 

authority and power to themselves to the Chagrin of the managements. The 

regional Constitution to the scheme of administration and shall count as 

such,

I am emphatically opposed to the formation of the District Inspector 

Selection Committee for teachers, Evdry institution is sure to oppose it 

and opt against it* The right comrse will be, that proper qualifications 

be laid down and the managements be left free to make their own choice 

accordingly. Their choice should in no case be fettered. As a matter of 

fact no teachers of proper calibre are at all available and the selection 

is therefore, to be confined to the indifferent lot which maybe available. 

The complaints against selection for appointments are needlaasly exaggerated^ 

Even where experts are appointed on selection committees by statute as in 

the Universities the complaints are not eliminated, MororoŶ r, the experts 

and members of Special committees are also human beings not, ft‘ee from tbe 

usual human weeknesses.

By no means should the selection of heads be made by the Public 

Service Commission, The proposal which was originally made, as far I 

remember was that the  Public Service Commission should prepare a panel of 

approved candidates from amongst whom the heads could be appointed without 

further references. The report ha  ̂ gone one step further, I oppose the .pro

posal, There is no reason why the choice of managbmenta for a qualified a 

appointment should at all be fettered. The difficulty is that although we 

have non-official regime in our country, a non-official who does not occupy 

a chair of a Minister or a salaried officer, is distrusted. The. moment he 

becomes a Minister or a paid officer he by magiw becomes fit for the 

trust to be placed in hin. This is illogical and p e m i c i D U S ,  When we repose 

trust and confidence in Panchayat and block committees, surely tmst can 

not be refused to be reposed in the management of Educational institutional
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It is. not fair to place every reliance on exaggerated and interested 

reports of which there is no dirth at the present monent.

Chapter XIII page 155 para 101 (viK

In fairness, not only 88 % but 100 % of the institutions which 

conform to the rules and regulations should receive pipper grant-in-aid.

It is unjust that 12 la of the institutions are not receiving any grant-in- 

aid, This deficienty deserves to be looked into and removed,

Para 102. ( 6) When the Scales of pay are mandatoify there is no 

justification for only 5/4ths of the grade increments of the teachers being 

tal:en into account for purpose of grant-in-aid. The honest and well managed 

institutions are in this way more hardly hit than others. The present 

practice constitutes a punishment for a good turn. It is insisted that the 

full amount of increments must justly be taken into account for the 

purposes of grant-in-aid,

Para 105 page 155 (i iK  It is a fact that the Committee charges 

on certain items like the re-imburSement of fees are not paid. As for inst

ance the loss of fees in Class VI is not made good inSpite of a very clear 

assurance* Repeated representation^ have been o? no avail. The finances of 

the Institutions are badly affected in this manner* The Government nist 

honour their commitment and pay the loss or withdraw the concession. The 

concessions can not be granted at the cost of the institutions, and the 

credit won by Government,

Para 105 page 157. The prices and requirements have considerably 

increased. The present charges are not sufficient to meet them. Therefore, 

not only the Science fee but also fees for Games, Phinkha, and Ebcamination 

are in urgent need of an upword revision,

Sd, Raj Nath Kunzru,
27.11.
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Note by Sri Jagdlsh ^ a n  Agrawal.M.L. A.

While endorsing the report in general , I am constrained to 

express my disagreement with some of the Conclusions for reasons mentioned 

Tery #riefly hereunder:-

1* I do not agr̂ e with the ftoneluslon that vocational or industrial 

education should jjease to be the concern of the education department as 

heretofore and ’’•e left to the charge of respective departments of the State* 

I do realise that vocational education cjuch as is being imparted to-day 

is not serving the desired purpose, hut I Teel clearly that taking away 

from the education department is iot proper remedy.

On the other hand I think that to have "jetter results and coordina

tion, it is necessary that all the education whether general, technical 

or vocational mst lie the concern and responsibility of the education 

department which can be guided by expert^ advise in different spheres,

t
2, In Chapter IX relating to accreditation of schools while eugo^i- 

sing the ideal, I have great doubt’s about its practicability under the 

present circumstances which are not likely to change subs tan tla^y  for

very long tine to oome. I therefore, wish that emphasise that this

scheme should not be even experimented unless the situation rendering its
s

working is fully assured. Any half-hearted move will lead to chaos,

3, In chapter XI formation of a State Advisory -Council of Education 

has been recommended. Here I wish to emphasise unless it is possible to vest 

this council powers to guide the education in the State, it will not be 

worthwhile to form such a body, which will in that C£;se apart from Influen 

inflicting an unnecessary strain on public exchequer, will create duplica

tion in work,

4, The Committee has recommended formation of the District Selection 

CoEmittee for teachers. I am sorry to note that the views expressed in the 

Committee on the subject had not been adequately recorded. The necessity for 

considering this alternative to the existing practice arose out of the 

complaint by some managements that approval df the Distriot Inspectors of 

Schools leads to unnecessary and avoidable delays.
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The remedy suggested is many times worst thaib the present position* 

It will create very serious complications and introduce District Politics 

into selection of teachers. These selection committees will become hjt-bed 

of politics. All the institutions in a District generally make appointmerfe

►
more o r  Id s s  a t  th e  sam<*> tim e . I t  w i l l  bo p r a c t i c a l l y  im p o s s ib le  mnkn 

a pp oin tm en ts  in  t im e . A com m ittee  ,/threfi n o n - o ff ic ia ls  ^ t « r u s t e d  w it h  the 

jo b  o f  s e l e c t i n g  t e a c h e r s  o f  50  i n s t i t u t i o n s  canno t com plete  th e  jo b  even 

i f  i t  s i t s  C o n t in u o u s ly  f o r  two m onths.

What practical difficulties are experienced in holding meetings 

for appointments of principS-lss where only one noiluofficial member for the 

panel is taken, should rlearly open our ê ^es. The more I examine this 

suggestion I find it full of most dangerous potentialities both for the 

teachers and the managoments, I wonder whether the recommendation in this 

behalf carries the unanitnous viows of the members of the Committee, It was 

quite stoutly opposed. In any casps I beg to express ray disagreement with 

this recommendation with ftll the vehemence I am capable of,

I wish that instead of suggesting such a complicated proisdure 

which is fraught with such great consequences, institutions should be given 

greater freedom in matters of appointments witS 'vigorous emphasis on tho 

fulfilment of necessary md̂ imum qualificatioris and norms which may be re

vised from time to time.

.. J.S. Agarwal.
2 7 . 1 1 .  65 .
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No to by Sri Kanhaiva Lai Gupta.

It is not without a certain degree of hesitation that I write this 

note* The Chairman and other colleagues on the Committee have tried so keen

ly to reflect in the report the greatest Common measure of our views, that 

I would have been happy to sign it unreservedly. But there are a few points, 

on which, I owe it to the Committee to put down my views.

It has been suggested in Chapter IV that recognition of Junior High 

Schools may be entrusted to regional bodies* I do not agree with this view 

becausG I feel the present system of recognition by District Inspectors of 

Schools is working quite smoothly and the centralization recommended Will 

cause delay and incon’'’er.ience without any compensating advantages a It will 

also add to the burden of regional bodies, whidh in this case will be the 

sub-boards, charged with the task of examination of High School and recogni

tion of High Schools and Intermediate Colleges with expansion of education 

the latter two assignments will by themselves be quite heavy,

I also do not agree with the view that examinaiiion at the end of 

class VIII may be gradually transformed into a terminal public examinations 

for all children. We already have two public examinations at the end of 

clats X and XII, Frustration and wastage resulting from the high percentages 

of failures in these is already assuming alarming proportions and the demand 

for flexibility is gaining ground. It being so, addition of a third tier 

hardly appears to be benificial. Moreover, with the rapid growth in numbes, 

this by itself will impose unmanageable harden on the regional bodies. It 

should also be unnecessary in view of complete absorption and integration 

of these classes with the second level of education conceived by forming 

in the report. Reliability can be achieved by forming groups of manageable 

numbers of institutions for the purpose of these examinations within the 

districts with the help of 'Mstrict Inspector of Schools,

I also beg to differ with the view contained in this very chapter 

that vocational and Industrial education, instead of boing the responsibility 

of the Education Department. Should preferably be left to the respective 

departments of the Governmemt. I do not see how is this re«oncileable with 

the suggestion that there should be provision for 0aay.«tjaftfBaver from
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technical to general education and vice-versa at appropriate levels. More

over as in the past this arrangement leads to artificial compartmentBliza- 

tion« To keep pace with advancement in Science and Technology the need for 

imparting of *w»rk-exerience’ to all children, at the second level will de

mand creation ff general and technical institutions in close proximity 

under samA or closely knit administrative units. This will not be easy to 

achieve under the arrangement suggested in the report, I hold that educatkn 

of all typfes catering for thi 11^18 age group should be comprised under 

second level and be brought under the control of the Education Department 

which should have consultative Committees with technical personnel drawn 

from related fields and departments.

In dhapter X it has been recJommendad that special schools should 

be opened for the specially talented and gifted children. I doubt if the 

proposal will lead to’total tietterment of education’ or to speedier developU 

ment of industties or the pl*oduction potenti&l which is its main aim, I think 

the risks inherent in the suggestion, (which have even been enumerated i» 

the report) outweigh advantages which may prove illusory. One more asp^t, 

which deserves consideration is that drawing away the talented childraft 

from the common schools, will deprive the students and the teachers ^hereof 

of those d&y to day challenges which stiraalate effort on their part and in 

consequence^ 'ffieir level of Derfomiance, and hence the general lev#l of 

education, may go down still further, I would, therefore plead ftff a very 

cautious approach, in the shape of a few pilot projects in select areas 

rather than a whole-Sale implementation. For society mist grow in totality. 

Social advancement is essentially a process of interraction a»d to lie 

realistic, it nust be conceived as broadly as possible. While the best must 

not be conceiveii aSJ.owed to be smothered by the many should also not be snother- 

ed by isolation of the best. Even production in a factory is not sp mich 

a function of the calibre at the top as that of the skill the >ase.

One of the main object^ves. for the formation of this Committee was 

to advise on the reorganiza'tlon of the Boa;t*d. This part has beeiy mainly cjealt 

with in chapter eleven, which is romp'rised of a majority vtow and a ’minority 

view’ . But for our limitations, we would hare liked to tkrash out these
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’views* still further to narrow down the gap.

I am unable to appreciate the advantages of retaining the control 

of the Intermediate examination centrally at Allahabad, while breaking up 

the control of the High School examination into three places. This would 

mean so much of avoidable dual direction, overlapping and waf«tage* We have 

large number of mixed centres. They will be receiving instmctions and papers 

from the central as well as the regional sub-boards and will have to submit 

return etc, also separately. Even at present the Centre- Superintendents, 

v'ho are heads of institutions, are kept constantly bothered, at the cost of 

their more important wcrk, by time consuming, details of these examinations 

through out the year. This split-control would only add to their burden with 

-out any compensating gains.

Moreover this may lead to duplication of Committees al3o 

appointment of* examiners, I do not see why the argument ô * unmanageability 

and delay which are responsible foi‘ breaking up the High School control do 

not apply to tho Intermediate examination. Figures are there to show that 

the numbers in Intermediate alone will soon swell to the present total in 

a matter of few years, I would, therefore, plead for a simaltaneous trans

ference of the Intermediate examination alco to the three regional sub-board.

The constitution of the State Board deserves a rethinking. Some 

state-board have non-official educationists as Chairman and the arrangement 

has proved more efficacious. Our experience of having the Director of 

Education as (ex-officio) Chairman in this stato has not been hacpy* The 

only advantage of his providing a link between the dopp.rtment and the Board 

is niore than offset by his obsession of the departmental view point, his 

inability to find the time to attend to even ver7/ important duties as Chairman 

resulting in inordinate delay in execution of decisions and attendment loss 

to students. It is high time that the State Board, conceived as the one re

flating  and Supervisory body of secondary education, with /^mpletely autono

mous status, should havo-a whoOL-e-time non-official, eminent educationist as 

its Chairman, With the Director' as'-Ohalnnan., this autoitofsy will lose all its 

import.

One o f  the main draw>-backs o f b««n that the
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w o rker  in the field i.e.  the teacher does not have his due share in its 

working. The new Qomposition also provides no cure. Each University will 

have a representative on it, but there will be only two teachers. Teacher 

and Manager’s iissociations, as such have not been represented. We should 

profit Tiy'past flxpflrion««. Enlisting a hilk «f persons wht have, Imt a fleW* 

ing interest in secondary education, to the exclusion or nominal representa^ 

tion, of the worker in the field has already proved too harmful. The mistake 

may not get repeated. The Chairman of the Recognition and Accreditation 

Com m ittee should also be on the State-Board.

As regards recommendations relating to the Intermediate Education

Amendment Act, I think, the whole subject urgently deserves a more tlx)rough
\

treatment which was not possible within the allotted tim^. While I agree 

with the Spirit of the recommendations, I have grave doubts about th© work

ability of the suggestion for appointment of teachers through District 

Selection Committees and that of heads through Public Service Commission,

Time permitting the Committee might have liked to go into certain 

other connected questions. One such question being the advisability of 

excluding certain categories of institutions ( e.g. local bodies institutions) 

from the purview of the Act. These and many other related matters arising 

out of the enforcement of the Act should, however soon be subjected to 

detaiflied deliberation in the interest of smooth working of secondary 

institu '-.ions,

The question of organizing an efficient health service for aohool- 

children in U.P, is also one subject which brooks no delay.

I shall conclude this note without alluding to other minor disagree

ments, with reiteration of my deep appreciation for the effort the Chairman 

has made to come to agreed decisions on seme of the difficult questions 

co-raing before the Committee,

Sd. K.L, Gapta.

it * * # #
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A P P E N D I X  L,

GOVERMENT MEMORANDOM APPQIMTING THE COMMITTEEI.

UTTAR PRADESH SHASAN 

SHIKSIiA CKA) V3BHAG 

No •AI/5078/x:v-1590/1964* Dated Luclcnowi November 25|1964

OFFICE MEMORANDCMa

The Board of High School and Intermediate Education, " 
Uttar Pradesh was set up under the U,P* Xnte rmediate Educa
tion Act in 1921 and has been functioning for'the last about 
43 years without any appreciable dhange in its organisational 
pattern# During this period, there has been-considerable 
expansion of Secondary Education* The numbe-r of recognised 
Institutions prepariiog students for the High School and 
Intermediate Examinations has increased several times'and the 
number of students appearing at these examinations has gone' 
upto about five lacs. This number is increasing e-very year. 
This phenomanal expansion has posed various problems and 
has created certain d-ifficulties in the working of"the Board 
which have resulted in lowering its efficiency and slowing the 
speed of work. It has, therefore* become urgently necessary to 
undertake suitable steps for malang the Board an effective and 
efficient instrument for the development of Secondary Educatio: 
in the State in'a planned manner• ' 3inprovements have to be made 
whe-rever necessary in the organisation, f-unctioning, and 
procedures of the Board to enable it to function with greater 
efficiency and speed* For bringing about the desired improve
ments in these directions, it has been found necessary to unde 
take a detailed examination of the organisational set up and 
functioni:^ of the Board through a Committee of officials and 
non-officials, which may also suggest the steps to be "taken " 
for achieving the desired objectives* The Governor has accord
ingly been pleased to appoint a Committee of the following 
persons i-

1 .

2*

3*

4*

Sri Radha Krishna Agrawal, 
Chairman,
Public Service Commission, 
Uttar Pradesh, Allahabad*

Sri Madan Mohan, M .L.C*, 
Chairman.
University Grants Committee, 
Uttar Pradesh, Allahabad*

Sri'Jagdish Saran Agarwala, 
M*L*A*, Alamgiri Ganj, 
Bareilly*

Sri Virendra Swaroop, M*L*C*, 
Advocate,
15/96, Civil Lines,

Chaiman.

Member,

Member.

Member,
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Appendix I ,

5, Sri Devi Prasad Misra,
President,
Madhyamik Shikshak Sangh,
Principal, T.N^Mahavidyalaya,
Tanda ( Faizabad )*

6* Sri Raj Nath Kimzru,
President,
U^P. School Managers' Association, 
Chilli Int.Road,

7* Dr* A.C, Chatterji,
Vice-Chancellor,
Gorakhpur*

8* Km* Kanchanlata Sabharwral,
Principal,
Mahila Degre-e College^
Lucknow*

9* Sri Ka3±iaiya Lai Gupta^
Principal,
Municipal Inter *College,
Vrindaban*

10. Dr. R*K* Singh,
Principal^
Balwant Vidyap-ith,

11* Sri B*S. Sialj
Director of Education,
Uttar Pradesh,
Lucknow*

12* Dr. C*M* Bhatia,
Deputy Director of Education (Finance), 
Uttar Pradesh,
Allahabad*

13* Sri S*M* Baqar,
Deputy Director of Educationj 
Gorakhpur*

14* Sri Sri Niwas Sharma,
Deputy Director of Education,
Vaj'anasi Region,
Varanasi*

♦ 15* Sri S*D* Pant,
Secretary,
Board of High School and Intermediate 
Education, Uttar Pradesh,
Allahabad *

Member.

Member-

Membe-x*

Member.

Member •

Member.

Member.

Membe-r.

Membe-r.

Member-Secretar;

Sri P*R* Chauhan was appointed Member-Secretary vice*.. 
Sri S*D* Pant who ceased to be a member, vide Government 
Memorandom No .A 1/675AV« 1590/1964 dated March 6, 1965.
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2, The terms of reference of this Committee shall bei-

(1) to examine the existing organisation and working 
of the Board of High School and' Intermediate 
EducationjUttar Pradesh and to suggest steps for

improving its efficiency and speed of work|

(2) to make recommendations on all such ancillary and 
incidental matters including reorganisation and 
decentralisation which may be necessary'for the 
proper implementation of the suggestions which the 
Committee makes under item (1) above, and

(3) to indicate the financial and other implicationsj 
if any* of the suggestions or recommendations 
which the Committee makes under items (1) and (2) 
above*

3* The Committee will have its Headquarters at Allahabad, 
and will submit its report within(*^l) four months from the 
date of its first meeting. The Committee may also, if it 
considers necessary, coopt up to two additional (♦♦2^members 
whose association with itj the Committee may conside-r use
ful. The term of these coopted members will expire on the 
date on'which the term of other members of the Committee 
expires,

4* Under r̂ ale 20(b) of the Financial Hand Book Voltmie III> 
the Governor has been pleased to decide that the“non-official 
members of the Committee including coopted membe-rs shall be 
regarded as belonging to the first class for the purpose of 
calculating their travelling and daily allo\^«nces, Travelling 
allowance at the ordinary rates will be admissible to them 
only from and to their usual place of residence and where 
concessional fares for return journey are allowed by the 
Railway} travelling allowance will be limited to the actual 
cost of the return ticket plus incidental expenses at the 
rates admissible to Government servants of the first class. 
The official members shall draw travelling allowance, as 
admissible to them ujide-r the rules, from the budget head 
which provides for their pay and allowance.

5 . The Governor is further pleased to declare, under Rule 
88 of Financial Hand Book, Volume III, that the Secretary of 
the Committee shall be the controlling officer in respect of 
the travelling allowance bills of the non-official members#

6 . Sanction of the Governor is also-accorded to the crea- 
tion-of a-temporary post of clerk-cum-typist in the scale of 
RS.60-3-90-E3-4-11D with effect from the date of entertainment 
for a period of four months for the work of the Committee,

The term was last extended upto November 30, 1965 
Vide G.O.No.AI/5036/XV/1590/3-964 dated Lucknô ,̂ ;• October 
22, 1966.

Dr, Gopal Tripathi, Principal, College of Engineering 
and Technology, B^fiaras Hindu University and Dr, R,B, 
Mathur, Head of the Department of Mucation, Lucknow 
University were coopted by the Comiaiilitŝ ,
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7, The escpenditure on this account will be debited to the" 
apioropriate Prnjnary units subordinate to the Head,«28-Educa- 
tion~Non-Plan-E-General charges-(d)- Miscellaneous* (i)Board 
of High School and Intermediate Education” in the budget for 
the current financial year and must be met by affectirjg^ 
savings within the existing provision on the non-plan side 
of the Education grant as a -whole.

Sd, Una Shanker 
Saohiv*
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WORKING OF Tm  COMMITTEE - ITS MODUS OPEROTM,

1 , The first raeeting of the Committee was convened on 

December 24, 1964. At this meeting preliminary discussions 

in regard to the terms of reference and the work before the 

Committee were held* A steering Committee to prepare a work

ing paper was also formed in this meeting.

The following persons were co-opted as members

(1) Dr* R*B, Mathur, Head of the Department of 
Education, Luclmow University^ Lucknow,

(2) Dr* Gopal Tripathi, Principal, College of 
Engineering and Technology, Banaras Hindu 
University, Varanasi*

2* The Second meeting of the Committee was held on January

28,29 and 30, 1965* At this meeting the Committee discussed

its terms of reference in a general way and considered the

view points putup by the members* The broader question -

whether the High School Examination v7ould be done away with

was also considered* The question of large nmber of failures

at the Board’ s Examinations also engaged the attention of the

Committee* k suggestion in regard to selecting a few of the

best schools and to grant them autonomy for laying down their

own Syllabi and holding examination was also considered* The

question whether one Board as at present would be able to coj

with the increasing work or some other arrangement will have

to be worked out, also formed the main topic of discussion*

At this meeting the Committee appointed the following five

sub-Committees to consider the specific matters referred to

them*

(i) Sub-Committee to examine the strength of the office 
and the need for accommodationi-

PERSOMEL0-.mm -  1 ■  I

1. Chief Inspector of Government Offices,
Uttar Pradesh, Allahabad*

2* Superintending Engineering, P*W*D*,U*P*, Allahabad.

V
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3, Registrar, University of Agra, A^ra«

♦ 4, Sri P*C, Pandey, District Magistrate,
Allahabad« ( Ck)nvene-r ) *- 

5* Sri P*R,Ghauhan, (Kenaber-Secretary)

( i i )  Sub-Coniniittee to examine diversification of Courses 
to be assigned to respective authorities:

PERSONEBL

Chairman of the Re-organisation Committee
( Chairman )

1 , Dr, T,G,Kt Charlu, Director Technical Education, 
U,P,, Kan-pur,

2. Sri B*Si Sial, Director of Education, U«P.,
Jiuclaioî *

3* Dr, R.R, Agarwal, Director of Agriculture, U*P,, 
Luclg]ov/»

4* Sri A*S. Malik, I .A .S ., Director of Industries,
U.P*5 Kanip-ur»

Sri Ilatu, Director,Aoademy of Music, Lucknow>

6 , Dr, Gopal Tripathi, Principal, College of Teohnolog" 
and Engineering, Banaras Hindu University,
Varanasi,

7* Dr, A,C, Chatteroee, Vice-Chancellor,
Gorakhpur University^ Gorakhipur,

8 , IJg, A.N, Agarwal, Professor & Head of the
Department of Commerce, Allaiiiabad University, 
Allahabad. ’

9, Sri Dinkar R, Kowshik, Principal, Government ,
School of Arts and Crafts, Luoknow,

10, Sri P,R,V, Bhiman, Director, Employment and 
Training, U ,P,, Lucknow,

11* Sri S,S* Sidhu, I,A*S*, Secretary and Director 
Cultural Affair, Civil Secretariat, Lucknow,

12, Th© Secretary of the Board,

A p p o n d l x  I I ,

♦ As Sri Pandey, due to reasons of health could not give 
tm e, Sri R,K, Trivedi, I ,A ,S ,, 'District Magistrate, 
and CoUegtor, Kanpur was subsequently appointe-d as 
membe-r and Convener,



(iii )  Sub-Committee to suggest (1) reforms in the

existing system of Examination and to examine the number of

candidates that can be handled by one Board with efficiency

and speed, and (2) to suggest powers and functions that may 

be delegated to other Boards, if it is decided that one 

Board cannot handle candidates beyond a certain nmbe-n-

PERSONNEL>

1 , Sri Madan Mohan,

2* Dr# R*K* Smghj

3* Sri J*S. Agarwal,

4* Sri B .S , Sial,'Director of
Education, U*P,

5* Dr, R*B* Mathur,

6 * The Secretary of the Board,

7* Sri R,N* Kunzru C Convener )

(iv) Sub-Committee to examine the working of the present Act 
v;ith special reference to the powers of Recognition and 
Supervision exercised by the Boards-

PERSOEIEIL.

- v i i  -

Appendix II«

1. Sri Virendra Swarup C Convener )

2 . Dr. (Kin) Kanchanlata Sabbarwal

3. Sri D.P. Mishra,

4. Dr. CM* Bhatia.

5 . Sri S.N. Sharma,

5. Sri R.N. 
Director

Gupta, Retired Deputy 
of Education, Allahabad.

(v) Committee to draft the Report,

Chairman of the Re-organisation Committee ( Chairmaji )

1* Sri S,N, Sharma,

2. Sri K,L. Gupta.

3* Sri S*M* Baqar,

4. Dr. H.L. Sharma.

5 . The Secretary of the Board.
Note The Secretary of the Comraittee was appointed aS the

Ex-Officio Secretary of all the Sub-Committees.



5* The third meeting of the Re-org^isation Committee was held on August

21^22 and 21, 1966 to disiass the Draft Report and to adopt the same. The

Committee however, after discussion of the draft report decided to re-draft 

the report and a suli-committee of the followifcg persons was appolmtpid for 

the purposej- 

1» Sri S.N, Sharma.

Dr. A.C. Ghatt«rji*

5. Dr. (Km) Kanchanlata Sabbarwal.

4. Sri K.L, Gupta.

5i Dr. H.L. Sharma,

Sri P.R. ChauhaJ* (M#ml*er-3efMP!«tary)

4. The draft-xtport prepared by the SUbu.committee was considered by the
ci/v\Â

Reorganisation Committee at its meeting on October 21,22j(^25, 1965, The 

Committee approved jtke report with some modifications. The report in the 

final form was sig.'\ed liy t̂ he memlî rg nt a meeting in Lucknow on November 27, 

1965.

5. At the conclusion of the last meeting the Chairman thanked the 

members and th® Secretary of the Committee for the labour ^ut in by them 

under difficult circ’jimstances, He also thanked the assistants of office of 
*

the Secretary, Intermediate Board who attended to the work of the Committee 

in additiok to performing their ovm normal duties. He hoped that adequate 

payment will be made to them for this work. Sci Jagdish Saran Agarwal and 

Sri Raj Nath Kunzna also thanked the Chairman and the members. Sri Kunzn 

said that he had worked on all the Committee^ formed since 1948, and h© 

could say that the discussions at thfe meetings of this. Commlti>e« hkd feen 

conducted in the most peaceful atmosphere,

* a n  * * * if, if
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A P P E N D  I X I I I  A.

STATEMB^JT OF THE MEETIN-GS ATTENDED BY THE MEMBERS OF THE RS-ORGANISAT ION COMMUCTEE,

SI.
No-

Names of Members,
- ______  DATES - OF

2 4 .12*64l 28.1.65 f  29.1 .6s i

M E E T - f f l ^ G S _____________________________  - -

'3oTl*6~5 ĵ[ 21 .8 .651 22.8.65
XT

23.8.65

1.
2.
3.

6 •
7.
8. 
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14*
15.
16.
17.
18.

Sri Radha ICrishna (Chairman)^
Sri Madanl'iohan 
Sri Jag dish Saran Agarv-;al 
Sri Virendra St̂ ârup 
Sri Devi Prasad Misra 
Sri Rao Nath Kunzru 
Sri Dr. A.C. Chatterji 
Dr. (I^) ICanchaiilata SabbarwaJ. 
Sri Kanhaiya Lai Gupta |
Dr. R.IC. Singh 
Sri B .3. Sial 
D;r. C.M. Bhatia 
Sri S.M. Baq^r 
Sri S>?i‘inlwas Sharma

A
A
A
A
A
NA

m
A
L
A
A
A
A
A

SRI S.D. Pant (Member-Secretary)A
TN \  3 V.r 4“  « n ^

I
Dr. R 3 *  Mathur (Co-opted)
Dr. Gopal Tripatlii(Co-opted)i
Sri P,R. Cliauhan  ̂ i

(M emb er-- Secret ary) |

The foilov;ing^ attended by Speci^J 
invitation;- If

I
'Dr. H.Ii. Sharma I

Ssm Sri S.C.'* Agarv/al I
3 ; '  Dr. Subodh Ada\:al I
4* * Sri S.D. Pant I
____________________________________ - 1 - -

X

X

X
X
X
X

A
A
A
NA
A
A
NA
A
A
A
A
SA
A
NA
A
A
NA

A

A
X

A
A
A
A
NA
A
ms.
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
NA

A

A
X
*\r

X

i NA
A
NA
A
NA
A
NA
A

Kif̂
m.
A
ANTw
A
A
NA

A

X
X
X

A
NA
A
A
A
A
NA
A

N/v

NA
NA
A
■V

N/^
NA.
A

A
A
A
A

A
NA
A
A
A
A
NA
A
A
N/i.
A
NA
NA
A
X
Nf̂
N/v
A

A
A

A
A
A
NA
A
A
A
A
A
NA
A
NA
NA
A
X
KTk
NA
A

A
X
X
A

E::planation;- »Ai is used for^^attended” ,and^N.A.»^ for not attended.

Sri S.D. Pant ceas'ed to be the member Secretary with effect from March 6.
1965 and Sri P.R. Chauhan was appointed Member-Secretary in his place with

effect from the same date (G.O. No*Al/675/5CV/l590/l964 dated March 6, 1965

(Contd. next page)
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SI, Names of Members. DATES CF MEETINGS

1 . Sri xladha Krishna C Chairman ) I
2 . Sri 1-iadan Hohan )]
3 . bri Jagdish Saran Agar\fai
4 . Sri Virendra Swarup
5 . Sri Devi Prasad Misra
6 . Sri. da. 2 Nath Kunzru
7 . Sri Dr* A.C. Chatterji
u. Sri Dr. (ICiii) Kanchanlata
9 . Sri Jianhaiya Lai Gupta
1 0 . Sri ^r. R.K. Siiigh
1 1 . Sri B.S. Sial
12 . Sri Dr, C.Mv Bhatia
13 . Sri S.K. Baqar
1 4 . Sri 3hriniv;as Sliarma
1 5 . Sri Dr. R,B  ̂ Mathur (Co-opted)
1 6 . Sri Dr. Gopal Tripatlii (Co-opted)
1 7 . Sri P.R, Chauhan

(̂ iemb er - S e cr e iar y)
The folloving attended by Special 
invitation

Sri S,D. Pant

6
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Statement showing the list of members who attended 
the meetings of the various Sub-commit tees held on different 
dates :

1, Sub-Committee to examine the sterength of office and
need for accommodation held at ICanpur on June 21 and 
22y 1965>

The folowln^ attended{

1. Sri R,K, Trevidij 5u,S^ District Magistrate and 
Collector, Kanpur. ( Convene-r )

2 . S.R,S* Higam, Chief Inspector, Government Offices> 
Uttar Pradesh*

3. Sri F.R. Chauhah ( Member-Secretary )

2 * Sub-committee to examine diversification of Courses
held on February 25, 1965;

The following attended:-

Sri Radha Krishna ( Chairman )

1* Dr, T,G,K, Charlu, Director, Technical Education,U.P,

2, Dr, D.P, Singh, representing Director of i^griculture 
Uttar Pradesh,

3, Sri G.N* Natu. Director, Academy of Music, Lucknow,
4, Dr, A,C# Chatterjee, Vice-Chancellor, Gorakhpur

University, Go37akhp-ur,
5, Sri D,R, Kawshik, Principal, Government School of 

/^rts and Crafts, Lucknow,
6 , Dr, R.B, Mathur C By special invitation )

7* Sri P,R, Chauhan, Additional Secretary of the Board
( By special invitation )

3, Sub-committee to suggest ( 1) reforms in existing
system of Examination and to ex^iiine the number of
candidates with efficiency and speed and (2) to suggest
powers and functions that may be delegated to other 
Board, if 'it  is decided that one Board cannot handle 
candidates beyond a certain number, held on iiDril. 14 
and 15 ,. 1965, ---^ ---------

The folowing attended;-

1, Sri R,N, Kunzru ( Convener )
2; Sri R.K, Singh,
3, Sri P*R, Chauhan ( Member-Secretary )
4 , Sri Gurmauj Prakash ( By special invitation )
5, Dr. A, Edwin Harper Jr, (B y  special invitation )

4 , Sub-committee to examine the working of the present
Act with special reference to the powers of Re^gnitior 
and Supervision exercised by the Board, held on Ax)ril
6 ,7  (at Lucknow) and May 27, 1965,

The following attended;-

1, Sri Virondra Swarut) ( ConvoriAT %



2 ; Sri D.P, Mishra
3» Sri R*N* Gupta
4. Dr, Cl^) K* Sabbarval

^ 5 *  Sri S*N, Sharma
^ 6 . Dr, G.M. Bhatia
^ 7t Sri R*N» Kun^ru

8 , Sri P . R .  Chauhan ( Member Secretary )

^ Attended on May 27, 1965 only,

5* Drafting Sub-oommittee appointed by the Re-organisation
Committee held on August 21^22 and 23, 1965 held on 
September 656^758524 and 25, 1965.

The following attended}-

1. Dr# 4 .0 ,  Chatter3ee 
2* Sri S.K* Sharma.

^ 3. Dr. (Ivm) Kanchanlata Sabbaival
4. Sri P.R. Chauhan ( Member-Secretary )
5. Dr, R.B. Mathur ( By special invitation )

^ Attended on September 6 & ?5 1965.
Attended on September 24 & 25, 1965.
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XIXI -

A P„P_E_N_D_I^X_

List of persons/Institutions/Associatlons etc» who 
s ubmitted "their views" before "the Committee.»“

1 . Sri Zm'P* Misraj B.A.V, Intermediate College, Meerut*
2. Dr. R.N* Singh, U,P* College, Varanasi.
3. Sri G.K. Aganral, Motilal Nefeiru Engineering College,Alld,
4# Dr, D,C. Varsimey, Government Inter College, Faizabad*
5 , Sri S.P. Srivastava, S.M .S.B, Inter College,Sahjahanpur.
6 , Sri Principal , J,S# Hindu Inter College, Moradabad^
7 , Sri C*B.L. Mathur, Government Inter College,^^gra,
8 , Sri K,N, Srivastava, Queen*s Co3J.ag8, Varanasi*
9* Principal, Krishak Inter College, Meerut*
10* Sri Raja Hussain, Government Inter College*Mainpuri»
11* Sri RalTmat Ali, Qamiu H^S.S*, Tanda, Faizabad*
12. S]zi P* Singh, Inter College, Mirzapui*.
13* Miss* E*I* J^hipstone, I*T* College, Lucknow*
14. Sri Sewa Ram, Hindu Inter College, Muzaffarnagar.
15'. Sri B,L, Sharma, N.C.A* E .S .S , Chandausi*
15. Sri S.L, Parashar, Municipal Inter College, Agra.
17, Sri n*C.D* Saxena, L.P*Government H*S*S*, Nainital*
18* Sri DiD. Pant, Municipal H .S .S ., Kathagodam*
104 Sri R*P. Dubey, S.G, H .S .S ., Deoria*
20* Sri B. Gupta, H.B. Inter College. Aligarh*
21. Sri H.A. Siddiqui, Government Inter College, Jhansi*
22. Sri D.H.M* Tripathi, Marwari Inter College, Deoria,
23* Sri H.D. Tripathi, H*C. Inter Colle-ge, Lucknow*
24. Sri P.IU Soni, P. Inter College, Garhwal*
25. Sri E Cliaran, Christian' Inter College, Farruldiabad*
2 6 . Principal, H .I . K .S .S ., Nainital.
27. Sri R* Tewari, City H .S.S*, Ghazipur.
2 8 . Sri T.P. Gupta, S .R .M .3 ,, Inter College, Agra*
29* Sri Tripurari Pandey, S*G*V*M* Inter College, Gonda*
30. Sex Principal, G.B.H^,_S*S., Garhwal*
31* Sri Saukat SuJItan, Sijjiî blee National Inter College,Azamgarh, 
32*- Principal, 3.M. Inter College, Gorakhpur*
33. Sri B ,S. Gupta, Government Inter College, Eardoi*
‘34* Sri S*H. Kaqvi, I*M. Inter College, imroha* '
35* Sri B *S. Sharma, S*D,J* Inter College, Agra*
36, Principal, Government Inter College, Mirzapur*
■37. Sri K* Hallick, H.R.N* Inter College, Basti*
38. Sri L .S , Pandey, Principal, P.N*Govt, Inter College,Varanas
39. Principal, Marwari inter College, Goraklipur*

Principal, Sri Omar Vaish Inter College, Kanpur*
41* Sri _C.B*L. Mathur, Principal, Govt, Inter College, Agra,
42. Sri K,S. Asthana, Retired, Principal, Prem Ashram,'Sadatgaii^
43, Principal, S.G. H .S ,S*, Captainganj, Deoria* ' Faizabac
4-u Principal, Shibli National College, Azamfearh,
45* Principal, Public Inter College. Kotdwara,lrarhl^^al.
46. Sri Syed Jamil Ahmad,Asstt* Master, National H*S*S,Pilikotl'
47. Principal,T.G.C.Hindu School & J.S* Hindu inter, Varanas' 

College, Amroha* ,
48. Principal, Merchants Inter College, Chj&aragaon, Ballia,
49* Principal, Harichan Inter. College, Lucknow*
50. Principal, Government Intermediate College, Mainpuri,
61. Principal, Cliristian Inter College, Farrukliabad*
52. Sri D . ij.M.Tripatni,Principal, Marwari Inter College,Deoria
53. Principal Govt, inter College, Laldiimpur lOieri.
54. Principal, Isabe3.1a Tnoburn College, Lucknow,
5o. Principal, l.iaharaja Pateshwarl Prasad H.S.S,,Balrampur,Gon(
56. Principal, hraicipal, H .S .S ., ICathgodam, Naini.tal,
57. Prinoxpal, Clancey H .S .3 ., Mathura,
58. Princip-al,l.;ahatma Gandhi H .S .S ., Haldwani, Nainital.
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59« P:rincipalj NarangpuTj P*0* TiyajMoradabad*
60* P3?iiicipaX5 B*3«Vt Inter ColiegG^ Jasptir5 Naiiii'tal#
6 1. Principal. Siddiquie Kotwa&i, Ballia,
62# P’rincipalj Hindu Inter Collegej Ivandliala  ̂ Muzaffarnagar#
6 3, PTincipal, Hatan Sen Inter College, Baati.
-64, Prinoipal, B.N.B.Inter College, Mariahu, Jatinpur.
65* P'rincipal ,Cantt, Board Lansdown (Garhwal)
6 6 . Principal, liaa Hainan H .S .S ., Jatnon (Sultanpur).
67 . Principal, S.D. Inter College, Miranpur  ̂(Muzaffarnagar*)
6 8 * Principal, Goverment Inter College,Lalitpur ( Jhansi)^
6 9* Sri IC.Ki Srivastavfi Principal, Queens College, Varanasi.
70* Princip-^al, LDAV, Inter. College, Anupshahr.
71. Principal, L.Bulaki Das B Ram Sahai Hindu Girls H*S.S .,

Tilhar ( Sfthahjahanpur.)
72. Principal, D*P.S* H.S.School, Moosakhiria,Farrukhabad.
7 3 * Principal, Shaiabhu Dayal Inter. College, Ghaziabad*
7 4 . Principal, Guru Nanak Inter College, Kankerldiera, (Meerut)
7 5 . Principal, Arnrit Inter College, Rohana, Muzaffarnagar*
76. Lady Principal, Balrampur Girls* H.S^S*, Balraiiipi.ir,Gonda.
77. Principal, City FI.S, School, Ghazipur.
78. Principal, Chitralmt Inter College, Ivarwi ( Banda )
79. Principal, St, Anthony* s Convent Girls Inter College,
80. Principal, Government Inter College, Hardoi.
81. Principal, N .C .l. H.S.School, Chandausi ( Moradabad )
82. Principal, Krishak Inter College,P1jfewana ( Meerut )
83. Principal Shri Kangal Sen B. Inter College, Ahahjahanpur.
84. Principal, Govt, Inter. College, Amroha.
85. Principal, Christian Inter College, Jhansi*
8 6 . Principal, Kindu Inter College, Dehradun*
87. Principal, L .P . Govt. H,S.School, Bhimtal,( Nainital )
8 8 . Principal, Khair Inter College, Khair, (Aligarh),
89. Principal, Maharaj Singh Inter College, Bahraich,
90. Principal, Ratan Muni Jain Inter College, Agra,
91. Principal, S .G .S , H.S. School, Hata, Deoria,'
92. Principal, Shree G.V.M. Inter College, Gonda»
93. Principal, H .B .I, College, Aligarh*
94. Principal, Kedar Nath S^Kseiaia Arya Kanya Inter College,
95. Principal, Qaurni H,S, School, Tanda, Faizabad, ^graj
96. Principal, Kanda H*3,S, School, Alniora,
97. Sri J.P , Mittal, S,D, Inter College, ,Muzaffarnagar*
98. Sri Megh Raj Sharnia, HA.PUR,

(ii) Uiiiyersitieŝ  Special Institutions and Others.

1 , Dr, Brij Mohan , Banaras Hindu University.
2. Dr, R,N* Misra, Varanaseya Sanslcfity University,Varanasi, 
3* Dr, Balbhadra Prasad, Allahabad University, Allahabad,
4. Sri K,M* Siddiqui, Aligarh University, .Jiligarh* '
5. Sri Shiva Kuinar LaJ. Srivastava, Ex. Member Board,
6 , Sri A.K. Sanyal^ Ex, Secretary, Intermediate Board, Alld,
7. Sri R.N. Misra « 'Member Board.
8 . Sri K,S, Asth8,na - Faizabad*
9, Sri A, Satyanaraina - Hyderabad,
10. Sri B.N, Kar - Ex-member Board, Allahabad,
11. Sri R,P, Pandey,- Faizabad,
12, Dr, M,L, Bhargava -‘Member Board, Allahabad*
13, Sri K,P, Bhatnagar - Ex.-Vice Chancellor, Agra University

and Ex-member Board, Kanpur*
14, Sri Parmanand - Ex-Secretary of the Board, Allahabad*
15, Sri Rain Surat Singh - Senior Assistant, Confidential Secti

Intermediate Board, Allahabad 
16* Sri o,R. Bhatt. Nehru Road, Allahabad.
17. Sri A*P, Melirotra, D*S.B* College, Nainital*
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Ciii) Officers of the Bducatlon De-partment>

i; Sri riawal Kishcre, Regional Deputy Director of Education 
2» Sri N.N. Verma, Regional Deputy Director of Education,
3* Bri D ,D , Tewarij Central Peaiagogical Institute, JU.lahabad* 
4* Sri P%N* Tewari, Registrarj DepartnientaJ, Bxaminations^ALLD> 
5» Sri K.N* Kalckar, District Inspector of Schools, Nainii;al
6 , Sri H, Hasan, District Inspector of Schools,"Ballia.
?• Sri Joshi, District Inspector of Schoolis, Garhwal*
8. Sri B*M, Gupta, District Inspector of Schools,Saharanpur. ' 
9\' Sri Gupta, District Inspector of Schools, Farrukhabad;
10* Sri Y.II* Upadhayaya. District Inspector of Schools, Bddaun, 
l i ;  Sri L# Chandra, District Inspector of Schools, Rampur*
121. Sri Hirnajn Singh, District Inspector of Schools, Lalthimpur
13, Sri K, Shanker, District Inspector of Schools, MirzapurShe*
14, Sri A .S .K , ItFussufi, District Inspector of Schools,

Shah;3ahanpur.

Civ) ASSocmrIONS.

i; Principals of Higher Secondary Institutions, Allahabad,
•2, Provicial School Managers Association, Allahabad,
3, Principals Associations -Agra,'
4 ,  U,P* Ch_ristian Council, Lucknow*
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